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Into its sixth edition this year, DSTA Horizons is a testament to the persevering spirit of knowledge
sharing in our defence community. I am very heartened to report that this edition drew a bumper
crop of submissions, presenting the Editorial Board with a pleasant but difficult task in deciding
on the final line-up of articles.
DSTA Horizons brings together a selection of DSTA’s innovative solutions and applications in the
various disciplines of defence science technology. The diverse range of topics in every edition is a
reflection of the multi-faceted capabilities of our defence ecosystem.
To be at the forefront of defence technology, the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) must continue
in the pursuit of breakthroughs and innovation. More than half of this year’s articles detail the
exploration of alternative methods and solutions to support the SAF in its development and
evolution. Many of these ideas, still in the initial stages of experimentation and research, have
shown promising results.
Progressing from traditional mission planning and evaluation tools, an alternative method to
facilitate decision making in today’s fast-paced and dynamic battlefields is discussed in the article
‘Rapid Simulation-based Evaluation of Operational Plans’. The authors recount their positive
research findings and the plans to enhance the system further for local needs.
The maintenance of Third Generation Integrated Knowledge-based Command and Control
systems in an increasingly complex networked environment is a growing challenge. The article,
‘End-to-End Integrated Systems Management Tools’, seeks to address this issue with the proposed
implementation of an automated configuration management tool suite and database to boost
productivity and competency development, as well as optimise resources.
Clear and objective cost estimation is crucial in the long-term budgeting and decision-making
process of defence acquisition and development projects. The article ‘Estimation Model for
Integrated Logistics Support Cost and Annual Recurrent Expenditure in C3 Projects’ provides a
model for planners to carry out cost estimates as percentages of their capital investment cost.
Similarly, on the topic of cost management, the article entitled ‘Performance-Based Logistics’
proposes a potential weapon support strategy to reduce Operations and Support costs for the SAF.
This method employs long-term contractor logistics support with payment tied to performance
metrics, rather than to services and materials.
Safe separation distances between military explosive facilities and inhabited buildings are known
as quantity distance (QD) criteria. QD criteria depend on the quantity and hazard division of
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explosives. The article ‘Risk Benchmarks for the Siting of Military Explosive Facilities’ suggests
complementing the QD approach with Quantitative Risk Assessment which considers the
likelihood of an accident based on the type of activity, the number of people involved and the
building structures.
Capability development in the various Services and platforms is essential as the SAF progresses
in its transformation into a Third Generation fighting force. Two articles this year focus on the
development of naval and land platforms. In ‘Submarine Rescue Capability and its Challenges’,
the authors detail the acquisition of the submarine rescue service by the Republic of Singapore
Navy (RSN) in 2007. This locally based solution ensures self-sufficiency and swift response
to enhance the rescue capability of the RSN. In ‘Fighting Vehicle Technology’, the traditional
design considerations of armoured fighting vehicles (AFV) – lethality, survivability and mobility
– are discussed. The authors also highlight how human factors engineering and vetronics play
a significant role in the development of next-generation AFVs that have to operate on a
networked battlefield.
Organisations too need to be continually transformed to remain efficient and responsive to rapid
changes in the business environment. Two articles address the transformation on the Corporate
IT (CIT) front. ‘Driving Business Transformation through a Process-centric Approach’ is an account
of the enterprise-wide Business Transformation Initiative undertaken by the Ministry of Defence
CIT community in 2008 to provide business owners with the expertise and support to improve
business efficiency. The article elaborates on the key concepts and enablers that drive business
transformation, as well as the key technology that capitalises on business process models for
faster and more agile IT systems implementation.
Within DSTA, Business Analysis (BA) was identified as a core competency for the DSTA Enterprise
IT Programme Centre (EIT PC) to better support the MINDEF CIT business beyond the provision
of technical solutions and project delivery. The article ‘Setting up a Business Analysis Centre of
Excellence in EIT PC’ details the build-up of BA competency in the EIT PC, the lessons learnt as well
as the framework for setting up these BA initiatives.
In the domain of radar applications, authors of ‘Ducting Phenomena and their Impact on
a Pulse Doppler Radar’ took an investigative approach to conduct a comparison study of the
ducting phenomena between two locations, Singapore and Ajaccio, over a one-year period. The
impact of the phenomenon on the detection sensitivity of a pulse doppler radar under tropical,
humid conditions is contrasted with that of a dry, temperate environment, and illustrated by the
research findings.
A guiding framework serves as a basis for the development, integration and harmonisation of
complex system of systems. This edition features a theoretical piece on the Systems Engineering
methodology adopted by DSTA in the development of Command, Control, Communications,
Computers and Intelligence (C4I) systems. The article, ‘Architecting C4I Systems’, details the
processes and the architecture principles behind the integration of all C4I systems.
This issue has been made possible only with the authors’ contributions and dedication.
I would like to extend my appreciation to all the authors for their submissions, as well as to the
community which, with their encouraging feedback, has spurred us on to improve the publication
with each edition. We hope DSTA Horizons continues to inspire a vibrant culture of learning
and growth and to serve as a valuable channel for knowledge sharing with all members of the
defence community.
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ABSTRACT
Providing rescue to the crew of a disabled submarine is
of paramount concern to many submarine-operating nations.
Various rescue systems are in operation around the world.
In 2007, the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) acquired a rescue
service through a Public–Private Partnership. With a locally based
solution to achieve this time-critical mission, the rescue capability
of the RSN has been greatly enhanced.

Dr Koh Hock Seng
Chew Yixin
Ng Xinyun
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INTRODUCTION

“…[The] disaster was to hand Lloyd B. Maness
a cruel duty. He was nearest the hatch which
separated the flooding sections from the

On Tuesday 23 May 1939, USS Squalus, the

dry area. If he didn’t slam shut that heavy

newest fleet-type submarine at that time

metal door everybody on board might perish.

for the US Navy, was sailing out of the

Maness waited until the last possible moment,

Portsmouth Navy Yard for her 19th test dive

permitting the passage of a few men soaked

in the ocean. This was an important trial for

by the incoming sea water. Then, as water

the submarine before it could be deemed

poured through the hatchway… he slammed

seaworthy to join the fleet. USS Squalus was

shut the door on the fate of those men aft.”

required to complete an emergency battle
descent – a ‘crash test’ – by dropping to a

The Register Guard, 24 May 1964

periscope depth of 50 feet (about 15 metres)
within a minute. The trial started off well

Of the 59 men on board, 33 were saved after

and USS Squalus descended smoothly and

a 40-hour rescue effort which would not have

reached its target depth. However, the crew

been possible without ‘Swede’ Charles Bowers

soon realised the engine rooms were flooding

Momsen’s contraption of a large steel rescue

and within moments, the submarine sank off

chamber1 as shown in Figure 1. First of its kind,

the Isles of Shoals beneath 243 feet (about 74

the McCann Bell2 allowed a collective rescue

metres) of water (Maas, 1999).

of the crew from the sunken submarine.
This article presents an overview of the
developments in submarine rescue since
the USS Squalus incident. The equipping
of the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN)
with locally based rescue capability and the
several challenges faced in submarine rescue
efforts around the world today will also
be discussed.

Figure 1. Rescue chamber based on Swede Momsen’s design
(Source of left image: University of New Hampshire Library)
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVE –
FROM ESCAPE TO RESCUE

Other nations like the UK drew inspiration
from

the

commercial

diver

lockout

submersibles that were already in use in the
early 1970s in the North Sea oil and gas fields

“Unlike air crashes, submarine accidents

(Sussman, 2000a). In 1983, the British Royal

frequently have survivors, which makes the

Navy decided to lease LR5, the commercial

imperative of developing rescue capabilities

submersible built by Vickers Shipbuilding

even more acute.” (Goldstein & Murray,

Limited4, and adapt it to serve as the primary

2008)

UK submarine rescue asset (Sussman, 2000b).
The rescue vehicle subsequently underwent

After

World

War

Two,

new

methods

and approaches were adopted to boost

major upgrades to extend its lifespan and
boost its capability5.

the survivability of submarine crew. The
traditional method of escape, where the crew

With the growing numbers of submarines

of the distressed submarine (DISSUB) leaves

and nations operating them in the 1990s, the

the boat and reaches the surface without

philosophy of collective rescue spread rapidly

assistance, was replaced by aided ascent due

with the likes of the Royal Australian Navy

to improvements in technology. However,

initiating its own programme to custom-build

there were limitations in both methods

a rescue system (Owen et al.).

of escape. The chances of suffering from
decompression illness remained high and
neither provided protection to the submariner
against the elements once he reached the
surface. This was evident from the collision
and sinking of HMS Truculent in 1950. All 72
crew members made it to the surface, but
only 15 survived while the rest were lost at
sea (according to the Royal Navy Submarine
Museum). The success of the McCann Bell was
a leap of improvement but proved to have its
limits as well. The system could only operate

RESCUE SYSTEMS IN THE
21ST CENTURY
The philosophy of submarine rescue had
matured since the 1990s and the notion of
having a holistic approach has been taken by
countries that own and operate submarines.
These countries often collaborate to offset
the high cost of developing these submarine
rescue capabilities.

in less turbulent seas and shallower operating
depths as it required divers to secure guiding
lines to the DISSUB along which the rescue
chamber descended.
The sinking of USS Thresher in 1963, with
all hands lost, was the trigger point for the
US Navy to develop the Deep Submergence
Rescue Vehicles (DSRV) to overcome the
limitations of the McCann Bell (GlobalSecurity.
org). Launched in January 1970, the first
DSRV3 by the US Navy had a bigger rescue
capacity and was able to reach deeper depths
than the McCann Bell. It was transported to

Figure 2. DSRV-1 Mystic transported on a mother submarine
(Source: Undersea Warfare – the official magazine of the
US Submarine Force)

7

the site of the DISSUB by riding on a mother
submarine in ‘piggy-back’ style as illustrated
in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. The SRDRS launched using its A-Frame (left) and the ADS (right)

US Navy

Armed with an umbilical cable, Falcon has

In November 2008, the Submarine Rescue

can be operated remotely via a command

Diving and Recompression System (SRDRS)

and control station located on that vessel.

shown in Figure 3 replaced the DSRV for

Hyperbaric transfer is possible with this new

submarine rescue capability. Implemented in

system, where rescued personnel can now

a three-phased acquisition programme, the

be directly transported from the pressurised

SRDRS comprises:

DISSUB to the decompression chambers

unlimited power supplied from the VOO and

without being subjected to atmospheric
a. the Atmospheric Dive System (ADS)

pressure. This minimises the chances of

delivered in 2006 – The ADS was a one-

the

man submarine with its own propulsion

decompression illness.

rescued

personnel

suffering

from

and side scan sonar that allows divers to
inspect the DISSUB at depths of 2,000 feet

In emergency situations, the SRDRS rescue

(about 600 metres)

payload, which is currently maintained on
the North Island in San Diego at all times,

b. the unmanned Pressurised Rescue Module,

can be transported to the port nearest the

Falcon,

–

DISSUB site to be embarked on the VOO.

Falcon could operate at a maximum depth of

Such a ’plug-and-play’ configuration is crucial

2,000 feet and has a rescue capacity for

in providing quick asset deployment across

16 personnel

North America.

c. a decompression system for hyperbaric

The US Navy has adopted the Government-

treatment scheduled for delivery in late 2012

Owned,

delivered

in

October

2008

Contractor-Operated

(GOCO)

approach for the SRDRS – a concept of
Operated as a flyaway concept, the design

commercialising the submarine rescue service

of the SRDRS allows it to be fitted on any

that was pioneered by the UK. In the case of

Vessel of Opportunity (VOO) i.e. any available

the US Navy, the responsibility to mobilise,

vessel, either military or commercial, that

operate and maintain the asset via a five-

has the appropriate deck space and facilities

year contract period resides with commercial

to

service provider, Phoenix International.

accommodate

the

rescue

payload

(GlobalSecurity.org).
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North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
In June 2004, the UK, France and Norway
placed a contract with Rolls-Royce Power
Engineering to develop a new system – the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
Submarine Rescue System (NSRS). It was to
replace the UK submarine rescue system
(see Figure 4). The UK Defence Procurement
Agency, on behalf of the three participants,
manages this tri-nation project. Turkey, a
participant during the project definition
phase, remains an observer nation while
she considers future financial involvement

Figure 4. NSRS SRV launched from a support ship

(International Submarine Escape and Rescue
To date, the Swedish Navy has its own

Liaison Office, 2008).

Submarine Rescue Boat, URF. It is a freeThe NSRS Submarine Rescue Vehicle (SRV)

swimming submersible that is able to rescue

entered service in end 2008. Unlike the

the whole DISSUB crew of 35 men in a

unmanned and tethered Falcon, it is operated

single lift operation from depths of up to

by two pilots in its command module, has a

700 metres. It is carried by its mother ship,

capacity for 14 rescuees, and can descend to a

HMS BELOS (see Figure 5), which is equipped

depth of 600 metres. To boost its endurance,

with decompression chambers for 40 persons

Rolls-Royce incorporated its ZEBRA battery

and is capable of hyperbaric transfer. HMS

technology in the SRV. When compared to

BELOS also has intervention systems such as

the lead-acid battery, the ZEBRA battery has

a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) Sea Owl

almost doubled the submersible’s energy

and an ADS Mantis (Sorbet Royal, 2002).

density and endurance (Mortonson, 2007).
In the operations aspect, NATO has adopted
a similar approach as the US Navy. In order to
provide swift response to the call for rescue
over a wide area, the NSRS SRV is currently
based at HM Naval Base Clyde in Scotland
and has been designed to operate off a VOO.
For a service period of 10 years, NATO
continued with the GOCO arrangement which
the UK is familiar with.

Royal Swedish Navy
The Royal Swedish Navy started building its
salvage and rescue capability in the 1930s

9

when it acquired and refitted private salvage
ships, as well as built rescue
its purpose.
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Chung Hae Jin is also equipped with a ROV,
a nine-man diving bell as well as a helipad
for light helicopters. On-board recompression
facilities are equipped with Transfer Under
Pressure (TUP) capability (Lloyd’s Register,
2009). Illustrations of the Korean system are
shown in Figure 7.

Royal Australian Navy
Figure 6. LR7 (Source: Getty Images Europe)

People’s Liberation Army Navy
In 2008, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA)
Navy acquired a new submarine rescue
vehicle, LR7, from Perry Slingsby Systems (see
Figure 6). The 25-feet-long submersible can
operate at depths of more than 300 metres
and has a capacity for 18 rescuees. In addition,
the PLA Navy also launched a new Type 926
Submarine Rescue Ship constructed by the
Guangzhou Shipbuilding Company.

Republic of Korea Navy
The Republic of Korea Navy (ROKN) has
acquired a new submarine rescue vehicle,
ROKS DSRV II, which was designed and

From the extensive study commissioned by
the Royal Australian Navy in 1992, the
decision to build a new rescue system saw a
tethered rescue capability in service in 1995.
Named REMORA, this unmanned rescue
module which weighs 16.5 tonnes is able to
reach depths of 500 metres and rescue six
crew

members

from

the

Collins-class

submarines in a single trip.
Since June 2009, the Royal Australian Navy
has leased the LR5 (see Figure 8), now owned
by James Fisher Marine Services, to replace
REMORA while it decides on acquiring a new
submarine rescue system (Fish et al., 2009).

EQUIPPING SINGAPORE’S
NAVY WITH SUBMARINE
RESCUE CAPABILITY

built by James Fisher Marine Services based
on its Deep Search and Rescue (DSAR) 500

The initial notion of equipping RSN to be

Class submarine rescue vehicle platform.

capable of submarine rescue arose from the

ROKS DSRV II is able to operate up to 500

acquisition of Singapore’s first submarine

metres and can carry 16 personnel. Prior to

fleet, the Challenger-class submarines, from

this, the ROKN was operating the LR5K, a

Sweden. In the 2000s, RSN envisaged the

manned submersible that has a capacity for

need to be self-sufficient in submarine rescue.

10 personnel. The submersible is operated

As a result, the rescue capability comprising

from a dedicated mother ship, Chung Hae Jin.

Submarine Rescue Payload and a dedicated

A multi-purpose salvage and rescue vessel,

Submarine Support and Rescue Vessel (SSRV)

Figure 7. LR5K (left), Chung Hae Jin (centre) and ROKS DSRV II (right)
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Figure 8. REMORA (left) and its replacement, LR5 (right)
(Source of left image: Royal Australian Navy)
was developed. The former, which comprised

Swift Rescue and Rescue Payload

the SRV, Launch & Recovery System (LARS) and
TUP System, would be on board at all times

Swift Rescue is an 85-metre-long vessel built

on the SSRV. When activated, the complete

using the American Bureau of Shipping

system would be deployed to the DISSUB site.

specifications and equipped with Dynamic

The contract to develop this capability was

Positioning-2 capability. It houses the rescue

awarded to First Response Marine Pte Ltd

payload, certified by classification society

(FRM) in January 2007 via a 20-year Public–

Lloyd’s Register, on its main deck where

Private Partnership. FRM was to design, build,

the main bulk of the rescue mission will be

operate and maintain the Submarine Rescue

executed. Centred at the aft deck, the 30-

System. The capability was delivered in 2009.

tonne LARS is able to launch and recover the
submersible up to Sea State 5 without the

The SSRV, named Swift Rescue, carries the

aid of swimmers. DSAR6, operated by two

free-swimming submersible, SRV DSAR6 (see

pilots and with a capacity for 17 personnel,

Figure 9). The design of the submersible is

is normally stowed in the sheltered hangar

based on the DSAR 500 Class submarine rescue

mid-ship on the main deck where the TUP

vehicle platform. Its dedicated SRV LARS is

system is installed. The submersible DSAR6

fitted at the aft of the SSRV main deck.

has an aft hatch to enable the pressurised
transfer of personnel into the TUP system. A
Deck Handling System is in place to move the
submersible from its stowed position to under
the LARS for deployment. Swift Rescue also
houses the ROV system which can be deployed
to survey or inspect the DISSUB site and assist
to clear debris around the rescue hatch before
deploying DSAR6.
The

comprehensiveness

of

the

rescue

approach is evident, especially in the medical
facilities that have been incorporated on
board the Swift Rescue. Besides the TUP
system, medical areas for various treatments
(e.g. triage, sickbay and high dependency

11

ward) have been identified. These are all
located on the same deck as the TUP
Figure 9. Swift Rescue and DSAR6
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accountability. In addition, the ship has

from swimmers, unlike most systems currently

a helipad that is able to land a 12-tonne

in use.

helicopter. This allows flexibility to bring
more medical support from the mainland, and

Another achievement is the creation of a

to transfer casualties to mainland hospitals

removable raft on which DSAR6 and the TUP

when required.

system are placed. This is a removable raft
that allows the transfer of the rescue assets

The ship is also able to handle escape

in a clean, single lift to the VOO, thus saving

scenarios. The six-man Rigid Hull Inflatable

precious time during the preparation phase.

Boat

is

equipped

with

a

scoop

to

facilitate the recovery of personnel at sea.

System safety was a critical concern during

Upon recovery, they can either be transferred

the design phase. The DSAR6 pressure hull

to Swift Rescue via its side jetty, or directly

has undergone hydrostatic tests before its

onto its main deck depending on the

assembly. Moreover, the lithium polymer

sea conditions.

battery system used in DSAR6 is certified by
a classification society, which validated its
standards,

safety features such as automatic cut-off for

where possible, has been practised for the

charging, and its visual and audio warning

systems design evolution. For instance, all

system for low battery status. These batteries

hatches and interfaces are standardised

are housed in separate pressure pods from

to

allows

the rescue chamber of the submersible –

and

this adds an additional protective barrier

submarines of other nations that meet the

to the crew on board the submersible and

same standards.

allows the pilots to jettison the battery pod if

Adherence

to

STANAG

interoperability

international

1297
with

rules.
the

This
systems

it is flooded.
Sophisticated

technology,

equipment

reliability and redundancy as well as system

Overall, the complete rescue system is one

safety are critical for the success of rescue

of the few in the world to incorporate

missions. Swift Rescue is equipped with the

various aspects of the rescue mission onto a

Integrated Navigation & Tracking System,

single dedicated platform.

which monitors the ROV, DSAR6 and DISSUB
underwater during operation.

CHALLENGES AHEAD

There are some significant improvements

To enhance security in submarine operations

in the RSN rescue system that are different

during peacetime, navies recognise that the

from many existing rescue systems. For

submarine rescue capability is an important

instance, the lithium polymer battery, with

aspect to boost the psychological well-being

its high energy density, is used on DSAR6 to

of the submariners.

enhance its performance. An air-conditioning
system has been incorporated as part of the

As efforts continue to break technology

tropicalisation efforts – a first in SRV design

barriers to attain higher effectiveness and

– and this was made possible with the lithium

responsiveness in missions such as rescuing

polymer battery. In addition, it has a more

the DISSUB crew, there is much more that

capable trim system as well as an integrated

needs to be done to ensure rescue success.

skirt design complete with its own de-

International cooperation and collaboration

watering capability. Furthermore, the LARS is

remain vital in complementing a nation’s

designed to deploy DSAR6 without assistance

capability.
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Inspired by the Kursk tragedy, the International

CONCLUSION

Submarine Escape and Rescue Liaison Office
(ISMERLO) was established in September
2004 under the auspices of NATO and the

The equipping of the RSN with a dedicated

Submarine Escape and Rescue Working

and

Group (SMERWG). This was a significant

system has contributed to rescue capability in

step towards global assistance in submarine

the region.

search and rescue operations. With its web-

comprehensive

submarine

rescue
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Commander Allan McCann was subsequently

30–31 January and 1 February, in New Orleans,

put in charge of the design revisions after the

Louisiana, USA.

incident and the rescue chamber has since
come to be known as the McCann Bell.

Owen, Frank and Mike Poynter. Submarine
Escape and Rescue – The Australian Solution.

3

InDepth Project Management Pty Ltd. http://

personnel and a maximum diving depth of

www.idpm.biz/downloads/submarine_

1,500 metres. The sister DSRV, Avalon, was

escape.pdf (accessed 24 August 2009)

launched in 1971.

RHQ Eastland/HQ Navnorth. Sorbet Royal

4

2002:

The DSRV had a rescue capacity for 24

The submersible was named after the

Escape

former chairman of Vickers Shipbuilding

Exercise. Sweden – Units & Systems. www.

and Engineering Ltd, Sir Leonard Redshaw,

sorbetroyal2002.celex.net/participants/

who recognised the potential of using Glass

sweden.htm (accessed 24 August 2009)

Reinforced Polyester as the casing for deep-

Submarine

Rescue

and

sea submersibles, instead of steel that was
The

Royal

Navy

Submarine

Museum.

typically used then.

Submarine Losses 1904 to Present Day. http://
www.rnsubmus.co.uk/general/losses.htm

5

(accessed 24 August 2009)

the LR5 from service with the commissioning

The UK Ministry of Defence has since retired

of the NATO Submarine Rescue System.
Sussman, Paul. 2000a. The Man Who Built
the LR5. http://archives.cnn.com/2000/WORLD/

6

europe/08/18/gordon.robertson/ (accessed

the McCann Bell design.

The Swedish bells were much influenced by

18 August 2009)
7

Sussman, Paul. 2000b. How Glider Enthusiast

This was superseded by Exercise Bold

Monarch in 2008.

May Help Save Russian Sub. http://transcripts.
cnn.com/2000/WORLD/europe/08/17/

8

lr5.background/index.html (accessed

nations.

Singapore is one of the participating

18 August 2009)
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ABSTRACT
DSTA has adopted the Systems Engineering methodology for
developing Command, Control, Communications, Computers
and Intelligence (C4I) systems. The Systems Engineering approach
ensures the alignment of the systems solution to the business
needs and processes of the users. It improves the processes
and methodology through experimenting with and harnessing
new technologies such as Business Process Management and
configuration management. Systems are base-lined and fielded
for operational validation and verification. Operational feedback
is collected, analysed and synthesised to fill the operational gaps
and meet future operational challenges. This article addresses
the key issues in designing and developing C4I systems. When
architecting the C4I System of Systems, the systems architect has
to synthesise the C4I systems incorporating other present and
future operational systems that meet the network-centric warfare
concept. The article also discusses the architecture principles that
ensure all C4I systems are integrated and harmonised.

Dr Yeoh Lean Weng
Ng Ming Chun
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Architecting
C4I Systems
capabilities requires a balanced application of

INTRODUCTION
Command,

Communications,

Rechtin suggested that SA is both a science

Computers and Intelligence (C4I) systems

and an art in designing and building effective

provide

for

and efficient SoS (Rechtin, 1997). It is a science

commanders to make decisions and control

because it uses architectural tools such as the

military

Enterprise Architecture Framework (EAF)

DSTA

Control,

science and art.

battlefield
forces

to

leverages

information
accomplish

missions.
info-

to capture the various perspectives of the

design

interconnecting systems for the stakeholders

C4I systems that bring better situational

to share a common understanding of the SoS.

awareness

systems

The tools and techniques also address the

provide comprehensive information to the

global integration, consistency and integrity

commanders in a timely fashion and enable

of the SoS design. As an art, SA aims to

them to disseminate orders expeditiously

balance the local needs of the stakeholders

to the troops. This will enable the ground

of the component systems in the interest of a

troops to execute their missions effectively.

global optimum.

communications
to

state-of-the-art
technology

commanders.

to
C4I

The earlier generation of C4I systems were
largely designed in a stovepipe manner

More often than not, it is challenging to

for specific missions. As military operations

design an optimal SoS from analytical or

are increasingly conducted in a network-

mathematical derivations alone. Instead,

centric

for

the SoS solution is often derived from a

architecting and developing C4I systems has

combination of analytical exercises as well as

to evolve to meet the System-of-Systems (SoS)

intellectual discussions and engagements with

capability. To meet the complex operational

the key decision makers and stakeholders. By

requirements today, C4I systems must be able

leveraging the experiences of leading domain

to inter-operate with other weapon systems

experts such as senior commanders and large-

as part of a larger complex system, or the SoS.

scale systems engineering practitioners, the

The C4I SoS has to work coherently to deliver

systems architects are able to understand

manner,

the

methodology

operational capabilities that are greater than
the sum of what each component system
can provide.

the utility and effectiveness of new military
operational

concepts

and

develop

new

operational ideas. The collaborative approach
in developing the SoS architecture helps

A Systems Architecting (SA) Process was
developed to guide developers in designing
robust, coherent, enduring and cost-effective
C4I systems that would provide networkcentric warfare capabilities. Essentially, SA
enables the construction of an enterpriselevel architecture for the various systems to
interoperate in an integrated and coherent

to garner greater buy-in from the users
and stakeholders. This close coordination
among the stakeholders ensures systems
interoperability and encourages sharing of
critical resources.

SYSTEMS ARCHITECTING
PROCESS

manner in order to achieve synergistic
operational

capabilities.

A

component

system can be a C4I system, a weapon system,
a logistics system or an IT system. Architecting
these

component

systems

to

operate

The

SA

Process

is

a

six-step

process

designed to guide the systems architects in
developing the SoS architecture from systems
conceptualisation to operationalisation.

coherently and to deliver the intended SoS
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Figure 1. The SA Process
Figure 1 illustrates the SA Process. The

may have changed. This may require the SoS

first four steps focus on understanding the

architecture to be regularly examined for

issue and developing an SoS architecture to

adaptation and relevance.

address it. The process of framing the issue
to developing the architecture typically takes

The

about three to six months to complete. The

characteristic that is able to manage the SoS

SA

Process

exhibits

a

recursive

fifth step is to implement the SoS. The time

complexity better. As the SoS complexity

needed to design, develop, install and verify

increases, SA child processes can be spun off

the SoS can take two to three years. The

to handle the needs at four different levels –

sixth step is to validate and certify that the

Product, System, Capability and Enterprise.

SoS has addressed the identified issue. The
SA process advocates iterations throughout

Figure 2 shows the relationships among the

the architecting process. This is especially

parent and child SA processes. The recursive

important when the development of the

characteristic provides the flexibility for the

SoS spans several years. By then, some of the

systems architect and stakeholders to evolve

operational requirements and boundaries

system requirements, conduct experiments

19
Figure 2. Multi-level application of the SA Process
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explore

to share their concerns with the systems

different approaches to the solution more

architects. Architectural Diagrams, Use Cases

effectively and efficiently. When an SA child

and Activity Diagrams can also be used to

process is completed, its capabilities are then

capture the current processes and gaps in

consolidated at the parent level for eventual

the individual component systems to help

integration at the SoS level. For example, in

uncover constraints and limitations of the

an integrated air defence programme, the

operating environment. The systems architect

architecting process would be spun off into

also applies Systems Thinking to construct

several child processes to design the command

an overview of the issue. This enables him

and

control,

to adopt a top-down approach to define the

and

surveillance

with

different

products,

weapon,

and

communications,

systems.

The

resulting

architecture at the system level would then be

various related issues in order to enhance the
understanding of the higher intent.

consolidated at the capability level to deliver
Capability gaps can be identified using the

an integrated air defence architecture.

above techniques. These gaps will serve
the

as input for the designers to develop the

details of the six-step systems architecting

SoS requirements. A set of Measures of

methodology:

Effectiveness and its corresponding Measures

The

following

paragraphs

describe

of Performance that define how well the
Step 1: Frame the Issue. This step could

SoS will perform to meet the operational

influence the number of iterations of the

needs are also established at this stage for

subsequent steps before a satisfactory SoS

later use.

architecture is achieved. It aims to identify
and articulate the higher intent and the

Step

system needs. It will uncover the underlying

Alternatives. The second step of the

2:

Develop

System-of-Systems

assumptions, constraints and limitations to

architecting process is to generate a broad

establish a comprehensive, unambiguous

range of possible architectural solutions to

and accurate representation of the issue. In

address capability gaps. The emphasis is on

order to develop a deeper understanding of

the exploration of the solution space and to

the issue, all the stakeholders are brought

consider solutions involving any combination

together to examine and evolve the strategic,

of doctrine, organisation, personnel, training,

operational and technical perspectives of the

system and facility. Some techniques and tools

issue.

such as Modelling and Simulation (M&S) as
well as Functional and Requirement Analyses

A set of techniques such as the Stakeholder

are useful to the systems architects for

Analysis, Systems Thinking, and Systems

designing different architectural solutions.

Decomposition is useful in assisting the
systems architects to carry out this step. The

While

Stakeholder Analysis is used to identify all the

architects need to understand the inherent

individuals or groups who have the potential

behaviour of the SoS alternatives. This allows

to affect certain activities in a network-centric

them to evaluate the potentiality of the

operation and involve them in the business

SoS alternatives to address the identified

analysis process. Interviews, focus group

capability gaps. However, it is usually very

discussions and surveys as well as structured

expensive to build the physical systems and

walkthroughs with the stakeholders are

to conduct field tests just for the purposes of

some useful avenues for the stakeholders

study or evaluation, especially when weapon

41496_DSTA 16-27#150Q.indd 5
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platforms are involved. M&S is often used to

the

enable the systems architects to understand

performance, robustness and cost. The aim

set

of

SoS

alternatives

based

on

the architectural behaviour of the SoS at the

of the evaluation is to find the most flexible

early design stage at a relatively low cost and

and scalable architecture capable of adapting

within a shorter period of time. A model is

to future requirements at a reasonable

a simplified representation of a system in a

cost. At this stage, software models would

real world. Simulation is the manipulation of

need to be developed to represent each SoS

the model over time and space. Using M&S

alternative. Some of the software models that

allows the systems architects to tune the

may have been built in Step 2 can be reused

model’s parameters easily, which represent

here. Separately, a set of test and evaluation

the properties of the real systems, and

parameters is also established to facilitate the

re-run the simulation to learn about the

incorporation of test criteria into the models.

behaviour of the SoS. By varying the model’s

Some recommended methods and tools for

parameters, the systems architects could

the evaluation of SoS alternatives include

generate different SoS alternatives to suit

M&S, Operational Analysis (OA) and Red

different degrees of operational needs such

Teaming.

as high system responsiveness versus extreme
OA can be utilised to provide a quantitative

system security.

assessment of the design of an SoS alternative.
Functional Analysis decomposes all facets of

It uses a combination of mathematical and

SoS capability and functionality requirements

scientific methods such as mathematical

developed from Step 1 into a hierarchy of

models,

functions. At the top of the hierarchy is the

algorithms to derive an optimal or near-

enterprise level function. The enterprise level

optimal solution to complex problems. OA

function is then successively partitioned into

models such as combat models, resource/

different sets of lower level functions or sub-

logistics models and cost models can be

functions. Further partitioning of the sub-

formulated to generate the optimal solution

functions may be required if its usefulness

to address the issues identified.

probability

and

statistics,

and

is warranted. Each set of sub-functions uses
some of the inputs and produces some of the

Red Teaming is used for analysing systems

output of the parent function. Eventually, a

from the perspective of a devil’s advocate.

hierarchy of operational functions of the SoS

The ability to analyse possible courses of

is obtained.

action from the point of view of an adversary
helps the systems architects to identify the

Requirement Analysis groups the functions

architectural vulnerabilities and rule out

or sub-functions logically into different

the SoS alternatives. Alternatively, they may

component systems that will eventually

tweak or re-design the SoS alternatives to

make up the SoS. The desired performance

mitigate or eliminate the vulnerabilities.

specifications for each component system
can be specified where necessary. By varying

During the evaluation process, new insights

the grouping of the functions into different

from the analysis may emerge, and these

component systems, different SoS alternatives

result in the need to re-define the issue or

can be generated.

to refine the SoS design. It may be necessary
to go through several iterations before a

Step

3:

Evaluate

System-of-Systems

satisfactory architectural solution is derived.

21

Alternatives. The third step is to evaluate
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Step

System-of-Systems

invalidate the assumptions made during the

Architecture. The output of SA is an endorsed

4:

Finalise

architecting process. This may result in the

SoS architecture. This SoS architecture is

need to re-examine the SoS architecture’s

described in terms of architectural views in

relevance to the new environment.

accordance with the EAF and governance
guidelines.

The

documentation

will

Step 6: Certify System of Systems.

facilitate the promulgation, communication,

Verification,

masterplanning and realisation of the SoS

of the SoS are essential activities during

validation

and

certification

architecture.

this process. The SoS will be evaluated and
validated for its capability and performance

The finalised SoS architecture will facilitate

with respect to the masterplan. Verification

the formulation of the various masterplans

is a quality management process to ensure

that will chart the milestones for capability

that a system complies with specifications

build-up, resource planning and competency

and should be conducted throughout the

development.

systems development phase. Validation is
used to establish a level of confidence that

Step 5: Realise System of Systems. The

a system accomplishes its intended mission

SoS is then built based on the endorsed

capabilities and addresses user needs. When

architecture. Given the size and complexity

the SoS is successfully verified and validated

of a typical SoS, its implementation is usually

with respect to the masterplan, the systems

broken down into several component systems

architects can proceed to certify the SoS with

for better management. There will be

the customers and stakeholders.

different programme teams responsible for
the acquisition and development of various

The different capability build-up plans for

component systems. Where necessary, a

various component systems will lead to

Technical Working Group or Programme

several SoS capability milestones. Since the

Steering Committee may be formed to provide

SoS consists of multiple component systems,

management guidance to the programme

end-to-end testing is generally costly and

teams. The need for comprehensive planning

time-consuming, especially when weapons

and close collaboration among the various

platforms are involved. Therefore, M&S

programme teams should be emphasised.

developed in an SoS Integration Lab would

While each of the programme teams is likely

serve as valuable surrogates to emulate end-

to have its implementation schedule and

to-end SoS validation. With the aid of M&S,

priorities, there will be a master schedule to

key test points can be selected to validate the

keep tabs on the progress of each component

SoS performance. The process of verification

system. This will enable component systems

and validation may lead to new insights

integration and capability demonstrations

or the discovery of unexpected emergent

to be carried out at scheduled milestones,

behaviour. It is therefore important to

and also serve to track the progress of SoS

perform regular monitoring of SoS operations

integration.

to look out for emergent behaviour that may
warrant adaptation to the architecture. If
any

changes in the external environment result

deviation of the SoS architecture will need to

in deficiencies in the SoS architecture, it may

be raised at appropriate governance forums

be necessary to re-examine the relevance of

for endorsement. Since the realisation of

the SoS architecture and re-initiate the whole

the SoS may take several years, it is possible

architecting process.

During

the

SoS

realisation

stage,

that the changing external environment may
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operational vision of the senior commander

ENABLING THE
ARCHITECTING OF C4I
SYSTEMS

into specific systems requirements. Based
on the needs gathered from different levels
and domains, the technologists were able to
quickly produce an initial hierarchical structure

As armed forces adopt a network-centric

of system components and functions by using

approach to conduct military operations,

the System Decomposition technique. The

C4I systems have to be designed based on

architectural views of the EAF were used to

the SoS concept where the C4I systems of

capture the operational, system and technical

the different stakeholders are integrated

perspectives of the desired SoS. This is for the

horizontally so that all the command posts

purpose of promulgation and communication

are interoperable by design. The network-

in order to achieve synchronous understanding

centric warfare concept marks a departure

among the stakeholders and technologists,

from

as well as guide the SoS development at the

the

traditional

command-centric

approach in which the stakeholders operate
more independently in a mission. Thus, when
the network-centric warfare concept was
introduced, our stakeholders had to align

later stage.

Architectural Views in
the EAF

quickly with this transformation. They were
faced with a critical need to articulate the

There are five types of architectural views

transformed operational requirements to

in the EAF designed to describe architecture

support this new concept of operations.

from different viewpoints:

To be clearer about their needs, stakeholders

•

and technologists were brought together

capabilities, gaps, dependencies, and options

through meetings, forums, working groups

available to close the gaps. It also describes

and focus groups to share and discuss their

the desired end state, the systems capabilities

suggestions

their

required and the strategy or approach to

concerns, and brainstorm new ideas. These

acquire the capabilities and achieve the end

discussions have helped them to achieve

state.

and

proposals,

voice

The Strategic View describes the current

clarity on their needs.
•

The Service View defines the business,

The key stakeholders were identified and

technical and non-functional services required

grouped according to their seniority and

to provide a capability.

professional domains for better management.
The senior commanders were first consulted

•

to understand the strategy of conducting

operational processes and activities, the

future military operations with a system of

information exchanged among operational

fully networked fighting forces. This vision

units and the outcomes of the missions.

The Operational View describes the

helped to provide guidance for discussions
at the lower levels. Some stakeholders were

•

also grouped into different domain groups

standards and the products used for the

such as airbase operations, logistics or human

systems implementation.

The

Technical

View

describes

the

resource to address specific operational needs
that would be required to support network-

•

centric operations. The EAF was used during

among systems, physical deployment of

this ‘frame-the-issue’ stage to translate the

systems, system functions, the information

41496_DSTA 16-27#150Q.indd 8
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exchanged by these functions, the mapping

applications and services need to be developed

of the functions over the operational nodes,

to meet new operational requirements, they

and the data model at the system level. The

will be developed in addition to the C4I

System View helps to identify the new system

baseline systems. The C4I systems are then

functions to be built and those to be enhanced

fielded for experimentation and exercises

or reused.

where the operational users will verify the
functionality and validate the systems. Once

Indeed, when acquiring or developing C4I

validated, the new applications and services

capabilities, the EAF advocates the reuse of

will be enhanced and tested in terms of

software components that were previously

robustness and reliability. Upon acceptance

built and tested for operational deployment

by the technical architecture working group,

and trial wherever possible. If reuse is not

the new applications and services are formally

possible, the project team will develop new

incorporated into the next baseline C4I

components. The project team would then

systems and added to the common repository

contribute the components to the common

for reuse and future development.

repository for further reuse by other project
teams. The objective is to reduce the time

Service-Oriented Architecture

needed for systems development so that
new capabilities can be fielded rapidly. The

SOA shortens the time needed for C4I systems

common repository and Service-Oriented

development by reusing existing services. It

Architecture (SOA) were put in place to

allows business logic to be exposed as services

allow us to build upon the intellectual capital

to an external application or service. It serves

to develop and field our C4I systems more

as a development and integration platform

rapidly. The Business Process Management

for the rapid development of new business

System (BPMS) is adopted to model the users’

applications or services by assembling the

workflow in order to further reduce the time-

necessary services. Specifically in the area of

to-fielding and to provide operational agility

enterprise systems integration, SOA helps

by complementing SOA.

to shorten the time required for C4I systems
development by reusing existing services,

Common Repository

much like reusing software components
from the common repository. SOA is often

The common repository keeps the system

implemented with the use of Web Services.

business

technical

It utilises ubiquitous standards or protocols

component services that developers can

for data exchange and communication such

draw upon to rapidly assemble and deploy

as XML and Internet Protocol. The use of

C4I systems. As the repository applications

common standards and protocols eases the

and services are thoroughly tested for

task of integrating heterogeneous systems in a

operational deployment, the assembled C4I

network-centric environment. Figure 3 shows

systems can achieve a high degree of assured

a multi-tier C4I systems architecture on which

quality for operational trial and deployment.

our C4I systems are built. The business logic

The common repository is an enterprise

layer shows a simplified view of the SOA and

asset that must be properly maintained,

the range of services that was incrementally

continually expanded in the number of

built up over the years.

applications

and

reuseable components and evolved through a
rigorous quality management process. If new
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Figure 3. Multi-tier C4I systems architecture

Business Process Management
System

and services in the SOA. As BPMS externalises

In SOA, the business services support the

implemented easily and deployed on the

business processes and these are manifested

fly. This gives the much-needed operational

in the business logic layer of the multi-

agility to the stakeholders as they operate

tier architecture. Changes in operational

in a very dynamic environment. BPMS is an

requirements could be addressed through

emergent and highly promising technology

modification in the business logic. In a fast-

that is currently being explored for C4I systems

changing environment, business processes

development.

the business logic from the software code,
the changes to the processes can also be

will need to continually evolve to meet new
challenges. However, managing business

While the EAF is used to guide the design of

processes is a big challenge. BPMS is the IT

C4I systems and various technologies like

enabler for managing processes from process

SOA are used in the rapid development of

definition to retirement. Most commercial

C4I capabilities, it is essential that proper

BPMS solutions support rapid graphical

governance and competency development

modelling, development, testing, simulation,

frameworks are put in place to ensure that

optimisation, deployment and monitoring of

systems are built according to established

the processes. BPMS enables new operational

standards and are interoperable by design.

capabilities that involve the flow of tasks
among different parties to be developed and

IT Governance

deployed faster as compared to traditional
development through coding. BPMS, used in

In DSTA, a technical working group was

combination with SOA, will further shorten

set up to ensure that the architecture and

the development time of a new capability.

technical solutions of a system comply with

Some process-oriented capabilities can be

the reference architecture or the approved

developed by systems configuration or by

SoS architecture. As part of DSTA’s Quality

assembling existing software components

Management System, every C4I system project
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is required to seek the technical working
group’s endorsement for its solutions prior

CONCLUSION

to the start of its development. The project
manager is required to submit the solution in

The network-centric warfare concept elevates

the form of system and technical views. The

the need for systems interoperability to an

working group also scrutinises the operational

unprecedented level. In the modern world

views to ensure the alignment of the system

where technology advances at blazing speed,

solution to the business needs and processes

new threats emerge faster than ever before.

of the users.

This drives the demand for new counteracting
capabilities to be deployed at an almost equal
rate. Methodologies for architecting C4I

Competency Development

systems need to be robust enough to field

As technology advances by leaps and bounds,
it is important for an organisation to invest
continually in their human resource by
upgrading

the

technologists’

technical

skills and developing new competencies.
The effort includes identifying emerging
competencies needed for future challenges
and committing resources, time and effort

systems in the shortest time possible. The
search for alternatives to harness state-of-theart technologies for the rapid development
and fielding of new operational capabilities is
a perennial task for C4I systems architects.
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ABSTRACT
The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) Corporate IT community
embarked on an enterprise-wide Business Transformation
Initiative in 2008 to set up a pragmatic and sustainable
framework to equip business owners with the expertise and
support to improve business efficiency and the agility to respond
to changes. Leveraging the Enterprise Architecture discipline, the
initiative is designed to facilitate business integration, systems
implementation and alignment to MINDEF’s strategic goals. To
achieve these goals, an enterprise business process management
approach to business transformation is adopted. This article
shares the motivation behind the initiative and describes the key
concepts and enablers that have been put in place to drive business
transformation. It also shares the experience and lessons gained
from several business transformation projects. Finally, the article
examines the key technology that capitalises on business process
models for faster and more agile IT systems implementation.

Lim Han Chiew
Ham Yoke Fong
Lionel Heng Choong Ching
Koh Chin Yong
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support to the Defense Business Systems

IMPETUS FOR BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION

Management Committee, chaired by the US
Deputy Secretary of Defense (Gansler, 2009).

Transform or perish – this is the stark reality

The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) Corporate

which companies that compete globally face

IT (CIT) community embarked on an enterprise-

today. Whether it is to stay ahead of the

wide

competition in good times or to stay afloat

in 2008 under its Enterprise Architecture

in bad times, businesses need to continually

(EA) programme to improve operational

adjust and transform themselves to respond

agility, integration and performance. Like

to the fast-changing business environment.

all defence organisations, MINDEF faced an

This message was aptly reinforced by Prime

era of unprecedented change in security

Minister Lee Hsien Loong in his National Day

threats. To adapt quickly to non-conventional

Rally Speech 2009, where he highlighted that

threats such as terrorism and to support

many firms were changing their business

prolonged peacekeeping and humanitarian

processes and finding innovative ways to cut

missions, MINDEF must be able to organise

costs and generate revenue to adapt to the

and deliver capabilities under an expanded

prevailing economic situation.

spectrum

Business

of

Transformation

operations

Initiative

speedily.

Such

adaptability requires a high degree of agility
In the public sector, the motivation for

in organising the resources, supporting

transformation

compelling.

processes and technologies, as well as in

Governments have to respond to a very

integrating them more quickly to support

different security climate after the 9/11

new operational concepts.

is

just

as

terrorist attacks. When the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome outbreak struck in

This article first examines the global trends in

2002,

business transformation practices, and then

governments

in

Asia

scrambled
Such

describes how MINDEF’s initiative contributes

unexpected events put governments under

to business transformation efforts in the CIT

tremendous

community today.

frantically

to

contain
pressure

the
to

virus.
perform

and

exposed many problems and gaps in crisis
management. As a result, governments
are transforming to improve cross-agency
collaboration and integration.
The Singapore Integrated Government 2010

WHAT HAVE BUSINESS
PROCESSES GOT TO
DO WITH BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION?

initiative is one such effort. It aims to hasten

There is no doubt that technology plays

the streamlining and re-working of cross-

an important role in enabling business

agency processes to strengthen customer-

transformation. For example, it was advances

centricity in service delivery. In the US

in network technology that enabled the

Department of Defense (DoD), the Business

network-centric

Transformation Agency (BTA) was set up to

warfare. It was the Internet that transformed

lead and institutionalise transformation across

the way governments serve and connect to

US defence organisations. The BTA provides

their citizens. However, technology is only

day-to-day management of the business

part of the story.

capabilities

in

modern

transformation effort at the DoD enterprise
level, and ensures that it aligns to the needs

As Bill Gates puts it: “The first rule of any

of the armed forces, while providing direct

technology used in a business is automation
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applied to an efficient operation will magnify
the efficiency. The second is that automation
applied to an inefficient operation will
magnify the inefficiency.” In essence, if the
same technology is available to all companies,
a key differentiating factor in the performance
lies in how efficient the business operations

BUSINESS PROCESS
MANAGEMENT AS A
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
DISCIPLINE AND AS A
TECHNOLOGY

of each company are compared to the rest.

A new wave of interest in business processes

Business processes that are re-designed to

emerged in 2003 with the advances made in

work ‘hand-in-glove’ with technology will

integration technology and the advent of a

yield the best results. This is based on the

strategic business management philosophy

fundamental truth that the performance of

known as Business Process Management

any large company is highly dependent on

(BPM). Paul Harmon defines BPM as a

the efficiency of its business processes.

management discipline focused on improving
corporate

Wikipedia

defines

business

process

as

performance

company’s

business

by

managing

processes

a

(Harmon,

“a collection of related, structured activities or

2007). This process-centric approach ensures

tasks that produce a specific service/product,

that the enterprise business processes are

(or serve a particular goal) for the customer”.

aligned to achieve the goals set out in the

It describes the value chain that delivers a

corporate strategy. In the new BPM, the

specific outcome.

focus is on enterprise processes that span
the

The
in

importance
business

of

business

transformation

processes

came

into

organisation.

Process

excellence

is

treated as an organisational asset. Business
processes are created to serve as management

prominence in the early 1990s when Michael

controls

Hammer

process

performance is monitored and measured. This

started

re-engineering

the

business

revolution.

At

a

to

ensure

that

organisational

time

approach provides the means for continual

where IT was widely used, he called for the

improvement and the agility to adjust when

identification and removal of tasks with

the business environment changes.

no added value, as opposed to the usage
of IT, to automate current processes. To

For example, BPM can help large organisations

truly transform their businesses and achieve

and

dramatic improvements in performance, he

problems in different departments that cause

exhorted companies to overhaul and re-design

delay and frustration to customers. In the

all their business processes completely and to

worst case scenario, no one in the organisation

take advantage of IT to integrate them. It was

has a clear understanding of how the end-to-

a radical approach in terms of the size and

end processes work, making it impossible to

the effort required. His radical approach and

measure the process performance.

government

overcome

bureaucratic

the inadequate integration technologies at
that time eventually led to dwindling support

The interest in business processes can be seen

for it by the late 1990s. However, many of

by the popularity of business process best

his concepts and ideas remain relevant and

practices like IT Infrastructure Library, Supply

are practised today.

Chain Operations Reference and Enhanced
Telecom Operations Map. Companies are

31

increasingly turning to such best practices to
improve competitiveness and reduce costs.
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There is also a growing market for packaged

the business models, it would have been

applications based on industry best practices.

extremely difficult to visualise and understand

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) vendors

the complexity of the business operations. In

such as SAP offer process-centric applications

all, the project harmonised and standardised

that

their

more than 90% of the approximately 600

different

processes defined for the three Services –

help

business

organisations
activities

integrate

across

departments.

the Singapore Army, Navy and Air Force. It
resulted in some S$80 million of cost savings

The new growth in BPM started after 2005

in systems implementation, and transformed

when a new technology based on the BPM

the way logistics and financial operations are

concepts and principles emerged. The benefits

carried out today.

of this new technology, known as Business
Process Management Systems (BPMS), lie

Encouraged by the benefits of the process-

in providing organisations with greater

centric analysis and implementation approach

flexibility and agility in automating their

in the ES, the MINDEF Chief Information

business processes. Unlike the earlier waves

Officer Office (now the MINDEF Information

of BPM innovation, this new BPM approach

Services Division or MISD) determined that

is assessed to be more effective and enduring

an Enterprise BPM approach would serve as

because the BPM management philosophy is

a good foundation for conducting business

now backed by a new enabling technology

transformation efforts. The main goals of the

that is built specifically to realise BPM.

new Business Transformation approach are as

BPMS technology has grown into a key

follows:

IT capability today with all the major
middleware vendors like IBM, Oracle and

a. To use BPM as a sustainable and

TIBCO offering BPMS products.

enduring best practice in MINDEF to
help business owners improve their

MINDEF’S BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
INITIATIVE

business

processes

and

operational

efficiency. With this approach, business
owners are encouraged to improve their
business processes before investing in new IT

To drive its business transformation effort,

systems. Instead of embarking on a large-scale

MINDEF has adopted BPM as an appreciating

transformation effort involving many LOBs

capability.

This

approach

and stakeholders, this approach is targeted at

is

motivated

successful

the LOB level where each LOB is encouraged

implementation of the Enterprise System

to identify opportunities to progressively

(ES) in transforming the logistics and finance

transform its key business functions. To ensure

operations of the Singapore Armed Forces

coherence across the LOBs, MISD maintains an

(SAF).

enterprise-wide business map to integrate the

largely

process-centric
by

the

processes of the various efforts.
Initiated in 2003, the ES was the first largescale system where business process models

b. To

were extensively developed to analyse and

between IT investment and the MINDEF

establish business requirements. The approach

Strategic Plan. For a large and complex

proved crucial in facilitating the analysis,

organisation like MINDEF, this has always

harmonisation and integration of the diverse

been a challenge. With the BPM, a hierarchy

business processes found in the different

of business models is developed. At the top

Services and Lines of Business (LOB). Without

of the hierarchy is the Defence Business Map

41496_DSTA 28-43#150Q.indd 5

achieve

effective
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Figure 1. Strategic and Tactical Alignment

(See Figure 1). It is linked upward to the

The next section elaborates on the business

Strategic Plan, and downward to the lower

transformation strategy to achieve this.

level business models (shown in Figure 3)
which serve as requirements for systems
implementation.

This

alignment

ensures

a line of sight from strategy to systems
implementation. Figure 1 shows the alignment

MINDEF’S BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
INITIATIVE STRATEGY

from business strategy to enterprise business

To realise the business transformation goals,

architecture to the business requirements for

the following key components were put in

implementation.

place:

c. To deliver on the promise of business

Setting up of the Business Process

agility and enterprise integration to
support the transformation of the Third

Management Department in MISD. The
Business Process Management Department

Generation SAF. There are two parts

(BPMD) was set up in February 2008 to serve

to realising this. The technical capability

as the catalyst to facilitate and drive business

for systems integration and agility will

transformation in MINDEF. It is equivalent to

be enabled by the BPMS and the Service-

the BPM Centre of Excellence that is widely

Oriented Architecture (SOA) technologies.

promoted as a best practice to initiate

The details are elaborated in the last section

enterprise-wide transformation. In addition to

of this article. The business part is more

working with business owners to lead business

challenging as it involves understanding and

transformation projects, it is also responsible

integrating cross-functional processes, as well

for building up the Defence Business Map and

as inculcating a culture for responsive change.

facilitating enterprise integration.
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Formation of the Enterprise Business

A

Steering

Modelling

Committee.

The

Business

Business

Process

Framework.

Architecture
This

is

the

Transformation Initiative is an enterprise-

framework that provides the tools and

wide change effort. For it to succeed, strong

concepts

commitment and support from the senior

business architecture in a clear and consistent

leadership is crucial. The Enterprise Business

manner. The main tool to achieve this is the

Steering Committee (EBSC) was set up with

common business modelling language. It

the strong support of the MINDEF Deputy

consists of a hierarchy of well-defined graphical

Secretary (Administration) and the Chief of

diagrams to represent different perspectives

Staff (Joint Staff) as co-chairmen. The forum,

of the business. The Defence Business Map

together with the LOB leaders, provides the

(OV-0) shows the overall MINDEF business

overall leadership in transforming the MINDEF

capabilities and functions categorised by LOBs

business capabilities. It reviews and endorses

(see Figures 2 and 3). Each of the capability/

business transformation proposals put up by

function is linked to the enabling business

the LOB Leads. It also plays the critical role

processes (OV-5) which show the key activities

of identifying and resolving ownership issues

required to support the capability/function.

for business areas where clear ownership is

This is in turn linked to the business processes

lacking.

that show the detailed business workflow

to

describe

the

organisation’s

(OV-6) in each activity. This hierarchy of
Integrated Methodology for Business

business models helps to link the strategy to

Transformation. This is a detailed four-

the systems implementation. Figure 3 shows

phase methodology formulated to guide

how the different business models (OV-0,

business owners in carrying out business

OV-5 and OV-6) in the hierarchy are linked.

transformation efforts. It is described in more

To support enterprise-wide modelling, a

detail in the later sections.

central EA repository has been set up to share
and promote the reuse of processes.

Figure 2. Business Process Architecture modelling framework
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Figure 3. Hierarchy of business models

THE IMPORTANCE OF
BUSINESS PROCESS
MODELLING

by architects in the building industry (see
architect’s view in Figure 4). The architect’s
blueprint contains concise and detailed
information in a graphical diagram which
the homeowner, architect and builder can

The business process models shown in Figure

understand and agree upon. It therefore serves

3 are an important part of BPM. A process

as the common language for communication

model is a visual representation of the business

and for implementation. Figure 4 also shows

process. It is like the blueprint produced

how the blueprint is required in order to

35

Figure 4. Architecture models in the building industry
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Figure 5. Business Architecture Model for Business-IT alignment
produce

detailed

engineering

diagrams.

Similarly, in the business world, the equivalent

and standardisation of the key business
modelling standards in the IT industry.

of the building blueprint is the blueprint of
the

organisation’s

business

model

and

The

advancement

made

in

the

BPMS

processes depicted in graphical diagrams

technology has led to the recognition of two

(See Figure 5). A good understanding of the

types of BPM. The Business BPM concerns the

business architecture (found in the process

business people and develops the business

models) will greatly facilitate the development

process models to realise business goals

of IT systems to automate the processes. More

independent of technology. Together with

significantly, it helps to reveal and manage

the business owners, the business analysts

the complexity of enterprise processes that

help to develop, analyse and improve the

cut across departments and IT systems.

business processes for the organisation. The
Technical BPM takes the business process

The significance of business process models

models and translates them for execution

in IT has reached a new level with the

in the IT systems. Figure 6 shows the roles

advancement made in executable models.

involved in this new systems development

Essentially, concise business models can now be

approach. In BPM, the role of the business

translated into software codes for execution.

analyst becomes much more significant and

This fulfils the promise of the Model-

the competency in business process analysis is

Driven Architecture set out by the Object

key. Similarly, the technical team needs new

Management Group many years ago, where

skillsets to develop applications based on

requirements are modelled independently

workflow models derived from the business

and then converted into codes for execution

process models. Figure 6 also highlights how

in

BPM creates a strong alignment between the

different

implementation

specific

platforms (e.g. IBM, Microsoft, SAP, etc). This

business and IT stakeholders.

has been made possible by the convergence
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Figure 6. Business BPM vs Technical BPM
to help business owners determine their

WHAT IS INVOLVED IN
EXECUTING A BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
PROJECT?

desired future state along a structured and
disciplined four-phase stage journey that
involves Discovering Value, Defining Value,
Realising Value and Sustaining Value.

Since its formation in MINDEF, the BPMD has
helped to launch and lead several business
transformation efforts. In June, September and
October 2008, three business transformation

Phase One: Prioritise and Select
Business Function for Process
Mapping

programmes were successfully initiated for

The transformation journey starts with the

the Building & Infrastructure (B&I) LOB,

formal submission of business transformation

Medical Services LOB and the Army Training

proposals by business owners to EBSC for

Management LOB respectively. The BPMD

prioritisation and approval. Upon approval,

has also helped in the Army Admin System

the respective LOB Lead and Co-Lead provide

Review, covering 133 key processes over 100

the leadership for the transformation.

IT applications, where 80 areas for potential
process improvements have been identified

The scope of a business transformation effort

and implementation approval sought from

is broadly determined by the business

the senior management in early 2009.

functions to be transformed. A business
function is a specific key business activity or

To

sustain

such

transformation

efforts

capability that is performed within a LOB.

consistently, the Integrated Methodology

Depending on the scope of the expected

for Business Transformation (iMBT) was

transformation, more than one business

formulated as part of the EA Framework.

function can be selected and approved.

37

iMBT is a systematic and holistic approach
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Figure 7. The four phases of the iMBT
Upon approval by the EBSC, an estimate

To derive the target business architecture, the

of the overall budget to implement the

participants are brought together in a series

transformation is worked out and registered

of activities. This includes a review exercise to

in the MINDEF CIT Multi-Year Business Plan

examine and enhance the business direction.

(MYBP). This is done to ensure that the budget

This is followed by the business process

needed is catered for under the MYBP.

mapping activity where the current business
processes are analysed and re-designed to

Phase Two: Develop Target
Business Architecture

align to the vision and to eliminate current

During this phase, the major activities needed

process re-engineering that involves external

to transform the business functions and

consultants is also included where necessary

processes take place. The main output of this

to tap on best practices from the industry.

phase is the target business architecture. It is a

The phase ends with the endorsement of the

description of the ‘To-Be’ business processes,

target business architecture and a decision to

activities

proceed to the next phase of the iMBT.

and

information

requirements

captured in various business models.
This is an elaborate phase involving several

problems and limitations. Process, data and
technology gaps are also identified. Business

Phase Three: Develop the
Conceptual Solution

parties. First, active participation from the
LOB stakeholders and subject matter experts

A large part of this process focuses on

is required. An LOB core team is formed in

the Gap-fit analysis to assess alternative

this phase to lead the effort. It is supported

solutions,

by one or more business focus groups to look

Shelf solutions, and to determine how well

into the details of the business operations.

they meet the requirements of the target

including

Commercial-Off-The-

business architecture.
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The development of the solution architecture

operating or supporting the end-to-end

must take into consideration the current

processes. There were challenges such as

IT landscape for the LOB and its current

resistance to change, conflicting short-term

limitations in terms of information sharing,

needs of the stakeholders and management

security,

application

changes in the user’s core team lead and

performance. The solution architecture and

the LOB Lead. A critical part of the projects

the business architecture defined in Phase

was thus spent on change management

Two are put together to produce the overall

activities to understand the stakeholders’

Target Business Architecture. This is used to

issues and concerns so that the project team

derive the cost and to produce the Approval

could address their immediate concerns

of Requirements (AOR) for the project to

while working out long-term transformation

acquire the solution in the next phase of

recommendations.

integration

and

the iMBT.
While advocating ‘doing things right’ through
One important part of this phase is to leverage

the BPM discipline, there were concerns from

and explore new technological capabilities

business owners that the systematic approach

to support the necessary transformation. In

of process mapping, re-engineering and IT

this aspect, exploration and proof-of-concept

Gap-fit studies would result in considerable

prototypes could be carried out in this phase

delays to the realisation of the required IT

as a validation process for the target solution

capability. This was alleviated by adopting

architecture.

a

strategy

that

concurrently

identified

and implemented quick-wins when the

Phase Four: Implement Solution

gaps were clarified. Through the visioning

This

the

from the stakeholders and the relevant

implementation of the IT solution to realise

processes were mapped and analysed to

the business transformation. It includes the

determine if they could be resolved before

formal AOR process to obtain funding for the

the completion of the transformation study.

project implementation and the setting up of

The pain points could be addressed through

the project management team to oversee the

IT or process changes.

stage

of

the

iMBT

involves

workshops, the key pain points were solicited

development. The inclusion of the budget in
Phase One of the iMBT ensures that the funds

Due

are already catered for in this phase.

commitment, key participants in the project

to

different

work

schedules

and

were unable to attend all meetings and

CHALLENGES AND
BENEFITS OF THE BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
INITIATIVE

workshops. This problem inevitably led
to delays in the overall progress. Several
measures were put in place to address this.
First, the number of meetings was reduced to
a minimum, and the meetings were replaced
by

face-to-face

interviews

with

key

While senior management support was

participants. Second, more preparatory work

present in all the projects, the main challenge

was carried out to improve the quality of the

was in motivating the participants to review

discussions and decision making. This helped

and transform the way they work. The projects

to sustain the interest of the participants.

required challenging current assumptions

Third, increasing the focus on enhancing

and

business values and overcoming limitations

from

ensuring
all

the
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led

to

more

active

participation

from

the users.
Although the business transformation projects

MOVING FORWARD –
LEVERAGING THE POWER
OF BPMS TECHNOLOGY

are ongoing, several tangible benefits have
already been achieved:

As described earlier, BPMS is poised to change
the way future IT systems are built. The

Cost

savings

improved

from

processes.

streamlined/

traditional development approach based on

transformation project, it was projected

object-oriented or structured methodology.

that

More importantly, business users can relate

proposed

the

process-centric approach is enhancing the

B&I

the

In

transformation

would lead to annual cost savings of

better to BPMS.

some S$8.03 million. The amount was
from

Unlike proprietary technology pioneered

IT automation, cost avoidance and savings

by leading ERP vendors in the 1990s, this

with a return of investment of 18.07% over

new technology is based on open modelling

three years.

standards, a flexible architecture and is

attributed

to

productivity

gains

built for integration. Leveraging the SOA, a
Reuse of common processes. Two of the

business process can be configured to make

business transformation projects have yielded

use of services provided by multiple systems.

an estimated cost avoidance of S$2.4 million

This allows new capabilities and processes

in investment by reusing 48 existing process

to be developed quickly. Such composite

models for the process improvements of B&I

applications are especially beneficial to large

LOB and Medical Logistics. This is based on a

organisations like MINDEF where there is

conservative figure of S$50,000 cost savings

an extensive portfolio of systems. Other key

per reuse of a process model. This benefit is

benefits of using the BPMS include:

significant not just from the cost perspective.
It reinforces the belief that well-developed

Business agility. BPMS technology offers

business processes can be applied across the

many inherent features for quick responses.

organisation and turned into best practices.

First,

Besides retaining an organisation’s intellectual

processes can be measured and monitored

knowledge, these processes enhance the

readily, thus providing timely and useful

organisation’s performance when they are

information for decision making. Second,

widely reused.

changes

the

performance

in

business

of

well-defined

processes

can

be

systematically updated through the process
Stakeholder

satisfaction

with

the

models

and

implemented

through

the

business transformation project. The LOB

BPM engine. Last, the layered architecture

Lead of the B&I LOB, a senior management

with specialised modular components like

member from MINDEF, commented positively

workflow engine, integration middleware,

that “the business process models provided a

and business rule engine allows for changes

good visualisation of what things get done

to be localised and implemented at the

within the B&I LOB and the business touch-

right places.

points with external functional domains”
and highlighted at the Defence Management

Effective Business-IT alignment. This can be

Group Annual Business Plan for Financial Year

measured in two ways. One is to measure the

2009 that he was keen to engage BPMD for

number and cost of change requests resulting

another process improvement project.

from unclear requirements. Well-constructed
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business process models not only help to

affair, especially when they discovered that

clarify requirements, they can be put through

they were unable to upgrade easily to the

simulation to validate the requirements and

next version. New BPM technologies make it

implement the most optimal workflow. The

easier to bridge the gaps in the SAP system by

second way is to put in place a mechanism to

linking to an external BPMS to carry out the

guard against incorrect implementation of the

extended workflow. As MINDEF is a key SAP

user requirements. With BPMS technology,

user, this approach can potentially reduce the

the automated translation from business to

cost of incorporating future changes.

technical models for implementation helps
to reduce potential errors. Major ERP vendors
like SAP and Oracle have in-built capabilities
to synchronise the business BPM and technical

EXPLOITING THE POWER
OF BPMS IN MINDEF

BPM models to ensure that the implemented

MINDEF has started to explore the use of

BPM models are in accordance with the

BPMS technology. It is ready to exploit this

business process models.

technology as it has been facilitating the
development of business models through its

Standardisation and reuse of business

EA programme and business transformation

processes. With BPMS, there is an increased

initiatives. The infrastructure that has been

awareness of business processes. Putting in

set up to support this includes the central EA

place a BPM infrastructure will increase the

repository where all the business processes

opportunities for standardisation and reuse

are shared. In addition, EA training sessions

of existing processes. The benefits of this are

have been set up to build up modelling

increased operational efficiency and reduced

competency. To date, more than 400 MINDEF

development cost. It will also promote and

and DSTA staff have attended this training.

speed up the adoption of SOA in encapsulating
Figure

processes as services.

8

shows

the

future

common

infrastructure proposed to support both SAP
Managing the cost of extending SAP

and non-SAP BPM implementation efforts. The

systems capability. Many companies found

key component is the AVATAR EA repository

out the hard way that modifying and making

that serves as the single source of business

changes to the SAP systems can be a costly

processes. The integration between the ARIS

41

Figure 8. End-to-end process-centric management
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modelling platform and the IT development
and configuration environment enables the
transfer of the business specifications for
translation into the technical BPM models
for further development. Similarly, when
business processes are changed, the entire
change request management starts with
the update of the business processes in
AVATAR where it is formally approved before
being transferred for implementation. This
governance process reinforces the important
principle that processes are governed by the
business users and IT needs to be aligned with
business goals.

CONCLUSION
The MINDEF BPM journey is barely two
years old and the results so far have been
very encouraging. The initiative was started
to encourage and institutionalise business
transformation as a prevalent practice in
MINDEF. To maximise the value of our IT
investments, it is crucial that MINDEF continues
to move forward progressively with business
innovation, improvement and integration
to enhance the operational efficiency of the
organisation. A structured and systematic
approach backed by sound architectural
practices to align business-IT investments
has been put in place to facilitate business
transformation efforts. In addition, the use
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ABSTRACT
In military operations, traditional plan evaluation tools have
always been used during the mission planning phase. However, in
today’s fast-paced and dynamic battlefields, the generated plans
frequently do not survive their first contact with adversarial forces,
forcing commanders to react to the situation and re-plan within
tight time constraints. Fortunately, technological advancements
in networked command and control systems now enable
battlefield commanders to access a wealth of timely and detailed
information and to use the data to simulate and extrapolate the
possible results of each suggested plan. This proactive form of
plan evaluation can complement the commander’s decisionmaking processes during the mission execution phase. In the
process of working on the plan evaluation simulator, we have
become aware of various user issues and concerns, and this
article will detail our experiences with them. Examples include
user concerns about the underlying simulation model fidelity and
the fundamental technical differences when porting a validated
time-based simulation system into the realm of discrete event
simulation. Other areas include methods to generate simulation
scenarios from user plans, visual grouping and presentation
of data automatically, which allow users to navigate through
simulation time and an analysis engine quickly to make sense of
batch mode results.

Choo Kang Looi
Jerry S/O Tamilchelvamani
Daniel Lee Jek Han
Daryl Lee Chin Siong
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Simulation-based
Evaluation of Operational Plans
INTRODUCTION
At the most basic level, military operations
can be divided into two phases – planning
and execution. During the planning phase,
the commander and staff develop a set of
possible future scenarios with the intelligence
officers, making use of their experience and
insights to develop the best course of action
to be issued as a plan for execution in the
next phase. Once the plan has been initiated,
the commander and staff must recognise
when the actual situation deviates from the
plan and re-plan accordingly. They do not

Figure 1. Ops concept – Symbiotic Simulation

have the luxury of time and may have to
react and develop the new course of action

simulation attributes once every simulation

in a matter of minutes. Therefore, they rely

tick. As this is computationally intensive,

on their experience in analysing the often

time-based simulators are constrained in their

incomplete data to develop a new course of

ability to accelerate their execution, peaking

action quickly.

at a soft limit of 20 to 50 times clock speed,
depending on the scenario and resources.

For a plan evaluation tool to retain relevance

Beyond this point, solutions typically involve

beyond the planning phase, it needs to be able

simplifying the models, adopting a coarser tick

to react quickly to dynamic inputs and update

size or scaling down the scenario in exchange

its recommendations accordingly. The system

for incremental increases in simulation speed.

needs to assimilate the input of incoming plans,

Even distributing the simulation load across

reports and tracks into its symbiotic simulator

different processors has limitations due to

to generate predictions. The system can then

the interconnected nature of war-gaming

perform ‘what-if’ analysis by processing the

scenarios, in particular that of the interaction

results from multiple runs of the updated

between sensors and targets.

scenario to produce a course of action (COA)
analysis report that helps to validate good

Discrete event simulation (DES) works on a

solutions and warn of potential pitfalls. A

different paradigm, and updates at every

successful and robust implementation can

event instead of every simulation tick. This

speed up the execution phase re-planning

typically works out to far fewer updates by

process considerably, resulting in better and

many orders of magnitude, and the number

more timely plans that significantly enhance

can be further reduced by conscientious model

operation capabilities. A major prerequisite is

design. For example, a movement model for an

a scalable and highly accelerated simulation

aircraft that updates every second might only

engine. Figure 1 shows a possible Operations

need to update upon reaching its first way-

(Ops) Case.

point in a discrete event simulator, 30 minutes
after take-off. This inherent advantage lends

Military simulators built for training and war-

credence to the belief that DES is preferable

gaming are primarily time-based. A simulation

for any time-critical application such as real-

model updates the states of its various

time plan evaluation.
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Figure 2. Proposed system diagram

Prototype Plans Evaluation
Simulator
We have been working on a prototype rapid
plan evaluation system (See Figure 2). The
idea was to automate the operations plans
to simulation pipeline, thus enabling a quick
generation of results for analysis. The process
starts by extracting structured mission data
from annotated graphical user plans. This
data is supplemented automatically with
additional details such as terrain type, then
packaged into a simulation scenario and sent
for execution. The discrete event simulator
supports two modes of operation – fastforward and batch analysis.
In the fast-forward mode, the simulation
is run to completion once quickly and then
made available for playback via a time slider
control and a map situation display. Just like
a media player, users can vary the viewing
speed and skip forward or backward to the
sections which interest them.
In the batch analysis mode, the simulation

repetitions, varying one or more critical
factors of interest or uncertainty. Significant
events and statistics are recorded by the
simulation for processing by the COA analysis
engine. In its current incarnation, the analysis
engine produces charts and plots displaying
the relative performances of different user
plans based on various simple selectable
metrics. It attempts to do a correlation analysis
between the effects of various parameters in
the simulation. This is a work in progress and
the goal is to create an engine that can help
to suggest better plans, identify the factors
and reasons for their relative success, as well
as allow for evaluation using different userselected metrics.
The prototype system covers a wide spectrum
of research areas. This article will primarily
focus on the development of the discrete
event simulator, its interfaces and its two
modes of operation in the context of the
overall plan evaluation objective. We will
share insights into the issues we encountered
while working on this system as well as our

47

experiences in managing them.

is executed for a specified number of
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SIMULATION SCENARIO
GENERATION
Plan Extraction from User
Graphical Input
To input plan data, we made use of an

where available. Examples of execution details
that need to be fleshed out include unit
advancement speeds, rules of engagement
under different mission types and artillery
volley quantities.

Automatic Plan Generation

experimental planning system that aimed to

During the development of the prototype,

facilitate plan creation via overlay drawings.

we did a survey of literature on automatic

The overlays consisted of graphical objects

COA generation. This study was done to

(which could be annotated with important

assess the viability of providing an alternative

data such as time of execution), links to

COA generator to produce alternative own

objectives and even operational intent.

force plans to be executed by the simulator,

The system allowed for the export of these

and analysed in comparison with the user-

graphical objects into structured ontological

generated plans. We also considered the

formats, which we then mapped into

possibility of generating opposing force plans

simulation scenario files. We also made use

automatically. However, due to resource

of natural language processing technologies

constraints and the difficulties involved in

to extract the operational intent for task

implementing automatic plan generation, the

relation analysis. The general idea was to

conclusion of the study was not to implement

automate the creation of simulation scenarios

it for the initial system prototype.

via an interface that the users are comfortable
with. This is done by emulating command and

Going forward, we believe that even a limited

control (C2) interfaces.

form of plan generation will be useful to the

User Plans to Simulation
Scenario – Filling the Gaps
During the process of scenario generation,
we found that the user plan inputs frequently
lacked some data required for simulation
execution. Thus, when the given plans stated
that an armoured infantry unit designated as
87 X was in the scenario, we needed to extract
details from the Order of Battle about 87 X.
There is also rarely any explicit information

system. The system needs to have some ability
to predict both own and opposing force
plans in the face of changing operational
conditions and even simplistic plans are
better than none. The most suitable form of
artificial intelligence, customisable scripting,
or experiential referencing system for this
requirement has yet to be determined.

DISCRETE EVENT MODEL
When we first started on discrete event

of the units’ starting location. The simulator

modelling, we found that it was very difficult

is thus obliged to make certain assumptions,

to obtain reference sources for discrete event

such as having units start at the first way-point

military simulation model algorithms due to

of their first mission’s route, a pre-defined

the dominance of time-based simulators. As

home base or the centre of the objective area

there were user concerns on the fidelity of

they are tasked to defend.

our DES models, we chose to port from an
established time-based war-gaming system. It

Frequently, the simulator has to make

is a ‘chicken and egg’ issue. Benefiting from

assumptions regarding the execution of high-

years of user feedback, established systems

level plans, preferably by following supplied

and models have been able to match the

doctrines and standard operating procedures

user’s perception of reality and be specific
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to the local context. Without this user

event modelling problems we faced during

confidence, it is difficult to persuade them

the model development.

to use, evaluate and give feedback on the
simulation models in the first place. Thus,

Attrition Modelling

validated sets of models such as those
we ported from are nearly irreplaceable

Several distinct types of direct and indirect

resources.

fire systems were modelled. Direct fire
systems are further differentiated by whether

Adapting algorithm sources from a time-

they belong to the machine gun family. In all

based to an event-based paradigm was a task

cases, different heuristics are used to arrive at

that varied greatly in difficulty, depending

‘hit’ and ‘kill’ chances for the various weapon-

on the subject being modelled. Static (i.e.

ammunition combinations.

non time-varying) algorithms can of course
be reused without change. Algorithms that

Weapon fire which occurs continuously over

can be reduced to relatively simple equations,

time at a high frequency cannot afford to

such as those for linear movement and radial

have every projectile individually modelled.

sensing models, can be ported after some

Adopting the discrete attrition model for such

mathematical

Complex

a fire system would overwhelm the DES engine

models, such as those for an umanned aerial

with events. Instead, we used a mathematical

vehicle’s articulated sensors tracing a scan

model to describe the attrition as a function

pattern across uneven terrain littered with

of time. We adopted the Lanchester model

visual obstructions, defy the possibility of

(Lanchester, 1956) for this purpose, using it

implementing

to describe continuous attrition for direct fire

problem-solving.

non

brute-force

solutions

without a large loss in fidelity. In all cases,

machine gun systems.

it is important to document clearly what
the simulator is and the aspects it is not able

For weapons which fire in bursts of lower

to consider in its model implementation.

frequency, we adopted a volley of shots

Otherwise, discerning observers will simply

concept where each volley is an event.

assume the worst.

A volley of shots is fired at discrete points
in time at a frequency determined by the

To ensure that the algorithms we ported over

operational firing rate of the system. The

were working correctly, we validated the

indirect fire systems and the direct fire non-

simulation results of our own discrete event

machine gun systems adopt this method of

simulator with that of the time-based war-

discrete attrition modelling.

gaming system. In this example, we set up a
scenario in which a battery of artillery guns

Lanchester’s Attrition Model

was firing at a battalion of ground infantry in
both systems.

F.W. Lanchester was a British engineer who
attempted to translate a wartime battle into

Parameters such as gun and round types,

a series of mathematical problems. Lanchester

number of rounds fired, distance from target

systems can be used to model specific combat

and troop sizes were kept constant for both

situations. More precisely, they can be used

systems. The results yielded from the two

to predict the outcome and the number of

systems were very similar, validating our

soldiers surviving a given battle. With the

discrete event model porting effort.

proper number of variables, these equations
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can be used to analyse extremely complex
The following sections describe how we

battles (Brown, 2001).

tackled some of the more interesting discrete
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According to Lanchester’s Square Law, in a

We were able to use it to determine when

mechanised warfare with modern weapons,

units were reduced to pre-agreed fractions of

each soldier can attack multiple targets but

their initial sizes and schedule the ‘neutralised’

is also subject to incoming fire from many

events at these times. The complexity order

directions. The outcome is dependent on

using Euler was O(n). As this schedule

the weapon efficiency of the individual

remained valid only while the initial size and

combatants and the combat strength of the

Lanchester Attrition-Rate coefficient stayed

army. An illustration of the law is depicted in

constant, it had to be re-assessed each time

Figure 3 and represented mathematically by

the hypothesis changed (e.g. when additional

differential equations (1) and (2):

units enter the fray before combat ended).
Therefore, in truth, the complexity was in the
order of O(cn). The solution was slow and a
(1)

direct numerical solution was required.
The eigenvalue method of solving systems

(2)

of differential systems (The Open University)
was used as the direct numerical solution.
Equations (1) and (2) can be represented in
matrix notation in the form of

.

(4)

The eigenvalue and eigenvector pairs are
obtained using JLAPACK, a Java numerical
library originally written in FORTRAN (BLAS
and LAPACK). Using the eigenvalues and the

Figure 3. Lanchester Attrition Model

eigenvectors, we arrive at a general solution
in the form of (5):

The x and y represent the number of troops
in each army respectively. The a and b in each
equation represent the killing efficiency of
(5)

the respective armies. An army with superior
firepower or better trained troops would have
a higher coefficient of destruction. The larger
number of troops in the opposing army leads
to a higher rate of death for the army.

The arbitrary constants, C1 and C2, are solved
using the initial value theorem when t=0, x(0)
= x0 and y(0) = y0. We are thus able to arrive

The solution to the differential equations gets
complicated when more than two atoms are
involved in conflict resolution. The Euler’s
method, an iterative solution, was used to
solve the problem:

at the force size decomposition of atoms
involved in conflict resolution in any array of
contact patterns. The complexity order of the
solution is O(1). Assuming re-assessments of
c times where c<<n, the order is still in the
range of O(c).

(3)
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The next problem we encountered was
calculating the times at which atoms were
reduced to intermediate percentages of their
initial force size which we used as breakpoints
for changes in readiness status. We used an
approximation algorithm – Newton’s method
– to obtain the answers. Newton’s root-finding
algorithm can be mathematically represented
as (6):

(6)

Figure 4. Illustration of discrete and continuous attrition

The terminating criteria of the algorithm is

Through effective use of property change

when the difference between tn+1 and tn is

listeners,

within an acceptable Δt. Due to the decreasing

between the discrete and continuous models.

exponential nature of x(t), the Newton’s

If an atom is involved in continuous attrition

root-finding algorithm had an empirical

and is undertaking discrete attrition, we

iteration of less than 10.

obtain the force size of the atom at the point

we

managed

the

interaction

in question from the continuous attrition
The ammunition consumption was also

curve and decrease it by the damage done by

obtained from the force size decomposition

the discrete attrition model. The continuous

curve, x(t). The ammunition used is basically

attrition model is informed of the change

the summation of x(t) from 0 to t multiplied

through the property change listeners and

by the rate of fire.

a new curve is calculated using the updated
initial force sizes (see Figure 4).
(7)

The duration of the conflict is passed in
to equation (7) to obtain the ammunition
consumption. The Newton’s root-finding
algorithm (6) is applied in conjunction with
(7) to determine the time at which the atom
will run out of ammunition.

Interaction of Continuous and
Discrete Attrition Models

Line-of-Sight Checking
Unfortunately, not every modelling problem
has an elegant solution. When faced with
such cases, it is perfectly fine to treat the
problem in a fashion similar to how one
develops models for time-based simulators
i.e. by scheduling events for it at regular
intervals. Naturally, since this brute force
method is processor-intensive and thus entails
costs to execution speed, some optimisation
should be applied to it, similar to any code
run frequently. An example of such a problem

The discrete attrition models modify the force

is that of determining the times during which

size at discrete points in time whereas the

two units have line of sight to each other

continuous attrition models represent the

across uneven terrain.

51

force size as a decreasing exponential curve.
Both the models modify the same attribute.
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To determine the times during which the

in Figure 6, which refreshes to show the

sensor-target pairs are within detection

updated locations of all simulated units based

range,

relative

on the indicated current simulation time on

velocity concepts and take into account

we

use

geometry

and

the slider. The map display also includes any

their locations, velocities and sensor shapes.

animations for current events such as combat

Once the simulation executes to these times

and artillery bombardment. Other controls of

of potential detection, a line-of-sight check

the time slider include ‘play’, ‘pause’, ‘speed

event is scheduled. At this event, the sensor

up’, ‘slow down’, ‘zoom’, ‘jump to next event’

model projects forward in a ‘time-stepped’

and ‘jump to previous event’.

manner until the line of sight is achieved. As
this is not a true time-stepped simulation, it

All critical events are displayed directly on the

is possible to vary the step size dynamically

timeline slider as icons, providing an instant

based on sensor-target speeds and the terrain

compressed overview of the simulation

height resolution i.e. there is no point in doing
a new line-of-sight check when neither sensor
nor target has moved off from their previous
terrain height grid locations.
As this area was recognised as a potential
resource hog, various other optimisations
were applied. These include keeping multiple
levels of Digital Terrain Elevation Data height
information in memory caches, hashing and
ordering the database queries to favour those
tending to lead to exit conditions first. In
essence, we attempt to apply the most flexible
and practical solution. We are avoiding terrain

results. These also act as bookmarks for easy
navigation through the timeline using the
‘jump to next’ or ‘previous event’ functions.
Intuitive icons are used to represent events
such as start mission, end mission (i.e.
successful), fail mission, readiness condition
status change and engagement.
Here is a sample of how the timeline slider
might be used. Picture a simple scenario
in which an infantry company moves to an
objective area to capture it. First, a user would
start by using the play mode of the timeline

pre-processing for now, as it adds a barrier to

slider. As the movement to the objective

the sharing of terrain datasets.

area is not of interest to the user, he might
increase the play speed or jump to the next

PLAN EVALUATION –
FAST FORWARD MODE
The fast forward mode runs the simulation
once and then plays it like a recorded video
through the map display. Essentially, it allows

event, which would be the engagement of
enemy units at the objective area. During
engagement, several events occur close
together in time, cluttering the display with
events. The user can use the slider’s zoom
feature to stretch them out for a clearer view.

a user to view the simulation in an intuitive
time-based manner while at the same time
skip to the sections which most interest him.

Timeline Slider
A timeline slider (see Figure 5) is used to
control the current simulation time. It allows
one to skip ahead or traverse back in simulation
time simply by dragging a pointer. The slider
is synchronised with the map display as shown

41496_DSTA 44-59#150Q.indd 9
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back via XML to the front end to refresh the
location displays. Unfortunately, the result
was a jerky playback as the back-and-forth
communication incurred a noticeable lag
time. When we shifted the interpolation logic
to the front end, the performance improved
tremendously.

Figure 6. Map display according to timeline slider

Event Representation in
Timeline Slider – Making it
Uncluttered and Intuitive

All these controls allow the user to navigate
through the simulation scenario quickly

Initially, the slider displayed all events as

and easily.

instantaneous and independent. To declutter
the slider display, we combined related

Interpolation: From Discrete
Events to Continuous Play
It is impractical to record the location of every
unit at every possible point in the simulated
time. Therefore, we only record key events
such as unit velocity change. These are
recorded by an event logger in the back end.
These events are then sent to the front end
in XML format. Recorded inside each event is
the time of the event, the unit initiating the
event and the location of the event or unit.
The events are sorted and grouped according
to their initiating units.
When the timeline slider moves or is dragged
to a time t, the next nearest velocity change
event, E, that occurs to each unit prior to time
t is selected. From the event E, we have both
the location and velocity of that unit. Using
this method, we can easily interpolate the
location of every unit at time t. Therefore,
the locations of all units are known at time
t even though t is most likely not the time of
occurrence for any of their velocity changes.
Previously, the interpolation logic was placed
in the back end. When the timeline slider

events into combined representations. For
example, a Start Engagement event and an
End Engagement event are combined into an
Engagement event – a single bar icon on the
Timeline Slider.
To make the timeline slider more organised
and intuitive, every event is linked to at least
one force and unit and the display is sorted as
such. This makes it easier to isolate a series of
events related to the unit or units of interest.

Map – Slider Synchronisation
We found early on that there was a need to
synchronise the timeline slider and the map
display. Without synchronisation, the slider
would proceed faster than the map display
could update during the play mode. This lag
would become increasingly noticeable as time
went by. The solution was to have the slider
pause at a regular time interval and wait
for its cue from the map display that it was
done rendering before proceeding on with
the play.

PLAN EVALUATION –
BATCH ANALYSIS MODE

moved, the new current time was sent to the
back end via XML where the interpolation

The inherent speed advantage of the DES

was done. After doing all the calculations,

engine gives rise to the possibility of a batch

the new locations of the units were then sent

run that can be completed within a matter

41496_DSTA 44-59#150Q.indd 10
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of minutes rather than as a job left running
overnight. Hundreds or even thousands of

Implementation

repetitions are possible in this fashion. With

We allow the user to specify the number of

randomness injected into each simulation

simulation runs in each batch. In practice, for

run, a stochastic process can be built from

a scenario involving a ten-battalion-strong

which we can analyse and draw conclusions.

friendly force versus a ten-battalion enemy

This is the function of the Batch Analysis

force of tanks, infantry and artillery, 100

Mode – run the simulation multiple times,

runs would take about half a minute while

collect the resultant data and feed it into the

1,000 runs would take about five minutes.

COA Analysis Module for processing. The data

For every new simulation run, we reset all

undergoes some statistical analysis before

runtime variables to their initial states. The

its output in the form of plots, charts and

randomness we introduced in each simulation

graphs that will aid the commander in plan

run includes: starting positions of units,

evaluation.

hit and damage calculations for direct fire
(non-machine gun) and indirect fire weapon

Batch Run

systems, as well as the weapon effectiveness
coefficient for direct fire weapons. We did

Varying Each Run

not cover all critical variables due to time
constraints.

Traditionally,

batch

runs

are

used

for

Operations Analysis studies, where thousands

Data collected from the runs can be broadly

of runs are executed over days or even

categorised into three classes: i) event data,

weeks while operators carefully plan out the

ii) task data, and iii) scenario summary data.

parameter variations between those runs.

Event data is data from every event that

After some initial tests, we concluded that

occurs in the simulation run. Events include

the DES engine was fast enough to be used

detection, fire, stop fire, start of run, end of

in batch mode for plan evaluation. However,

run, start mission and end mission. Task data

since we no longer have days for operators

is data from each task/mission for each unit

to tweak simulation parameters deliberately,

in the simulation run. Tasks could include

the runs need to be varied in a useful way by

advance, attack, defend or patrol. The start

the system itself.

and end states for each task are captured.
Scenario summary data is data collected at

One key criterion for the success of the batch

the unit level for all the runs. Start and end

analysis mode is that there must be sufficient

states for each run are captured. It includes

realistic randomness in each run such that the

specific data like atom sizes for infantry,

batch run generates results that approximate

tank and artillery, as well as the quantities of

a live exercise. In other words, the batch run

the various weapon and ammunition types.

should ideally cover all conceivable ways

Examples of the data collected are shown in

a scenario would play out. Practically, we

Table 1.

do this by varying certain critical variables
for each run. Some possible variables we

The data is grouped in such a manner for

have identified include enemy unit starting

the benefit of the COA Analysis Module. All

locations, travel routes, initial sizes, weapon

data is stored in memory for every run until

effectiveness and hit as well as damage

the end of the entire batch run, after which

parameters.

the data output is in Comma Separated Value
(.CSV) files and text (.txt) formats. The COA
Analysis Module reads in these file formats.

41496_DSTA 44-59#150Q.indd 11
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COA Analysis Module
The output data from the batch
run is fed into the COA Analysis
Module which in turn presents
the data in a form that facilitates
the COA analysis and comparison
by the user. The COA Analysis
Module is made up of three
components – i) COA mission
outcome, ii) COA comparison
and iii) COA detailed analysis. For
the purposes of this module, a
COA comprises a friendly course
of action and an enemy course
of action.

COA Mission Outcome
Table 1. Event, task and scenario summary data

The COA mission outcome is a
simple first-level view of the results

Optimisation - Terrain

showing the average percentage mission
success rate of both the Blue (friendly) and

Each time any model needs to know the

Red (enemy) forces, the average percentage of

terrain type of a specified location, whether

Blue force killed and the average percentage

it is for movement or combat, a query is

of Red force remaining.

made to a database to retrieve the terrain
type. Database queries are expensive and

Currently, the overall success rates are an

can potentially affect the performance of

aggregation of the individual units’ mission

the batch run. To optimise the batch run,

success rates. After some iteration, we

the terrain types retrieved in each simulation

realised that this did not always reflect the

run are cached. As the enemy and friendly

overall success of the campaign. For example,

routes in each simulation are fairly similar

in a scenario where out of four blue units

across runs, caching terrain types for each

attacking an objective, three are neutralised

run would significantly cut down database

but the last succeeds, a human operator

calls in subsequent runs and improve the

would deem the campaign a success. However,

overall performance.

a simple aggregation would only report a
25% success.

This process is further optimised by hashing
the cached terrain types based on a location

COA Comparison

grid. Movement in the DES engine is via waypoints. An exact hit on the same coordinates

The COA comparison module compares

is unlikely as we sometimes vary the unit’s

different COAs so that the best COA may be

movements. To handle this, coordinates in

selected. Unit-level attributes taken from the

the same grid square are assumed to be

scenario summary data are compared between

of the same terrain type. This grid size is

the two specified COAs. The COAs are ranked

configurable. The cache is maintained using a

based on each attribute and a lower rank

Least Recently Used algorithm.

value indicates the better COA.
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COA Detailed Analysis
The analysis carried out by this component is
to determine which attributes that describe
engagements are most highly correlated
with the mission outcome of the simulation.
Examples of attributes that describe the
engagements include: ‘who wins the first
engagement’, ‘who detects the opponents
first’ and ‘how many times a unit wins
attacks it has initiated’. These ‘intermediate’
attributes may help characterise a COA.
‘Outcome’ attributes describe the status of
the Blue and Red forces at the end of the
Figure 7. Mission success bar chart

simulation. Examples of ‘outcome’ attributes
are those that describe the number of Blue

This comparison can also be done visually via

units killed, the mission success rate of Blue

parallel plots. Each marking on the horizontal

forces, and the numbers of the Red units

axis represents an attribute that is used in

remaining.

ranking. Each COA is represented by a solid

‘outcome’ and ‘intermediate’ attributes can

line of unique colour so that the different

help to answer questions such as ‘Does early

COAs are easily distinguishable. The vertical

victory improve the mission success rate?’ and

axis is configured to facilitate analysis from

‘Which unit influences overall mission success

Blue’s perspective i.e. for each attribute, the

or failure?’.

Correlation

analysis

between

best COA is the one that is placed highest on
the axis as compared to other COAs. Thus,

Statistical tests of association are carried out

for every attribute where smaller values

on the pairs of intermediate outcome data

are preferred from Blue’s perspective (e.g.

attributes. The choice of test is based on the

Red mission success rate), the values of the

data type of the attributes. There are two

attributes for the COAs are negated so that

data types – numerical and categorical. An

the most preferred value appears above those

example of a numerical attribute is ‘mission

of the other COAs in the vertical axis. Two thin

success rate’ which is a real number in the

grey horizontal lines above and below the

range [0,100]. An example of a categorical

vertical axis are added to the plot to mark the

data attribute is ‘who detects opponent first’

higher and lower boundaries of the possible

– it has two possible nominal values, ‘Blue’

values.

and ‘Red’. In the case of categorical data
attributes, some numerical statistics must
be derived to describe this attribute. For

Figure 8. Parallel plot
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example, we should compute the frequency

Foremost among the enhancements planned

with which Blue or Red is first to detect its

for the next phase is the ability to update the

opponent. The tests used are shown in Table 2.

simulation based on the latest intelligence
reports as well as changes in

Attribute 1 Attribute 2
Numerical

Numerical

Numerical Categorical

Numerical Categorical

Categorical Categorical

Test

Aim of Test

Spearman Tests for linear
correlation between
the variables
KruskalWallis

Tests whether the
medians of the numeric
data among the
categories are equal

Fligner

Tests whether the
variances of the numeric
data among the
categories are equal

Fisher

Tests whether there
is association between
the categories of
attribute 1 and
attribute 2

Table 2. Statistical tests for COA detailed analysis

own force plans. The simulator
will need to take in these injects
and re-execute the scenario on
the fly. Only then can it remain
relevant beyond the planning
phase and into the execution
phase.
There are also plans to enhance the
batch run capability to support the
simultaneous display of multiple
possible futures instead of just
generating statistics for analysis. To
achieve this ‘crystal ball’ effect, two
requirements have to be met. First,
as alluded to earlier in this article,

After the tests are carried out, the attribute-

the individual simulations need to vary in a

pairs are sorted in ascending order of the

meaningful way. For instance, randomising

p-values, where p-value is the probability that

the routes and behaviour of enemy units

random sampling would result in a correlation

generates more learning value than merely

coefficient as far from zero as observed in

varying the attrition coefficients of a weapon

the test, given that there is no correlation

system. After all, enemy behaviour is tricky

between the two tested attributes.

to predict whereas hardware data should be
well known. We recognise that some aspects

The top five attributes are selected (according

of the system require a limited form of COA

to the five smallest p-values). The data for

generation, but a full implementation is

the attributes in these top five pairs will be

beyond the scope of the project.

displayed in scatter plots and/or bar charts. A
text file showing the tests that were carried

The second requirement is to have an

out and statistics related to the tests (e.g. the

analysis tool capable of processing the

correlation coefficient, medians, etc.) will also

results of the batched simulation runs and

be displayed.

extracting from them a manageable number

THE WAY AHEAD

of representative scenarios to display to the
user for more detailed analysis. This dovetails
well with plans to upgrade the COA Analysis

Local reception to the prototype plan

Module. The ability to identify key decisions

evaluation system has been highly positive.

and events that leads to major changes in

However, there is still a lot of work to do

outcomes would help to differentiate and

before it can be deployed. At the time of

efficiently categorise the different simulation

writing, we are working to pool resources

predictions.
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towards enhancing this system for deployment
within a focused domain instead of the

While

current more general approach.

technologies, we are aware of similar efforts
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in the international arena. We hope to learn
from their experiences while focusing our
resources and efforts towards local needs
such as automated C2 plan importing and
Sim-C2 integration.

CONCLUSION
Discrete event simulators have been
successfully deployed across many domains,
military or otherwise, via products like
Simscript and Simula. However, while it
remains less prevalent than its time-based
counterpart, we believe it has great potential
for expansion into areas favouring speed and
automation over manual input, real-time plan
evaluation being just one case.
Nevertheless, we need to remain aware of the
strengths and weaknesses of such a system. It
is great for visualising a plan in action and has
the potential to help its operators identify key
turning points. However, the results are only
as good as the inputs and should be taken as
suggestions of what to look out.
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ABSTRACT
Armoured vehicle technology has evolved ever since the first tanks
appeared in World War One. The traditional Armoured Fighting
Vehicle (AFV) design focuses on lethality, survivability and
mobility. However, with the growing reliance on communications
and command (C2) systems, there is an increased need for the
AFV design to be integrated with the vehicle electronics, or
vetronics. Vetronics has become a key component of the AFV’s
effectiveness on the battlefield. An overview of the technology
advances in these areas will be explored. In addition, the impact
on the human aspect as a result of these C2 considerations will
be covered.

Tan Chuan-Yean
Mok Shao Hong
Vince Yew
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Fighting Vehicle
Technology
and more advanced sub-systems will raise the

INTRODUCTION

question of how the modern crew is able to

On the modern battlefield, armies are
moving towards Network-Centric Warfare
(NCW). Forces no longer fight as individual
entities but as part of a larger system. Each
entity becomes a node in a network where
information can be shared, and firepower can

process and use the information effectively.

TECHNOLOGIES IN AN
AFV
Firepower

be called upon request.
AFVs are usually equipped with weapon
Key to this network fighting capability is the

stations

communications and command (C2) system.

engagement

for

self-protection

By enabling each force to be plugged into

the threat, some are equipped with pintle

the C2 system, information can be shared

mount systems for light weapons (e.g. 40mm

among entities. Basic information shared

Automatic Grenade Launcher, 12.7mm/0.5”

includes ‘where am I’, ‘where my friends are’

Heavy Machine Guns etc.) to defeat troops

and ‘where the enemies are’. C2 capabilities

or soft skin targets. Others are equipped with

provide fighting forces an edge as they are

turreted systems with cannon class weapons

able to have a common operating picture

(e.g. >25mm cannons) to defeat other AFVs.

of

targets.

and

Depending

the
on

instantly. A C2 system also allows armies
to complete their Observe-Orient-Decide-

In an AFV, there are typically two general

Act (OODA) cycle significantly faster than

types of ammunition projectiles: Kinetic

those without one. As such, C2 capabilities

Energy (KE) munitions and High Explosives

have

(HE) munitions.

become

increasingly

dominant

in

Armoured Fighting Vehicle (AFV) designs.

Kinetic Energy Munitions

The traditional AFV design considerations
of firepower, survivability and mobility are

Small calibre ammunition ranging from the

still important as they execute the ‘Act’

7.62mm to the 0.5” heavy machine guns are

component in the OODA loop – to achieve the

KE projectiles. Due to the hardness of the

mission objective after the situational picture

material as well as their speed and mass,

has been assessed by and acted upon by the

the projectile will transfer its KE (= 1/2mv2)

commander. The incorporation of these C2

to the target and penetrate the armour.

systems, and the need for integration of the

Cannon class ammunition such as the 25mm

various sub-systems, would therefore require

to 40mm rounds are more sophisticated in

robust and extensive vehicle electronics

that they have fins to stablise the round

(or ‘vetronics’) architecture. However, the

after they are fired. These are commonly

increased flow of battlefield information

known as the Armour Piercing Fin Stabilised

and the equipping of the AFV with newer

Discarding Sabot-Tracer (APFSDS-T) which has

Figure 1. An APFSDS-T round
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a high penetration of up to 150mm Rolled

could engage the target. Of course, he could

Homogeneous Armour (RHA)1. A typical

still fire on the move, but hitting the target

APFSDS-T ammunition is shown in Figure 1.

is another matter! Even while stationary,

The ammunition is encased in a sabot, and

the gunner would have to use his sighting

when fired, the energy of the propellant is

system, gauge the distance and offset his aim

transferred to the entire round and propels

to ensure that the round lands on the target.

it out of the barrel at high speeds of up to

Depending on the gunner’s skill, this would

1,400m/s. Once it leaves the barrel, the sabot

normally take more than one round to hit the

is discarded and the projectile, usually made

target and the gunner would have to adjust

from materials such as tungsten or depleted

his aim continually.

uranium, will penetrate the target by sheer
kinetic energy. Hence, these rounds are used

AFVs today are equipped with advanced

mainly to defeat light to medium-class AFVs.

day/night stabilised sighting systems, Laser
Range Finders (LRF) and cant/tilt sensors

High Explosives Munitions

to achieve a high probability of hit, even
while moving. These enhancements improve
the

the pace at which an armoured force is

fragmentation from the detonation of the

able to manoeuvre, as it can now advance

explosive contained within. Usually with

speedily towards the enemy with sustained

a mechanical fuse, they are detonated on

and precise firepower.

HE

rounds

create

damage

by

impact and inflict damage with the fragments
generated. These rounds are used for lightly

The capabilities are made possible with the

protected vehicles and troops. However, if

Fire Control System (FCS) on board which is

the enemy is entrenched or inside a building,

basically a computer that considers factors

the effectiveness of these HE rounds becomes

such as the range of the target, ammunition

limited. The development of the air-bursting

type, wind information and vehicle cant/tilt

munitions has helped to address the problem.

angle to ensure a high hit probability. With

The air-bursting ammunition has a fuse that

the highly stabilised sighting system, the

can be programmed by the gun while the

gunner can place the crosshair on the target,

round is in the cannon chamber or as it leaves

lase the LRF to get a range and the FCS will

the barrel. It can be programmed to detonate

adjust the necessary aim-off of the weapon so

either on impact, with a delay (e.g. explode

that the round will hit the target. However,

after penetrating the wall), or at specific
timings (e.g. explode right above or before
the target). With this new capability, the
AFV is able to engage troops in foxholes and
behind walls as well as destroy the sights of
enemy AFVs to render their weapon systems
ineffective (see Figure 2).

Fire Control System
No matter how good the munitions are, they

63

are useless if they do not land accurately
on the intended targets. In World War Two
(WWII), firing a tank gun required the tank
to come to a complete halt before the gunner
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even with the stabilisation, some skill is still
involved as the gunner still has to manage his
controls to ensure that the crosshair is on the
target – a challenging task especially while
moving in an undulating environment.
Some AFVs have been equipped with autotarget-tracking capability, where the system
is able to ‘lock-on’ to a target and track it
continuously. This reduces the workload of the
gunner and also allows him to engage even
slow-moving air targets such as helicopters.

Figure 4.
Rafael 30mm RWS
and its controls

There is also an increasing trend to equip
the weapons system with an independent
commander sight (ICS). Traditionally, these
are only provided for Main Battle Tanks (MBT).
Now, even AFVs such as the German PUMA,
Swedish CV9030/35 and South Korean K-21
are equipped with an ICS. The ICS is another
sighting system that usually has day/night
capabilities and is able to search for targets
independently of the gunner. This enables a

with a commander sight to the left of the

hunter-killer capability for the AFV crew. The

turret and the gunner’s sight to its right.

commander can now ‘hunt’ for other targets
while the gunner ‘kills’ another. Once the

Remote Weapon Station

gunner completes his task, the commander is
able to direct the gunner to the new target

Turret systems have traditionally been the

position immediately to repeat the hunt-kill

norm for AFVs, with the commander or

cycle. This feature increases the pace at which

gunner operating within. However, the

the vehicle is able to engage multiple targets.

asymmetric threats from Improvised Explosive

Figure 3 shows the CV9035 by BAE Systems

Devices (IED) and Rocket-Propelled Grenades
(RPG) are forcing the crew to remain within

Gunner’s
main sight

Commander’s
sight

the vehicles to improve survivability. One
trend is the proliferation of Remote Weapon
Stations (RWS) which enables the crew to
operate the weapon from within the better
protected hull. Figure 4 shows a typical RWS
and its control station, where all the weapons
interfaces are accessible to a crew seated
within the hull.
The RWS is equipped with the FCS, sights
and advanced munitions. The advantage of
the RWS is that the protection levels can be
focused more on the hull, where the crew is

Figure 3. Commander/Gunner’s sights of the CV9035 Turret

located. With the weapon mounted above the
hull, there is no longer a need for a traditional
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Figure 5. Typical threats AFVs face
turret basket that usually occupies 25% to

protection. This usually takes the form of

30% of the AFV’s internal volume. Hence, this

thick armour packages to prevent penetration

allows greater flexibility in crew placement.

from various threats. However, with the high

The disadvantage is that when the weapon

penetration capability of today’s threats,

jams, the crew is unable to access it to rectify

piling on passive armour will drive the vehicle

the fault immediately. They will need to do so

weight up, affecting its mobility and payload.

in a safe and non-hostile environment.

Furthermore, there are limitations on the
extent to which pure passive solutions can
meet the survivability requirements.

Survivability
Today’s AFVs are expected to deal with
various threats (see Figure 5) that are multidirectional. To design a vehicle that can
withstand these threats will require multiple
technologies to enhance its survivability.

For KE threats such as APFSDS-T 25-30mm
munitions or light calibre weapons (e.g.
14.5mm Armour Piercing), the main defeat
mechanism is to break up the projectile.
This can be done by having hard and strong
armour materials at its surface to break up
the projectile, coupled with different layers

Passive Armour

of materials to erode the projectile during
the penetration phase or to reduce its kinetic

Most traditional armour is designed based

energy. These surfaces are usually sloped to

on passive armour technology. Generally,

present a thicker front to the projectile.

all AFVs have a base hull material made
from

high

However, high strength armour steel alone

strength aluminium. This provides basic

either

may have the consequence of a high weight

armour protection, but it is primarily to

penalty. Armour designers have used different

provide structural strength to the vehicle.

materials in developing armour package.

Add-on Armour is usually attached to the

Some have used ceramics to break up the

basic hull to provide the main armour

round, with some base armour to absorb

41496_DSTA 60-77#150Q.indd 6
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Reactive Armour
Most Chemical Energy (CE) threats are
from RPGs and Anti-Tank Guided Missiles
(ATGM). These warheads comprise a conical
copper liner surrounded by explosives. When
detonated, the explosive forces literally
invert the conical copper cone to form a
thin molten jet that travels at speeds of
up to 8km/s to 10km/s. This jet is the main
Figure 6. LIBA demonstrating its multi-hit capability and flexibility

mechanism that penetrates the armour.
A RPG-7V can penetrate up to 300mm RHA. For
the RPG to perform effectively, it must have

the residual penetration while some have

an ideal stand-off distance (i.e. distance away

introduced spaces between layers of armour

from the armour) and this is usually designed

to allow the round to tumble. Ceramic armour

in the warhead. Hence, the defeat mechanism

is an attractive solution primarily because

for the armour facing such threats is to disrupt

it can be as light as half the weight of steel

this jet formation or to detonate it further

armour. However, the multi-hit capability

from the vehicle. Explosive Reactive Armours

is low as a very large area of the ceramic

(ERA) and Non-Explosive ERA (NERA) have

surface is damaged upon impact, rendering

been developed to disrupt the jet formation.

the armour ineffective. To address this, some

Energetic materials are sandwiched between

suppliers have embedded numerous smaller

two plates and upon contact with the jet,

cylindrical ceramic elements or ball-shaped

the energetic material reacts instantaneously

pellets into a matrix of elastomeric material or

and causes the plates to fly apart (for ERA) or

epoxy which is then attached to a composite

bulge (for NERA), disrupting the process of jet

fibre. Together with the base hull armour,

formation (see Figure 7).

this method enhances the overall protection
and improves the multi-hit capability. One

There has also been some work done in

such system is the Light Improved Ballistic

the UK to develop electric armour. The

Armour (LIBA) developed by Mofet Etzion

principles are similar to ERA, except that

Ltd as shown in Figure 6.

the energetic material is replaced by high

Figure 7. The disruptive mechanism of ERA
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Active Defence Suites
Active Defensive Suites or Systems (ADS) have
been developed to boost the survivability of
AFV crew. ADS comprises soft kill and hard
kill systems. Soft kill systems which have
been in existence for some time feature
Laser Warning Systems that can detect
the direction of the threat and launch an
Figure 8. Slat armour on a Stryker vehicle

appropriate countermeasure. For example,
upon detection of an ATGM launched by

voltage between the two plates. When the

Semi-Active

copper jet passes through the plates, the

vehicle can activate an Infra-Red jammer to

high voltage distorts and vapourises the jet to

spoof the missile and cause it to crash to the

render it ineffective. These systems require a

ground. Alternatively, smoke grenades can be

large amount of electrical energy which is a

launched so that the firer cannot guide the

limitation on an AFV. This electric armour is

missile accurately onto the target.

Command

Line-of-sight,

the

still under development. Other armour such
as slat armour (see Figure 8) detonates the

On the other hand, hard kill systems comprise a

shaped charge at a larger distance away from

system that detects the incoming threat, and

the vehicle or short-circuits the warhead to

launch a countermeasure to directly destroy

prevent it from activating. But as the armour

it. In the late 1990s, the Russians developed

protection improves, new and innovative

the ARENA system which uses radar to

threats are also developed. Tandem CE rounds

detect a missile, and subsequently launches

have been developed to overcome the ERA.

a module that explodes at a pre-determined

The tandem CE round has one small precursor

time to destroy the threat. Since then, other

CE round ahead of the main warhead to clear

ADSs have been developed e.g. Deisenroth

the ERA ahead of the main warhead.

Engineering’s

(IBD)

Advanced

Modular

Protection-Active Defence System (AMP-ADS),
Another significant concern in using ERA

Saab with Land Electronic Defence System,

is the collateral damage to surrounding

Israel Military Industries (IMI) with IRON FIST,

personnel when the ERA is activated. The

and Rafael’s TROPHY system. Figure 9 shows

flying plates or fragments formed by the ERA

the IMI IRON FIST concept.

are potentially lethal, and this consequence
is not acceptable to some armies. Some
companies have developed composite ERAs
such as the Composite Lightweight Adaptable
Reactive Armour (CLARA) by Dynamit Nobel
Defence to minimise this. This solution does
away with the metal plates and replaces them
with composites so that when the armour
detonates, only ejected fibres will be the
residue.
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Although the configurations are different,

would really depend on the ADS’s capability

they all have a radar component and a

to differentiate between the actual threat and

countermeasure. IBD uses various sensors

the decoy, and to launch the countermeasures

and radars placed around the vehicle to

in quick succession.

detect the incoming threat and activate the
countermeasures to destroy the threat before
impact. Figure 10 shows an IVECO 4x4 truck

Protection Against Mines and
Improvised Explosive Devices

mounted with the AMP-ADS.
Other than KE and CE rounds, mines and
IEDs pose other significant threats to AFVs.
To counter the mine threat, a mine kit that
either deflects the blast wave away from the
vehicle or absorbs most of the blast energy
is required. For tracked AFVs, the deflection
method is a great challenge as the ground
clearance between the belly of the AFV to the
ground is very small at 400mm to 500mm on
average. It is more suited for wheeled vehicles
with high ground clearance, and a V-shaped
Figure 10. An IVECO 4x4 truck with AMP-ADS
on the roof

hull so that the blast is deflected away.
A typical V-shaped wheeled vehicle is the
BAE’s RG-35 (see Figure 11).

Similarly, the other systems use radar to detect
incoming threats and an explosive grenade

Mine kits for AFVs are designed to absorb

will be launched to destroy the threat at

blast energy. However, mine kits alone can

further distances away from the vehicle. Most

only minimise the risk of hull rupture, so as to

of these systems are still under development,

prevent overpressure from occurring. During

with only the TROPHY being mounted on

a mineblast, the vehicle will experience the

the Merkava IV MBT as the only operational

first shock wave around the belly which will

system. As with ERA, ammunition to counter

cause severe leg injuries to the crew, followed

ADS has been also developed. The Russians

by the deformation of the vehicle hull.

are developing the RPG30 which houses the

The crew will also start to experience

main round and a decoy round. The decoy

compressive stress on their spines and necks,

will deceive the ADS into attacking it, so as

followed by the movement of the entire

to allow the main round to attack the target

vehicle. If the hull is to perforate, the blast

unhindered. Hence, the success of the attack

overpressure entering the vehicle will kill the

Figure 11. A RG-35 Vehicle showing a V-shaped hull
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Figure 12. Effects of a mineblast on a vehicle

crew. All these occur within 40ms to 50ms

very innovative in designing IEDs. In 2002, a

(see Figure 12).

Merkava III MBT, one of the best protected
tanks in the world, was destroyed by an IED

Throughout these phases, injuries can be

equivalent to 100kg TNT. Technologies such

inflicted on the occupant, and the AFV has

as electronic jamming to prevent the remote

to be designed to mitigate the effects. The

detonation of IEDs, and chemical detection

vehicle’s internal design has to ensure that the

systems to sniff out explosives have been

on-board components are firmly mounted,

explored. Non-conventional methods such

with foot rests to elevate the crew’s feet to

as capturing digital images of the route and

avoid direct contact with the belly. The seats

evaluating changes in the scenes to assess if

and restraint systems have to be designed to

the environment has been tampered with are

mitigate the shock transferred to their bodies

also being evaluated. In general, technologies

and also to protect the crew from being

to overcome IEDs are closely guarded and

thrown towards the roof and injuring their

understandably so as the information can be

necks.

used by insurgents to overcome them.

IEDs are a more recent threat and can come

Mobility

in all forms and sizes. The passive, reactive
armour and mine kit described earlier would

Mobility is the ability of the AFV to traverse

be able to withstand most IEDs, and are

from one area of operations to another. It is

easier to implement for heavier AFVs. For

generally divided into strategic/operational

light trucks, it is more challenging to do so

mobility and tactical mobility. Strategic/

as the armour payload is limited. However,

operational mobility is the capability to

despite

designing

project the force over long distances via air,

protective measures for AFVs against such

sea or land. Strategic/operational mobility

threats is very challenging as the enemy is

needs dictate the size and weight of the

the

41496_DSTA 60-77#150Q.indd 10
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Powerpack
The internal combustion engine is used as the
main propulsion system. AFVs generally use
diesel engines since diesel is less flammable
than petrol. Most of the development of diesel
engines is driven commercially to improve the
fuel efficiency. Military engines do need to
be fuel efficient, but more importantly, they
Figure 13. Comparison of MTU MT 883 and the 890 (HPD)
engine sizes

must have a very good power-to-volume ratio
or power density so as to maximise the space
they occupy. One of the most recent engines

vehicle. Tactical mobility depends more on

developed is the MTU High Power Density

the performance of the platform i.e. the

(HPD) engine. It is a very compact engine

power train system which comprises the

with up to 60% savings in weight and volume

engine transmission and cooling system. This

(see Figure 13).

forms the main power source that drives the
AFV. The wheels or tracks affect the AFV’s

While the HPD engine was designed primarily

manoeuvrability. It supports the weight of the

for hybrid electric systems, it is able to couple

vehicle and distributes it over the ground. The

to mechanical transmissions too. The proposed

suspension system supports the vehicle, but

Manned Ground Vehicle under the US Future

also affects the ride comfort of the vehicle.

Combat System programme adopted the

The maximum speed at which the vehicle

hybrid electric system. It comprises the HPD

can travel is indirectly affected – a poor

engine,

suspension design causes the driver to drive

controller, traction drive system, energy

slower as higher speeds will make the ride

storage system and cooling system. The

too uncomfortable for him, even if additional

hybrid electrical system serves as a power

power is available.

generator and provides electrical power to

generators,

generator

dissipater

Figure 14. A comparison between tractive effort and road speed
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all vehicle systems, including the propulsion,

track needs to be mechanically braked so that

which is via the traction motor. This system

the outer track propels forward to turn the

allows the vehicles to operate in silent watch,

vehicle. It is an inefficient system as the power

silent running (i.e. from batteries for short

transmitted to the inner track is completely

distances), burst acceleration, and enhances

lost and converted to heat energy. Modern

their low speed manoeuvrability. The system

transmissions provide regenerative steering

is de-coupled from the drive train, and this

where the power that is usually lost in the

allows its components to be positioned in the

inner track is re-directed or ‘re-generated’

vehicle with greater flexibility.

to the outside track via a steer or zero shaft,
allowing the power to be efficiently used in

However,

the

Future

Combat

System

a steer.

programme has come to a halt as it did not
adequately reflect lessons learnt during

Transmissions on AFVs are being developed

operations about protection against roadside

to allow for Drive-by-Wire (DbW). Normally,

bombs and it remains to be seen how this

transmissions have mechanical linkages to

technology will be applied to other systems.

the vehicle driving controls such as braking,

The PUMA IFV also uses this HPD engine but

steering,

is coupled to a Renk HSWL 256 hydrostatic/

Transmissions with DbW capability have

hydrodynamic transmission. It has a large

intelligent controllers that will receive the

flywheel generator that doubles up as a

driving control inputs electronically, and

starter motor.

dictate

throttling

the

and

gear

corresponding

selection.

transmission

response. DbW enables increased flexibility

Transmission

in positioning the driver within an AFV,
and also allows another crew member to

An engine provides the power and the

take over driving if the driver is unable to.

transmission

This

converts

this

power

to

creates

more

in

crew

technology

also

configuration.

A transmission will give the necessary gear

facilitates unmanned operations. Instead

ratios to transfer the power to the final

of using remote actuators to access the

drives, providing the necessary torque to

drive controls, a remote system can directly

overcome the road resistance. Figure 14

interface with the transmission controller.

shows a typical tractive effort/road speed

This will provide the added flexibility for a

curve of a transmission. The curves, as

crew to take over the vehicle quickly when

indicated by the % lines, show the road

the unmanned roles are completed.

resistance increasing with speed at its
respective gradients. The curves indicated

DbW

flexibility

torque which propels the vehicle forward.

Vetronics

by the nth Gear show the tractive effort of
the transmissions at its respective gears.

To integrate the C2 system or a Battlefield

The intersection of the two curves will thus

Management System (BMS) on an AFV, a

indicate the expected vehicle speed. This

vetronics system would be required to enhance

analysis indicates the projected vehicle speed

its effectiveness. An AFV without vetronics

performance of a chosen transmission.

can be equipped with a BMS but this allows
it to have only inter-vehicular information

Another purpose of the transmission of a

exchange. Vetronics enables both inter- and

tracked vehicle is to provide steering. This is

intra-vehicular information exchange which

unlike wheeled vehicles which steer by the

enhances the overall effectiveness of the AFV.

front wheels. In older transmissions, the inner

For example, when the BMS is integrated to

41496_DSTA 60-77#150Q.indd 12
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the FCS, specific targets can be assigned to

structure of the system, its internal protocol

each AFV. The weapons of each AFV can be

as well as its internal and external interfaces.

slewed towards their assigned targets, thus

The vetronics architecture design concept

minimising the overlapping of fire on the

should be adaptable, flexible, sustainable,

same target.

scalable, responsive and robust. In most
cases, the vetronics architecture is also based

After engaging or obtaining the range of

on an open system which promotes cross-

a newly detected target, the information

fleet commonality as well as the ease of

can be disseminated via the BMS to friendly

upgrading and system enhancements. One

forces to update on the combat situation.

key attribute of vetronics architecture design

The logistic status of the vehicle such as fuel

is adaptability i.e. the ability to adapt to

and ammunition can also be disseminated

changing

to the logisticians so they are able to plan

requirements,

a more timely replenishment schedule. All

insertion,

these features would not be viable without a

while

vetronics system that links the vehicle systems

This

to the BMS. A Common Crew Station concept

computing

can also be attainable with the introduction of

and the architecture must be able to

the vetronics system. The roles of the crew can

adapt to new inputs without rewiring the

be duplicated, over multiple stations within

entire vehicle.

operational
and

handle

environments
new

manage

incorporating
is

an

important

technology

or

technology

legacy

systems

new

systems.

parameter
changes

as

rapidly,

the vehicle – this means that the commander
can take over other roles such that of a gunner

The vetronics architecture also links all the

or driver and vice versa.

various sub-systems on board the platform.
This is achieved through the use of Internet

Systems Architecture

Protocol, serial communication and Controller
Area Network bus to ensure intra-vehicular

An integrated vetronics suite requires the use

information flow. Video data buses are also

of a systems architecture to define the overall

incorporated as more cameras are used on

Figure 15. Generic vetronics systems architecture
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Figure 16. Intelligent power management systems architecture
AFVs to improve their situational awareness in

during silent watch operations. Batteries and

closed hatch fighting. These camera views can

auxiliary power units (APU) are generally used

be made available to all on board by ensuring

to meet these increased power requirements.

that the video data bus distributes the picture

However, the number of batteries used is

to all the crew and troops. A generic vetronics

three to four times more than a conventional

systems architecture is shown in Figure 15.

AFV. Technologies such as hydrogen fuel cells
and solid oxide fuel cells generate greater

From this architecture, it can be seen that

power with better electrical efficiency than

the various systems are interconnected and

the common APUs, and can be explored to

information from the BMS can be transmitted

meet the growing power demand. However,

to the weapon systems if required. In addition,

these electrical components also generate

if the enemy is spotted by the crew in the

considerable heat energy. The components

AFV via the camera systems, they can click

can be designed to withstand the heat, but the

on the display and the system is able to slew

crew will be subjected to high temperatures.

the weapon to the direction of the threat to

Hence, air cooling systems have to be installed

allow a rapid response. This would enhance

to ensure that the crew is protected from the

the overall operational effectiveness of

heat to sustain operations.

the AFV.
Another

Power Generation and
Management

approach

to

manage

power

demands may be to explore an intelligent
platform power management system to
provide distributed power such that only

Power

management

is

crucial

to

the

essential key electrical and electronics systems

more

will be powered during different modes of

computers and electronics on board, there

operation. Intelligent power management

is a greater challenge on how to generate

system architecture is shown in Figure 16.

power to sustain the operations, especially

Based on the different power requirements

performance
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in operations, the system allows the crew to

among the crew. If not properly managed, the

quickly configure the vehicle to provide only

sheer complexity and volume of available data

what is necessary to support the operation,

may actually reduce crew performance due to

hence conserving power. For example, during

information overload. New methods must be

silent watch operations, the system will

explored to present battlefield information

provide power to the necessary platform

and provide the commander with continual

computers and systems to ensure that

high quality situational awareness without

sufficient power is left to start the engine. The

significant cognitive overhead. For example,

power distribution is also easily configurable

should the commander view all the available

as the system resides on a bus network. Hence,

information made to him or only selected

new equipment can be added without major

information? If the latter, which information

re-modification of the power harnesses.

is relevant?

PUTTING IT ALL
TOGETHER

Cognitive Task Analysis techniques can be
employed to uncover the specific cognitive
challenges experienced by the crew, and to

The challenge now is to integrate these

elicit the relevant information requirements

various

common

of the users. Information that is not required

platform. All of these systems capabilities

for the task would be filtered out, and key

– Firepower, Survivability, Mobility and

information required for sense-making and

Vetronics – are competing for space and

decision making highlighted and made readily

weight. An AFV has size and weight limits as

accessible in the system design. Such efforts to

it needs to manoeuvre in certain terrain or to

reduce crew workload are prevalent especially

meet certain transport requirements. Thus,

on complex and sophisticated platforms.

technologies

onto

a

trade-off studies are required to integrate
these various technologies. An AFV will not be

Even if specific information is required, is the

able to move if it carries too much protective

information presented easy to process and

armour. If more firepower is required, more

intuitive? Customised Man-Machine Interface

ammunition will be required on board and

(MMI) and Graphical User Interface (GUI)

this will affect the payload it carries e.g. less

allow the crew to process the information

troops. More vetronics will require more

better and faster and so specifically improve

batteries, hence reducing available space.

the Observe-Orient-Decide portion of the

Thus, a fine balance among these aspects

OODA loop.

need to be deliberated before an agreement
can be reached by all stakeholders.

The Human Aspect

Modelling and Simulation –
A Developmental Tool
Modelling and Simulation (M&S) tools are

NCW presents obvious advantages in the

increasingly used to design the AFV crew

battlefield but also inadvertently poses fresh

station MMI and GUI at the early stage of

challenges to the design of the AFV crew

the system development cycle. Through rapid

station. In a networked environment, an

prototyping of the conceptual and detailed

escalating amount of information is being

designs of the crew stations, M&S systems

compiled, processed, analysed, and shared

provide the benefit of conducting man-in-
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the-loop experimentation to uncover workflow issues and cognitive requirements very
early in the development cycle. Subsequent
design iterations can be quickly implemented
on M&S systems, and results can be verified
much earlier – often before any fabrication
or procurement is done. Thus, M&S offers a
mechanism for shortening developmental
time, increasing systems effectiveness of the
final system, mitigating developmental risk,
and controlling overall cost.

CONCLUSION
AFVs have evolved through the years. Since
the beginning of World War One, AFVs have
been deployed on the battlefield to achieve
a tactical advantage. They were further
exploited by the Germans in WWII, where
technology provided them with improved
radio communications and allowed them
to move faster with greater firepower and
protection. Thus, they were able to adopt
the concept of ‘Blitzkrieg’ or ‘lightning
war’. As we enter the NCW age, the AFV still
has a strong role to play as seen in the Iraq
and Afghanistan conflicts in the 2000s. As
technology advances, the AFV must also keep
up with the changes and be ready to adapt
and evolve to face these new challenges.
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ABSTRACT
In defence acquisition and development projects, the costs of
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) and the Annual Recurrent
Expenditure (ARE) make up a significant part of the total cost
of ownership of each system. Clarity and accuracy in estimating
these costs are important for long-term budgeting and decision
making. The article provides a model for planners to do a first
order estimate of the ILS cost and ARE of a new Command,
Control and Communications project as percentages of its capital
investment cost. The analysis is based on a set of cost drivers and
historical cost data.

Wong Choon Bong
Tay Yeow Koon
Ma Jiamin
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management team (PMT) has to estimate the

INTRODUCTION

TCO of all new systems during the front-end
planning phase.

The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) makes use
of the Life Cycle Management (LCM) process

Once the set of requirements has been

to build up systems capability in the Singapore

determined, the PMT estimates the cost of

Armed Forces (SAF). The LCM is a project and

the system’s hardware and software through

systems engineering management process

market surveys. If the project requires

that governs systems life cycles. It consists of

development efforts, the cost variation

four major phases and a transition period:

risk can be extended to the contractor by

front-end planning, acquisition management/

specifying the deliverables that are tagged to

systems

to

milestones. The cost of DSTA engineering and

Operations & Support (O&S), O&S and

management services rendered can also be

systems retirement.

estimated based on the scale and complexity

development,

transition

of the project.
One of the advantages of using LCM is that it
minimises the total cost of ownership (TCO)

However, it is difficult to estimate the

of the system while still allowing it to meet

Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) cost and

the mission objectives. The TCO of a system

the Annual Recurrent Expenditure (ARE) in a

comprises the sum of all financial resources

project. Common ways of budgeting include

required for its acquisition, development,

rule-of-thumb percentage figures, or an

ownership, operation and disposal. The major

analysis of initial cost breakdown. The former

cost components of the TCO are shown in

does not explain the cost drivers, while the

Figure 1. The highlighted cost boxes are the

latter does not usually take into account the

subjects in this article’s discussion.

contextual environment that affects actual
expenditure.

Among its other functions, DSTA is responsible
for the acquisition and management of

With

Command, Control and Communications

fundamental factors affecting ILS costs and

a

better

understanding

of

the

(C3) systems for the SAF. The DSTA project

ARE, it is possible to provide clearer and more

Figure 1. Major cost components for C3 systems
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accurate cost estimates. This will in turn give a

(e.g. mean time between failures) and repair

better TCO estimate of the project. This article

capabilities (e.g. turnaround time).

presents a structured method of estimating
ILS and ARE costs based on an analysis of the

Support & Test Equipment. STE are items

cost drivers and historical data.

that support the operation and maintenance
of the system. They include physical tools

COST ELEMENTS

as well as testing, handling and calibration
equipment.

ILS refers to a set of resources that ensures the
effective and economical support of a system

ARE refers to the annual recurrent expenditure

throughout its life cycle. As an integral part

that is needed for the maintenance of a

of the operational system, ILS is included as

system through its useful lifespan. For C3

part of the capital investment cost. The major

systems, ARE can be attributed to five main

ILS elements for C3 systems include systems

cost factors:

documentation, training, initial spares supply
as well as support & test equipment (STE).

DSTA Systems Management. DSTA is the

These resources are usually acquired towards

systems manager for most C3 systems in the

the end of the project.

SAF. The systems managers are responsible for
systems engineering support, maintenance

Systems Documentation. Documentation

contract management, systems serviceability

includes operator manuals, technical manuals,

and safety, configuration management, as

software documents and all other information

well as maintenance policies and processes.

that are required for the operation and

They also manage systems upgrades and

maintenance of the system.

retirement.

Training. Different types of training are

Contractors’

tailored for different target groups. Operator

Depending on each system’s maintenance

training provides the end users and systems

support concept, contractors are engaged

administrators with knowledge on systems

in preventive and corrective maintenance

usage

Maintenance

Services.

management.

at different levels of maintenance support.

Maintenance training allows the technicians

At the depot level, contractors typically

to

preventive

undertake repairs using shop replaceable

maintenance. In the SAF, the train-the-trainer

units. Contractor services are also often used

concept is widely adopted. Instructors from

to supplement the SAF’s manpower to perform

military institutes develop internal training

C3 systems maintenance at the operator and

programmes based on the original equipment

technician levels.

and

perform

configuration
corrective

and

manufacturer’s training syllabus. For complex
systems, systems engineering training may

Repair Material. Repair material refers to

also be conducted for military officers and

spare parts used to replace faulty parts in

DSTA engineers.

a system or sub-system. In cases where the
system or sub-system cannot be repaired

Initial Spares Supply. Spare parts are

economically, repair material includes the

required to replace production parts that are

purchase of suitable replacements.

81

in need of repair. For each system, the set of
spares that is required is determined through

Consumables.

computer simulation using inputs such as the

expendable items (e.g. batteries) that are

training profile, component characteristics

required for day-to-day systems operations.
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Licenses

and

Subscriptions.

Software

Fleet Size. The bigger the fleet size of a

licence fees are paid to the software vendors,

technologically homogeneous system, the

while telecommunications subscription or

bigger the economy of scale to provide

usage fees are paid to telecommunications

spares support and maintenance services.

companies for network bandwidth services.

For example, a big fleet of military radios
requires less maintenance cost (relative to the

COST DRIVERS

total investment cost of the radios) than a
customised monitoring system that supports

To derive the ILS cost and ARE as percentages

a small and unique group of users.

of the capital investment cost, several
fundamental

operational

and

system

requirements are considered.

Telecommunications

Requirements.

If a commercial communication network
infrastructure

is

These requirements or cost drivers are in

operations,

the

turn driven by socio-political and technology

telecommunications charges will need to be

trends. They are independent of one another,

taken into account.

and serve as inputs to the calculation of the

needed

for

expected

systems
annual

ILS and ARE cost percentages.

Systems Cost Drivers

Operational Cost Drivers

Three cost drivers are classified under the
Systems Profile:

Five cost drivers are classified under the
Operational Profile:

Systems Complexity. In each C3 system, the
number of software applications, hardware

Training Location. Manpower costs for

platforms and system interfaces will affect

supporting exercises and training are part

the quantities of spares and STE. The level of

of the system’s ARE. To supplement military

complexity is a qualitative judgement call that

personnel, civilian technicians and engineers

the PMT has to make.

are often employed in local exercises.
Thus, costs to source civilian manpower must

Depot-Level Support. Most depot-level

be considered.

maintenance support services are outsourced
to the industry. The availability of depot-level

Target Availability. The system’s target

repair capability in the local industry will

availability will affect the volume of spares

usually reduce repair costs as local manpower

and manpower support that will be required

rates are generally lower than in many

for each system. For example, increasing the

foreign Original Equipment Manufacturer

target availability from 90% to 99% will

companies. Moreover, local repair capability

greatly increase the amount of maintenance

will

spares and manpower support requirements.

equipment repairs. However, setting up

also

reduce

the

turnaround

for

local repair capability will increase the initial
Support Requirements. Manpower costs

set-up cost.

will increase if there are requirements for
enhanced systems readiness support from

Software Requirements. Some C3 systems

contractors and DSTA personnel during

require annual subscriptions to software

the utilisation period. On-site maintenance

licences that are embedded in the applications,

support is always more expensive than off-site

or are necessary for the system to interoperate

support (e.g. through phone).

with other C3 systems.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the cost drivers and the cost elements
Figure 2 shows the relationship of these cost

Capital

drivers to ILS and ARE cost elements. Each

observation that the larger the size of capital

Budget.

arrow indicates that the cost driver contributes

investment, the smaller the percentage of

to the respective cost elements.

ARE. However, this can be attributed to the

There

is

a

general

fact that expensive projects usually have large

Other Cost Drivers

fleet sizes.

Several other factors were thought to affect

Maintenance

the percentages of ILS and ARE costs for each

In

system. However, careful observation showed

maintenance

that some of these factors are attributable to

those which calculate charges based on the

the fundamental cost drivers discussed earlier.

number of maintenance activities. However,

On the other hand, data analysis demonstrated

the choice between these contract models

a weak correlation between the rest of these

depends on availability requirement and

factors to the cost percentages.

systems complexity.
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Support
fixed-cost

contracts

Concept.
comprehensive

cost

more

than
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Utilisation

Hours.

The

frequency

and

duration that the system is in use may
contribute to the cost of maintenance
services, consumables, repair material and
telecommunications

subscription

services.

PREDICTION
METHODOLOGY
Project Scoring

However, empirical data analysis suggests
that their impact on the ILS and ARE cost

A five-point scale is used to quantify the score

percentages is not as significant as other

of each project in each cost driver category.

cost drivers.

The score definitions for each of the cost
drivers, shown in Table 1, are determined by

Training Environment. It is likely that

observations on the operational and systems

factors such as operating the system in a

profiles in new and existing C3 systems. The

mobile or static environment can affect

definitions represent a good score spread

the system’s reliability and supportability.

among these systems.

The number of different sites or platforms
also affects maintenance support. However,

As shown in Table 1, the cost percentages

empirical data suggests that the number of

for telecommunications subscriptions and

sites and platforms has little impact on ILS and

software licenses can be determined in a

ARE cost percentages.

direct manner given the expected annual
system usage, and hence they are simply

Equipment

Type. Whether the system

is made up of military specification or

added to the formulae (see section under
ARE Cost Percentage Estimates).

commercial grade equipment, acquired offthe-shelf, or involve developmental efforts,
the ILS and ARE cost percentages are not
significantly affected.

Multi-Attribute Function
In formulating each of the ILS and ARE
percentage costs, a multi-attribute function is

Table 1. Score of each cost driver
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used to consider the relevant cost drivers as

Matlab. This solver employed a least-squares

inputs. Since the cost drivers are independent

optimisation algorithm as described by Lawson

of one another, an additive function is used.

and Hanson. In using this solver, it is assumed

An exponential factor is needed for each of

that

the cost drivers because the cost may not have

the cost drivers can only contribute positively

a linear relationship with the scoring scale (as

to the ILS and ARE costs.

i

is non-negative, which is logical since

in Table 1). To simplify the function for users,
it is defined in the following form:
[2]
[1]
where n is the number of data points;
P is the actual cost percentage

where Z is the objective function
(i.e. ILS or ARE cost percentage);

(ILS or ARE);

m is the number of relevant

P is the estimate of the cost

cost drivers;

percentage using the model.

X is a cost driver;

COST ESTIMATES

is a cost driver coefficient;
is a cost driver exponential factor.

Using the model fitting technique described

Model Fitting

earlier,

the

ILS

and

ARE

percentages,

henceforth referred to as Z1 and Z2
In the above model, the coefficients and

respectively, are optimised separately for

exponential factors for each of the cost drivers

systems of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Joint

need to be determined. Due to the large

Services. It should be noted that Navy and Air

number of unknowns and limited historical

systems refer only to base area C3 systems, and

data available, unique optimum solutions for

not systems on naval or air platforms. They

the coefficients and exponential factors could

are combined as they share similar systems

not be derived via simple regression analysis.

and operational profiles.

Instead, the approach first derives the
exponential factors based on management

ILS Cost Percentage Estimates

experience and the scoring scale in Table 1.
For example, to determine the exponent

2

The ILS cost of a C3 project as a percentage of

for X2 (target availability), simulations have

the total capital investment cost is correlated

shown that increasing the availability from

to training location (X1), target availability

90% to 99% will require approximately five

(X2), fleet size (X4), systems complexity (Y1)

times more spares, and hence an exponential

and depot-level support (Y2), as illustrated

factor of 1.5 is deemed suitable.

in Figure 2. The ILS cost is part of the capital
investment cost and its percentage Z1 is

Subsequently, the cost driver coefficients
i

estimated as:

are estimated by fitting the model and its

derived exponential factors with historical
data in existing C3 systems. This is done
by minimising the root-mean-square-error

85

(RMSE) in formula [2] between the modelestimated values and the historical data values
using the Nonnegative Least-squares solver in
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These estimates give a range of ILS costs from

It has to be emphasised that the model only

7.0% to 10.9% for existing Army systems,

provides an estimate of the cost percentages,

4.5% to 12.6% for Navy and Air systems, and

since the error margin can be improved when

2.6% to 5.3% for Joint systems. The RMSE

more data points (i.e. more projects) become

based on these formulae are 5.23%, 3.02%

available in the future. Experienced systems

and 1.06% respectively.

managers should be consulted to identify
other possible cost drivers. Refining the

ARE Cost Percentage Estimates

coefficients and exponential factors in the
formulae should be a continual effort.

The ARE of a C3 project as a percentage of
the total capital investment cost is correlated

After

to all factors listed in Table 1 except target

validation, the model can be extended to

availability (X2). The ARE is not part of the

other types of systems in the SAF. However,

capital investment cost. Using the same model

since the cost drivers and major cost elements

fitting technique, the ARE cost percentage Z2

in the other systems may differ, the model

is estimated as:

should be fine-tuned accordingly.

These estimates give a range of ARE from
2.0% to 11.9% for existing Army systems,

successful

implementation

and
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how the ILS and ARE cost percentages are
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how these percentages can be estimated using
the derived formulae. The article also provides
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planners to budget for the costs associated
with the later phases in the project.
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ABSTRACT
Ducting is an important propagation phenomenon for radar
operators to consider due to the effects of extending radar range
beyond the maximum specified instrumented range and creating
radar holes. While it may be advantageous to have the maximum
radar range extended, this will impact a pulse doppler radar’s
sensitivity if the radar has not been adequately designed with fill
pulses to take into account this phenomenon.

This article investigates ducting phenomenon in two locations –
Singapore and Ajaccio. The impact of the phenomenon on the
detection sensitivity of a pulse doppler radar under tropical,
humid conditions is then contrasted with that of a dry, temperate
environment using an example.

Young Kin Chuan
Loke Mun Kwong
Jolene Shui Ruey Chen
Frank Chen Liheng
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INTRODUCTION

EFFECTS OF DUCTING

Anomalous propagation due to weather

The effects of ducting are predominant,

conditions leads to significant differences

especially in defence applications:

in

the

performance

of

radar

systems

compared to normal propagation. Ducting

•

is an extreme form of super-refraction of

allows the electromagnetic wave to detect

the electromagnetic waves transmitted from

objects much further away due to ‘reduced’

radars. Super-refraction causes radar waves

power dissipation along the ‘waveguide’.

to bend more towards the surface of the

However, the detection of targets too far

Earth than under normal conditions. Such a

away

phenomenon is generally caused by:

advantage because objects often cannot
be

•

Extended radar detection. Ducting

does

not

determined

yield
as

any

threats

practical
at

such

Temperature inversion where tropospheric

distances, and even if determined, the

temperatures increase with height (e.g.

weapons

warm and dry continental air may be

neutralisation of such distant targets.

range

may

not

support

the

advected over cooler water surfaces,
leading to temperature inversion); and/or

•

False alarms and radar desensitisation.

Ducting may cause false alarms when
•

Water vapour content decreasing rapidly

the

with height (e.g. the rapid decrease of

faraway echoes to be much closer than

relative humidity immediately adjacent to

they actually are due to range ambiguity.

the air-sea interface, otherwise known

Ducting can also result in undesirable

as an evaporation duct) (Space and Naval

land clutter being detected beyond the

Warfare Systems Center, 2009)

instrumented range to be folded back to

radar

equipment

misinterprets

the principal range, thus decreasing the
Ducting occurs when the bending of radar

radar sensitivity within the instrumented

waves causes the curvature radius of the wave

range. Fill pulses (FP) are often required to

to become smaller than that of the Earth. The

resolve this problem at the expense of

wave will either strike the Earth and undergo

more radar time and resources. More on

surface reflection, or enter a region of

radar desensitisation will be elaborated

standard

on in this article.

refraction

and

be

refracted

back upward, only to re-enter the area of
Radar holes. Extended radar detection

refractivity gradient that causes downward

•

refraction, behaving like the guided wave

is achieved at the expense of the volumetric

in a waveguide. Figure 1 illustrates the

coverage of the radar. An air target that

phenomenon.

would normally be detected may be missed

Figure 1. Propagation of electromagnetic waves from a radar
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Figure 2. Effects of ducting
if the radar is within or just above the duct

The two timings were obtained from a

and the target is just above the duct (Space

meteorological website where year-round

and Naval Warfare Systems Center, 2009). This

weather reports could be obtained.

area of reduced coverage is known as a radar
hole or shadow zone. A simulated example is

•

0000z (Zulu time) – corresponding to
0100hrs / 0200hrs in Ajaccio (GMT +2 in the

shown in Figure 2.

summer, GMT +1 otherwise) and 0800hrs
in Singapore (GMT +8).

As such, it is important to understand ducting
and the meteorological parameters that shape
such a phenomenon.

•

1200z (Zulu time) – corresponding to
1300hrs /1400hrs in Ajaccio and 2000hrs in

APPROACH
Published literature has broadly defined

Singapore.

Simulation Process

conditions that encourage ducting. In the
following sections, an investigation of ducting

The

phenomena in two locations, Singapore and

entered into the Advanced Refractive Effects

meteorological

Ajaccio, was examined for a year from July

Prediction System (AREPS). AREPS is a radar

2007 to June 2008. The two locations were

refraction

chosen as an example. The exact coordinates

calculates the refractivity of the tropospheric

of the weather stations are:

layer using upper air atmospheric soundings,

simulation

data

obtained

programme

was

which

and translates these refractivity readings into
•

Singapore Changi Airport, Singapore

the maximum radar range using ray diagrams

Station latitude: 1.37

and radar range equations. AREPS then

Station longitude: 103.98

determines the radar’s probability of target
detection at certain heights and ranges, and

•

Ajaccio, South of France

plots the results.

91

Station latitude: 41.92
Station longitude: 8.80
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Figure 3. Summary page of AREPS propagation condition

Decision Process
The detection of ducting is based on a twofold decision process.
First, the propagation condition summary
(as shown in Figure 3) for a particular
meteorological data set needs to indicate that
there is a band of surface-to-surface trapping
zone, and that there are extended ranges for
the operation of transmitters in that region.
The second propagation condition depends
on the actual simulation of the radar. In the
investigation, the dependent variable used is
that of the maximum distance (measured in
kilometres) for a predetermined 100m2 Radar
Cross Section (RCS) target to be detected at a

ANALYSIS
Ducting Occurrences
Figure 4 summarises the percentage of ducting
occurrences from July 2007 to June 2008.
As seen from Figure 4, Singapore (represented
by the blue line) had little to no ducting
occurrences for the entire year. On the other
hand, Ajaccio (represented by the orange
line) had significant ducting from April to
August and little to no ducting during the
other months.
It is also interesting to note that the majority
of ducting occurrences in Ajaccio took place

probability of 90% and at the height of 30m.
For ducting to affect the radar performance,
the simulation must show that this visibility
distance is sufficiently large as compared to
normal propagation visibility distance. In this
investigation, a decision threshold of at least
twice the mean visibility distance (in this case,
35.0 x 2 = 70.0km) is chosen.
Using this set of criteria, ducting occurrences
were counted and duly recorded.
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Ducting Phenomena
and their Impact on a

Pulse Doppler Radar
The correlation factor between the two sets
of readings is 0.727. This shows a strong
likelihood that there is a correlation between
the average temperature of the month to the
percentage of ducting occurrences.
This seems plausible as higher sea-level
temperatures would lead to higher levels
of evaporation close to the sea surface. As
discussed earlier, higher levels of water

Figure 5. Percentage of ducting occurences in Ajaccio

vapour

i.e.

higher

partial

pressure

of

water vapour would lead to an increase in
at the 1200 UTC observation, rather than at

refractivity N (as shown from the following

the 0000 GTC observation. Figure 5 shows the

refractivity equation) which in turn increases

percentage occurrences in Ajaccio at the two

the likelihood of ducting:

different times.

Effects of Ducting on Radar
Table 1 shows the average radar range for

where n is the index of refraction, es is the

days with normal propagation as well as for

partial pressure of water vapour in millibars,

days with ducting.

p is the atmosphere’s barometric pressure in

As shown in Table 1, ducting does increase the

temperature in degrees Kelvin.

millibars and T is the atmosphere’s absolute
radar range by a large amount. However, this
is not altogether useful as explained earlier.

In considering refractive gradients and their
effect on propagation, a modified refractivity

Location /
Type of Day

Normal
With Ducting
Propagation (km)
(km)

Singapore

33.0

367.1

Ajaccio

35.0

349.4

M, defined as:
M = N + 0.157h

Table 1. Average radar range for Singapore
and Ajaccio

where h is the altitude in metres, is used.
AREPS calculates the M and N values and also

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

considers the effective Earth radius factor

The results obtained from the investigation
confirmed several observations about ducting,
but also raise several points that seem at odds
with the literature.

Correlation of Average
Temperature with Ducting
Occurrence in Ajaccio
Figure

6

shows

a

comparison

93
of

the

monthly average temperature of Ajaccio
and the percentage of ducting occurrences.
(EuroWEATHER).
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before employing ray-tracing diagrams to

land masses surrounding it as compared to

determine the percentage probability of

Singapore. Therefore, the possibility of dry

detection.

continental air being advected over the cooler

The Lack of Ducting in Singapore
While warmer temperatures seem to be
able to explain the ducting pattern in
Ajaccio, the results for Singapore contradict
this observation. In fact, the literature also
mentions that ‘surface-based ducting is
associated with fair weather, with increased
occurrence of surface-based ducts during
the warmer months and in more equatorial
latitudes’ (Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Center, 2009). However, the results do not
seem to support this.

water surface in the summer is more likely as
compared to Singapore.

RADAR DESENSITISATION
DUE TO DUCTING
The investigation has provided an indication
of the occurrences of ducting phenomenon
at different places and also some of the
factors that would possibly affect the
presence of ducting. What is more important
is to have a better understanding of how
ducting phenomenon would affect radar
performance.

One possible conjecture would be the wind
factor. One would assume that Singapore

For a typical pulse doppler radar, there is a

would have a well-mixed troposphere with

need to consider increasing the number of FPs

high wind conditions due to the monsoon

as the radar instrumented range is increased.

seasons. It is known that ‘any time the

This is to take care of N-time-around echo

troposphere is well-mixed, such as with

returns while operating near coastal areas or

frontal activity or with high wind conditions,

land masses. Unfortunately, it is not practical

surfaced-based ducting is decreased’ (Space

to have unlimited FPs to cater for N-time

and Naval Warfare Systems Center, 2009).

-around echo returns from distant land masses

Ajaccio, on the other hand, does not seem

under ducting environment. This section

to have any strong wind activity, and can be

attempts to illustrate by example the effect

assumed to have fair weather during the hot,

of ’missing’ FPs on N-time-around echo.

humid months of summer.

Fill Pulse on N-Time-Around Echo

Another possible conjecture would be the
relative locations of Ajaccio and Singapore

Pulse Doppler (PD) radars can be categorised

as shown in Figure 7. Ajaccio is situated

as low Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF)1,

near mountains and has considerably larger

medium PRF and high PRF. For a specific

Figure 7. Location of Ajaccio (left) and Singapore (right)
(Source: 2009 Cable News Network)
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PRF, there is a corresponding maximum
unambiguous range (Ru) and velocity (Vu) and
is determined as follows:
Ru = ctr/2 = c/2fr
Vu = fr/2 = /2tr
Where tr is the pulse (repetition) interval;
fr is the pulse repetition frequency;
is the transmitted RF wavelength
(Assuming f=3GHz, =0.1m);
c is the speed of light (3x108m/s).
Generically, the level of PRF is determined
by range and velocity ambiguity i.e. low PRF
is unambiguous in range but ambiguous in
velocity; medium PRF is ambiguous in both
range and velocity; and high PRF is ambiguous
in range but unambiguous in velocity.
Table 2 provides examples of the relationship

Figure 8. Illustration of CA terminology

of a specific Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI)2
and

its

unambiguous

range

(Ru)

and

ratio to the output (C/S)o ratio for a target at
a specific velocity (vt) as follows:

unambiguous velocity (Vu) as follows:
PRF (Hz)

PRI (μs)

Ru(km)

Vu(m/s)

1872

534

80.1

93.6

2940

340

51

147

5320

188

28.2

266

Table 2. Relationship between PRI, Ru and Vu

CA(vt) = (C/S)i / (C/S)o
Where (C/S)i is the clutter to signal ratio at
the input;
(C/S)o is the clutter to signal ratio at
the output.

It can be observed that the lower PRF PD
radar will have a larger unambiguous range

As illustrated in Figure 8, the input clutter and

as compared to medium and high PRF.

signal powers can be measured on a single-

However, even a low PRF radar may not

pulse basis in the wideband portion of the

have a PRF low enough to avoid the second

receiver. Output levels are measured after the

or N-time-around clutter from rain, chaff

signal passes through the narrowband filter.

echoes or even land clutter in the presence
of ducting in the atmosphere. This will

Therefore, with the target doppler filter

in turn affect the doppler processing and

integrated, the signal power would be

clutter attenuation performance, resulting in

amplified through the response of the doppler

potential radar desensitisation.

filter for the target velocity (vt). For the clutter
power, the clutter velocity is normally low

Clutter Attenuation

and will be reduced by the sidelobe response
of the doppler filter corresponding to vt. In

The Clutter Attenuation (CA) is used to

other words, the CA is determined by the

determine the performance of the PD radar.

filter response (for velocity vt) and is equal

It is defined as the ratio of the input (C/S)i

to the sidelobe rejection level between the

41496_DSTA 88-99#150Q.indd 8
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because the echo will arrive within the PRI
(340μs)

before

the

next

pulse

is

transmitted. This implies that each of the
weighted amplitudes3 (as shown in Figure
9)

for

each

of

the

transmitted

pulse

returns will receive an echo return. After
doppler
Figure 9. Unambiguous echo pulses, R < Ru

filtering

e.g.

Fast

Fourier

Transform (FFT), this will result in a good
doppler filter response.
b. Second-time-around

echo

(Ru

<

R < 2Ru). For an echo return which falls
within a range greater than 51km but
less than 102km, the second-time-around
echo will arrive with an extra time delay.
In other words, the first echo returning from

Figure 10. Pulses from Ru < R < 2Ru

the first transmitted pulse will receive the
second weight, and the last echo will be
lost (or included with the incorrect delay
in the next processed burst) as shown in
Figure 10.
c. Third-time-around echo (2Ru < R < 3Ru).
For an echo return which falls within a range

Figure 11. Pulses from 2Ru < R < 3Ru

greater than 102km but less than 153km, the

level corresponding to the target doppler and

third-time-around echo will arrive with an

clutter doppler. Therefore, a higher CA will

even larger time delay. In other words, the

result in a better performance of PD radars.

first echo returning from the first transmitted
pulse will receive the third weight and the last

Effect of N-time-Around Echo on
Doppler Filter Response

two echoes will be lost (or included with the
incorrect delay in the next processed burst) as
shown in Figure 11.

N-time echo is defined as the number of
times (a multiple of the unambiguous range,

Thus, this results in a filter response higher

Ru) it takes for the echo to return. A higher

than intended and a lower CA as shown in

N-time echo would result in a lower CA and

Figure 12. With increasing N-time-around

also a ‘flatter’ response filter spectrum. To

echoes, the response approaches a ‘flatter’

illustrate, consider a Doppler waveform

response filter spectrum with zero CA. This

having a burst of eight pulses and a PRI of

results in a poor PD radar performance.

340μs. In this case, Ru would be 51km. For
as follows:

Effect of Fill Pulses on N-timeAround Echo

simplicity, three scenarios are presented

a. Ideal scenario (R < Ru). For any echo

As seen earlier, the effect of the N-time-

return which falls within the unambiguous

around echo will result in the echo arriving

range of 51km, the PD radar is able to

after a certain delay, which in turn results

detect

in an ‘imperfect’ doppler filter response and

the

target

against

background

clutter as there will be a good CA. This is

41496_DSTA 88-99#150Q.indd 9
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will not be any weights with no echo return.
Assuming that that the echo returns for the
third time round (e.g. >102km for a PRI of
340μs pulse), the first echo return will be
between the first and second processed pulse
transmission. At the doppler processing end,
the first weight, and subsequently the rest
of the weights, will now have echo returns.
This will result in optimal doppler processing
and hence the doppler response will have
a good CA. This will in turn desensitise the
radar

Figure 12. Response of eight pulse filters
(with 512 FFT points)

detection

performance,

especially

against low RCS targets. For a larger RCS
target, this radar desensitisation may not be
apparent to the operator.

In order to compensate for the delay after
which the echo will arrive, FPs are transmitted

In order to have a better performance of

prior to the pulses to be processed in each

the PD radar and to minimise the effect

burst. To illustrate, scenario (a) in Figure 13

of N-time-around echoes, it is necessary to

shows that without FPs and assuming that the

ensure significant clutter attenuation on

echo returns for the third time round (e.g.

the ambiguous echoes by transmitting FPs

>102km for a PRI of 340μs pulse), the first

prior to the pulses to be processed in each

and second weights will have no echo return.

burst. The number of FPs (Nfill) required for a

This results in a poorer CA performance as

specific instrumented (or processing range) is

explained earlier.

determined as follows:

In scenario (b) of Figure 13, there are two

Nfill = (Rinstr / Ru) - 1

fill pulses transmitted prior to the eight
processed pulses. These first two FPs will not

where (Rinstr) is the instrumented range and

be processed at the processing end i.e. there

Ru is the unambiguous range.

97

Figure 13. Eight pulse filters (with and without FPs)
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ENDNOTES

conditions from the monsoon seasons and
proximity to the ocean.
1

Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) is defined

The second part examines the specific effect

as the number of pulses transmitted per

of ducting on radar sensitivity. Ideally, the

second by the pulsed doppler radar.

number of FPs needed should mitigate
N-time-around echoes even under ducting

2

conditions.

However, it is not practical to

reciprocal of PRF which is the elapsed time

add FPs indefinitely, especially for medium

from the beginning of one pulse to the

or high PRF waveforms. This is because it will

beginning of the next pulse.

Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI) is the

take up radar time budget and there is usually
a compromise to be made (e.g. adding a FP

3

up to the instrumented range), depending on

response (i.e. low side lobes for clutter

requirements and operating environments.

rejection), it is necessary for the echo returns

As the FPs cannot be ‘filled’ indefinitely,

(corresponding to each of the transmitted

strong ground clutter returns beyond the

pulse) to be weighted. Any echoes received

instrumented range could still enter and affect

outside this weight during the expected

the doppler processing and corresponding

doppler coherent pulses will affect the

CA in extreme ducting conditions. Thus, this

doppler filter response (in particular the side

degrades the detection of low RCS target i.e.

lobes). For an optimal doppler filter response,

radar desensitisation. However, such extreme

it is necessary for each weight to be ‘matched’

ducting conditions are rare. The clutter returns

with an echo return.

In order to have a good doppler filter

would suffer from more severe propagation
loss due to the long range and hence, the
effect on detection may not be significant for
larger RCS targets.
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ABSTRACT
The management of Third Generation Integrated Knowledgebased Command and Control (IKC2) systems configuration
and performance is becoming increasingly challenging in a
more complex networked environment with fast-changing
infrastructure. In this management process, there is primarily a
need to strike a balance among the maintenance of the systems’
integrity, stability, and their ability to adapt to any emerging
cyber threats. Users are required to have the knowledge of an
accurate and complete inventory of infrastructure components
residing within the system of systems to carry out periodic and
frequent systems updates. These include installing system security
updates, anti-virus file patches as well as server and network
software updates. Most importantly, users need to be fully aware
of any configuration discrepancy to respond in a timely and
proactive manner. These tasks require considerable resources and
time. This article describes how advanced technological tools are
being explored for better systems management efficiency and
cost-effective configuration management. The key objective is
to achieve an end-to-end integrated systems management and
enterprise-wide configuration management database for the IKC2
system of systems. The article also highlights promising results of
implementing an automated configuration management tool
suite to improve work efficiency and optimise resources.

Tay Yeow Koon
Sng Kok Seng
Ashley Tong Kian Aik
Goh Pei Ming
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INTRODUCTION

items involved. For example, installing and
setting up software for a large number of
client stations and checking their software

Configuration management is a management

versions could require significant effort

discipline that focuses on establishing and

from the systems administrator. This is more

maintaining the consistency of a system’s

so when the equipment in the systems is

performance and its functional and physical

geographically dispersed, and when more

attributes with its specified operational

applications and services are being deployed.

requirements. Configuration management

Similarly, maintenance tasks involve more

for Integrated Knowledge-based Command

rigorous

and Control (IKC2) systems entails the

patch testing, installation and distribution.

management of their security and integrity

These can be time consuming and tedious.

requirements through the control of changes

Resources are further strained when security

made to their hardware, software, interface

patches or virus definition files need to

and documentation throughout their life

be

cycle. The task of configuration management

unintended changes have also been identified

is fast becoming highly challenging in the

as one of the causes for unplanned systems

designing of the IKC2 system of systems

downtime. Therefore, human error and

(SoS) for the Third Generation Singapore

the downtime due to the labour-intensive

Armed Forces (SAF). First, personnel who are

troubleshooting

performing the configuration management

systems readiness.

software

updated

verification

frequently.

testing,

Unmanaged

processes

could

or

impact

must possess considerable professional skills
and knowledge. They must be able to cope

Furthermore,

with the increased level of SoS integration

integrating newly deployed systems as well as

and with added complexities in terms of a

phasing out legacy systems remains a major

larger scale of heterogeneity and interaction,

challenge. How does one ensure that the

as well as a wider diversity of operating

systems integration is carried out seamlessly?

platforms, applications and services. Second,

For systems integrity and reliability, the need

greater systems flexibility, adaptability and

to ensure accuracy, relevance and consistency

availability are needed to support operations

in configurations while integrating systems

in modern warfare. These requirements

and

also have to be met with limited resources

maintenance and network infrastructure has

and budget.

always been a great challenge. In addition,

CHALLENGES

the

optimising

continual

the

cost

process

of

of

software

there is a routine to track the usage of
software licenses used in the systems and
to manage and re-distribute the licenses

As the SAF moves towards implementing a

holistically when there are changes in user

highly integrated SoS operating environment,

configuration.

configuration and performance management
such as network fault isolation and software

In the rapidly growing IKC2 network, the

inventory verification are becoming more

demand for more manpower or budget to

complicated. This is due to the sheer number

cope with these tasks is unsustainable in the

and diverse range of the system configuration

long term.
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a network of equipment automatically. This

TECHNOLOGY OF
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT TOOLS

in turn reduces the resources, effort and
cost required by the user to manage the
network. As the technology progresses and
more software products become available
Tools

over the years, the capability objective is to

(ISMT) are being explored to overcome the

provide an end-to-end integrated solution

challenges. ISMT comprise a wide range of

that strings together the full suite of systems

commercial-off-the-shelf software products

tools developed for the various layers. It is this

that are developed to perform functions

increased level of technological maturity we

such as configuration management, incident

are leveraging to enhance our capability in

management and availability management. In

systems and configuration management for

the past, exploitation of the technology was

Third Generation IKC2 systems.

Integrated

Systems

Management

carried out in a disparate and less coherent
manner due to its lower level of maturity.
Since

2007,

the

usefulness

of

the

PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
Key Considerations

technology as an integrated solution for
business service management (BSM) has

A pilot implementation of ISMT has been

become more widely publicised. This trend

carried out for selected IKC2 systems. The

is primarily attributed to the evolution of

primary considerations covered the systems’

ITIL®1 and the broadening of the technology

deployment

landscape and areas of application. Simply

and bandwidth availability. For example, to

put,

improve

facilitate rapid deployment, software tools

management effectiveness and efficiency.

are usually required to be easily installed

As depicted in Figure 1, systems tools

or restored during systems set-up. The tools

developed for each layer of service domain

should also be easily configurable by the user

can provide management capability specific

to cater for changes in IP/MAC addresses and

to the domain. For instance, systems tools

other changes in the network configuration

associated with the network layer can provide

during deployment. Hence, ISMT that are

the user with the capability to monitor and

adopted will have to cater for the dynamic

track linkages as well as the traffic status of

operating environment and its constraints.

ISMT

are

PLAN

employed

CONTROL

to

AUTOMATE

MANAGE

infrastructure

Most importantly, the objective of the
pilot implementation is to provide major
stakeholders

VIRTUAL MACHINE SYSTEMS TOOLS

requirements,

with

an

automated

and

integrated technological solution to improve

CAPABILITY

operational readiness, service support and
APPLICATION SYSTEMS TOOLS

NETWORK SYSTEMS TOOLS

systems management efficiency.

Focus Areas and Functional
Scope
Following the identification of areas with the

PHYSICAL/DRIVER SYSTEMS TOOLS
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greatest potential for systems improvement,
several ISMT were evaluated to fulfill the

Figure 1. Technology of ISMT
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cost-effective was deployed to provide the

not only automate the labour-intensive patch

following capabilities:

processes, but also provide the historical
status of software patching to facilitate audit

Configuration Management. For systems

processes.

run-up or configuration alteration, the ISMT
run an automated configuration and baseline

Assets Management. The tools enable

detection as well as recovery capability.

resources usage and trend patterns to be

They are able to provide verification checks

centrally monitored. Detailed log reports can

on the hardware and software inventory

also be generated for documentation and

of the systems and to detect any deviation

resource planning.

from the default baseline configuration.
The systems administrator can closely monitor

Performance

this automatic verification scan of the

Management. As shown in Figure 3, the

inventory via a remote terminal. Depending

tools incorporated into systems facilitate

on the administrative policy set, the tools

performance and availability management

can perform automatic repair and restore

by providing the systems administrator with

any affected software to the baseline state.

statistical information on the underlying

Without the tools, any configuration glitch

systems

would have taken the systems administrator

analysed in real time to allow online

or engineer hours to perform troubleshooting

application and systems health monitoring.

or fault isolation.

When

operations.

the

and

The

performance

Availability

information

falls

below

is

a

predetermined threshold level, an early
Patch

Management. ISMT enable the

warning is sent to the systems administrator.

systems administrator to disseminate software

Such information on the profile of the

packages such as security patches from a

applications, transactions and resources usage

centralised location to many remote clients

enables the systems administrator or engineer

at once. Besides allowing the administrator

to take pre-emptive action in a more timely

to collate patches into patch groups before

manner. The information also facilitates the

distribution, the tools also provide the

service support team to carry out predictive or

status of the patch installation after the

on-condition maintenance when necessary.

distribution, as shown in Figure 2. The tools

Figure 2. Patch repository by ISMT
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Figure 3. Performance and availability management

Measurement of Result

is highly significant as it not only reduces

Data collection and measurement were

enables stakeholders to do more with

carried out to gauge the outcome of

fewer resources.

operations & support (O&S) costs but also

the implementation. For a set of routine
configuration

control

tasks

shown

in

Benefits and Added Capabilities

Table 1, the number of manhours required
by the systems administrator to perform

Apart from the time savings, the ISMT

the tasks was recorded before and after the

also helped the systems administrator and

implementation. The measurement results

manager

show that an automation of the tasks using

services and improve their responsiveness to

ISMT reduced the number of manhours

operational requirements. The benefits and

required by around 90%. This reduction

added capabilities are summarised in Table 2.

to

provide

Average
number of
manhours
needed before
implementation

Average number
of manhours
needed after
implementation

Hardware Configuration
Inventory Collection

18

2

Software Configuration
Inventory Collection

30

2

Software Configuration
Baseline Detection and
Recovery

18

4

Software Deployment
(e.g. patch distribution)

33

2

Task

Table 1. Time savings achieved by using ISMT for configuration
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Tasks and Description

Systems Administrator

Systems Manager

Maintenance

Conﬁguration Control

Conﬁguration Management

• Regular preventive
maintenance (e.g. boot and
shutdown systems when
needed, backup database)

• Automate regular tasks
(e.g. Auto-remediation)

• Accurate, consistent and
complete documentation of
baseline conﬁguration

• Installing and veriﬁcation of
baseline software

• Automatic veriﬁcation for
compliance to baseline

• Systems monitoring and
tuning (e.g. kernel, networking
software and server)

• Maintain consistent hardware
builds and software installations

• Auto-remediation
• Collation of compliance
• Improve governance
• Use data to identify root cause
of failures and generate
reports

• Capture and track conﬁguration
records for faster turnaround
for defects
Online Application/
Network Monitoring

Performance Management

• Monitor temperature,
humidity, electrical systems
and uninterrupted power
supplies

• Monitor all applications, servers
and network connectivity
proactively

• Establish performance
baselines to set thresholds for
performance related problems

• Maintain printer and disk space
network, servers and
workstations, performance,
and security, and all log ﬁles
regularly

• Alert the systems administrator
to incidents and potential
for faster turnaround

• Enable trending for capacity
and performance management

Assets Management

Assets Tracking

Assets Management

• Track hardware and
software assets

• Up-to-date reports of asset
listing

• Manage and track all the assets
at systems level

Monitoring

• Trending Analysis

• Aid purchase management,
contracts management with
software compliance and
licences, etc

• Provide visibility into asset costs

Service Operations

Incident Management

Incident and Event Management

• Incident management

• Tracking of requests delivered
for management reporting

• Maintain knowledge base of
incidents and problems

• Knowledge base of incidents

• High traceability

• Timely incident report

• Maintain service contracts

• Request fulﬁlment
• Problem management
• Knowledge base

Table 2. Sample of benefits and added capabilities from using ISMT
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Incident
Management

Problem
Management

Trouble
Ticket
Engine

Knowledge
Base

Service
Management

Change
Management
CMDB

Escalation
Engine

Change
Workﬂow

NMS
Conﬁguration
Baseline

IT Service
Continuity
Management

CMDB

Reports
Engine

Availability
Management

Threshold
Monitoring
Capacity
Management
Service
Level
Agreement

SLA
Management

Figure 4. CMDB integrates BSM processes in the ITIL® framework

CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT DATABASE
FOR ENTERPRISE-WIDE
SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
AND SERVICES
MANAGEMENT
What is Configuration
Management Database?

framework, CMDB is a core component that
integrates the various BSM processes, as
shown in Figure 4.

SoS Configuration and
Integration Management
CMDB can be leveraged as a technological tool
to bring the IKC2 SoS capability to the next
level. For example, with all the CI information
of the SoS captured, the CMDB provides an
accurate, consistent and complete picture of

Configuration management database (CMDB)

the SoS configuration and the relationships

is a repository of information relating to all the

among the CIs at the various operational

configuration items (CI) of an IKC2 system. The

layers. At the top layer, it is possible to

CMDB records CIs and details the important

know the relationships and interdependency

technical and operational attributes and

among individual systems for integration and

their relationships. A well-configured CMDB

operational assessment. At the intermediate

can monitor CIs – their location, status, and

layer, the relationships among the CIs, shared

relationship to one another – and consolidate

infrastructure and resources can be viewed

disparate data sets. It also provides a single

to identify the level of usage of the shared

source of accurate information about data

resources and for asset optimisation.
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in the IKC2 environment. Under the ITIL®
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Figure 5. CMDB for enterprise-wide IKC2 SoS management

Service Discovery and Service
Management for ServiceOriented Architecture

Greater Ops-Tech Integration
and Service Level Agreement
As depicted in Figure 5, CMDB can also
serve as a collaborative platform for closer

We can also optimise the CMDB framework

operations-technology

to increase the IKC2 systems capability.

integration.

The

provision of comprehensive configuration

Under

data information enables the Integrated

(SOA), CMDB can categorise the broad range

Systems Management team to manage

of services and applications provided to the

application

user

IKC2 systems under CIs. The relationships

perspectives and provide speedy detection

among the services and their linkage to

of root causes of problems. By comparing

common sources or shared infrastructure are

data collected on systems and transaction

registered and monitored in the CMDB. With

performance against service level targets,

the ability to discover information about the

the management team can leverage CMBD

CIs automatically (auto-discovery) and track

to provide O&S services of better quality

changes, the CMDB can be used to provide

and improve the Service Level Agreement

a directory of services and service discovery.

with customers to meet enterprise-wide

It enables stakeholders to integrate services

IKC2 requirements.

across various operational domains and to

service

delivery

from

the

Service-Oriented

Architecture

plan and manage them.
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End-to-End Integrated
Systems Management Tools:

Enabling Cost-effective Enterprise
3G IKC2 Configuration Management

CONCLUSION
ISMT have been exploited to address the
challenges of managing the complexity of
Third

Generation

IKC2

systems.

The

implementation of ISMT for selected IKC2
systems has yielded positive results. The next
step is to continually employ the latest ISMT
and

CMDB

technology

enterprise-wide

IKC2

to
SoS

develop

an

management

capability. A well-configured CMDB will
enable stakeholders to monitor CIs of the
SoS easily and provide them with a global
picture of accurate information in the
SoS environment. Having this control will
strengthen the value of the service that IKC2
systems provide to the SAF. Furthermore,
a CMDB framework equipped with service
directory and service discovery capabilities can
be leveraged to support the SOA requirement
across various domains. It will not only reduce
the Total Cost of Ownership to manage the
IKC2 SoS operation, but also can be used as a
framework to enable the SAF to achieve more
with fewer resources.
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ABSTRACT
Performance-Based Logistics (PBL) is a weapon system support
strategy to reduce Operations and Support cost through
long-term contractor logistics support with payment tied to
performance metrics, rather than to services and materials.
Essentially, PBL leverages contractors’ infrastructure, resources,
expertise, supply chain management and innovation to support
systems more efficiently and at lower cost. Today, PBL is widely
used in the defence forces of many countries, including that of
the United States, United Kingdom, Canada and Australia. As the
defence industry evolves, PBL is a potential support strategy for
the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF). It is therefore important to
understand what PBL is and how to tailor it to maximise the
benefits for the SAF.

Teo Koon Kiat
Flora Tan Yan Fang
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System Support Strategy for the SAF
to balance each year’s budget between new

INTRODUCTION

acquisitions and sustaining existing systems.
However, the more challenging issue is the

The military environment is complex and

decreasing number of male citizens inducted

dynamic. In the past, a defence force only

for National Service (NS), as depicted in

needed to protect the nation’s sovereign

Figure 1 (Singapore Department of Statistics,

territory. Today, defence forces are called
upon for relief and coalition operations in
continents far away from home. Furthermore,
their

capabilities

have

become

more

integrated and lethal, with the seamless
integration of new and legacy systems into
one robust network. Yet, beneath such military
prowess is the unseen but essential support
structure that keeps each weapon system up
and running. The complexity of these support
tasks creates frequent unintended deviations
from plans. The problem is compounded by
ageing systems, which are often deployed
beyond their planned useful life. Thus, it
is timely to look for alternative support
strategies beyond the traditional method
of preventive and corrective maintenance
and support.
A further support challenge is the desire
for new operational capability while having
to sustain present competency within tight
defence budgets and manpower constraints.
Singapore’s defence budget has remained
between 4.5% and 5.0% of the Gross
Domestic Product since 2002 and is capped at
6% (Speech by Minister for Defence Teo Chee
Hean at the Committee of Supply Debate,
2009). It takes good judgement and discipline

2009).
How then would the Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF) be able to sustain its existing capability
and continue to develop new capabilities
under such constraints?
In his keynote address at the DSTA Suppliers’
Brief in February 2006, DSTA’s then Chief
Executive Richard Lim stated:
“It is clear to us in DSTA that a new menu
of procurement approaches is needed to
meet the challenges of defence capability
development… We seek to exploit the
strengths of our supplier base to provide
full spectrum services taking advantage of
market efficiencies from economies of
scale and scope, as well as to allocate
risks to the party that is best able to
handle them.”
Performance-Based Logistics (PBL) is one
such procurement approach. It is worthwhile
to study how PBL has been implemented in
other defence forces, and to be aware of its
pitfalls while seeking to reap its benefits for
the SAF.

PBL – AN ALIGNING AND
OPTIMISING STRATEGY
Number of Males

160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000

What is PBL?

80,000

PBL refers to “the purchase of support as an

60,000

integrated, affordable, performance package

40,000

designed to optimise systems readiness and

20,000
0

meet performance goals for a weapon system
through long-term support arrangements
with clear lines of authority and responsibility”

Figure 1. Availability of male citizens for NS
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Impetus for PBL
Under the traditional acquisition approach,
the SAF buys a system and its related parts
and services, and invests the necessary capital
and manpower to support its complex logistics

Figure 2. Alignment of goals using PBL

and maintenance activities. When the system
malfunctions, the faulty items are sent to
the contractor, whose profitability increases
as more malfunctions occur. The contractor
literally earns more when the system performs
below its reliability specifications. Moreover,
most of a system’s Life Cycle Cost occurs at
the Operation and Support (O&S) phase
(DSTA Life Cycle Management Manual). The

on how well he fulfills performance metrics
(e.g. systems availability, spares shortage)
that contribute directly to the system’s
operational readiness.

Comparing PBL and Traditional
Acquisition

intention of PBL is to leverage contractors’
expertise and resources, and incentivise them

Figure 2 contrasts the traditional acquisition

to come up with innovative ways to reduce

approach with PBL where the SAF pays the

O&S costs while achieving the desired level of

contractor according to the system’s ability

operational readiness.

to achieve its specifications. The contractor’s
profitability

Alignment of Goals

function

is

now

inversely

proportional to the number of equipment
malfunctions and he is incentivised to become

PBL seeks to address the undesirable status

aligned with the SAF’s goal of keeping

quo of traditional support structures by

malfunctions to a minimum.

aligning the business goals of the contractor
with the performance goals of the SAF. This

Key aspects of the traditional concept and PBL

is achieved by paying the contractor based

are shown in Figure 3 for comparison.

Traditional Support vs PBL Strategy
Traditional Support

PBL Strategy

Objectives
The SAF buys spares and related services.
Contractor is paid more as more items fail.

Better Alignment of Objectives
The SAF buys a certain level of performance.
Contractor is paid when performance is met,
may be paid more for better performance.

Mission Readiness
Contractor does not have direct penalties if
Mission Readiness is not met.

Enhanced Mission Readiness
Contractor has to maintain the agreed level of
performance to secure bonus payment.

Reliability Improvements
Contractor has no incentive to improve reliability
related indicators to maximise payment.

Reliability Improvements
With improved reliability, Contractor reduces the
frequency of maintenance, which increases his profit.

Cost
Fewer economies of scale possible as the SAF has
widely differing systems and contracts are not
not aggregated.

Lower Cost
Contractor enjoys savings from economies of scale,
better planning and design, optimisation of
manpower, maintenance and storage of spares.

Resource Allocation
The SAF resources have to be deployed to
support all areas. This method disperses the
focus and may not be the most effective.

Better Allocation of Resources
Some resources may be provided by Contractor,
freeing up SAF resources to be deployed in other
critical areas.

Maintenance Footprint
With more and more types of systems,
maintenance footprint will only increase.

Reduced Maintenance Footprint
The SAF can use the contractor’s existing infrastructure
and resources instead of duplicating them.
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Figure 3. Differences between traditional support and PBL
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since he is well versed with the design and
consequently has control over reliability
and maintainability improvements of the
system. Thus, his performance will have
a correspondingly larger effect on the
system’s performance and mission success.

System Level
The system level is at the other extreme of
the spectrum where the contractor is fully
Figure 4. Levels of PBL implementation

responsible for the operational readiness of
the entire system. A system that has a

Scope of PBL Implementation
PBL may be applied at three levels, namely:
the component, sub-system and system levels
as illustrated in Figure 4 (Defense Acquisition
University, 2005). The level is determined by
the system’s size and complexity, required

significant

to engage a prime OEM as the PBL provider
is responsible for the performance of his
sub-contractors.

POPULARITY OF PBL
PBL is used in many defence forces (including

Component Level

that of the United States, United Kingdom,

The component level is at the lower end of
the spectrum, typically associated with spares
and consumables. This type of PBL application
is the most straightforward where the
contractor leverages his supply chain process
to deliver the required type and quantity of
items against specific performance targets.
Here, the focus is on straightforward end-toend cost benefits achieved from engaging a
contractor who is experienced in supplying
the required items and keeping them
operational.

Canada and Australia) under different names,
to different extents and with slightly different
guidelines. A summary of PBL in the US and
the UK is provided in this section to highlight
their subtle differences.

PBL in the United States
The US Department of Defense (DoD)
mandated PBL in 2003 as the preferred product
support strategy for improving weapon
system readiness and reducing cost (US DoD
Directive 5000.1, 2003). The DoD specified five
top-level metrics for PBL programmes:

Sub-system Level
The sub-system level goes beyond the supply
of components and simple maintenance
that

sub-systems

at the system level. However, it is still possible

the contractors.

one

of

the most from a PBL programme conducted

operational readiness and the expertise of

to

number

manufactured by a single OEM will benefit

involves

the

equipment

performance and sustenance. Usually, the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of

•

Operational Availability

•

Mission Reliability

•

Cost per Unit of Usage

•

Logistics Footprint

•

Logistics Response Time

the equipment is the provider of the support
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The Defense Acquisition University (DAU)

jets, it was noted that support costs for these

teaches a 12-step programme to facilitate the

jets have decreased with the CfA arrangement

design of product support strategies for new

while meeting the availability requirement.

and existing systems. In addition to the DAU,

Today, CfA is applied across the Services

other academic bodies are also involved.

e.g. the Navy’s Offshore Patrol Vessels (BAE

For example, the US Air Force has engaged

Systems Surface Ships) and the Army’s Rapier

the University of Tennessee to identify

Missile System (Defence News, 2007).

effective strategies implemented in existing
PBL programmes so that they can be applied
to others.

THE ISSUES WHICH PBL
AIMS TO ADDRESS

In US programmes, PBL has been applied at

An ageing fleet will suffer from a decreasing

the system, sub-system and component levels,

number of available systems and frequent

each with varying degrees of support from

malfunctions. The increasing complexity of

contractors. Defence programmes utilising

each malfunction also contributes to higher

PBL include the C-17 Transporter Aircraft

costs for the same level of operational

(Mitchell, 2008), the F22 Fighter (Dryden,

readiness. PBL attempts to address this cost

2008), the V-22 Osprey (Matzen, 2008) and

increase by better allocating resources and

the F/A-18 Super Hornet (Heron et al, 2008).

optimising performance per unit cost.

Programmes that are in the early stages
are mainly financed by cost-plus contracts
that

gradually

progress

to

fixed-price

contracts when the programmes mature and
experience with the systems increases.

PBL in the United Kingdom

Optimising Allocation of
Resources
In essence, PBL encourages the concept of
‘each does what it does best’. Resources are
directed to where they are best utilised,
driving the development of each party’s

The concept of Contracting for Availability

unique ability. Each contributor is allocated

(CfA)1 by the UK Ministry of Defence was

only the expenditure that will push it to

stated in the Defence Industrial Policy (2002)

the level of performance required from it.

to involve industries in the direct support of

Resources saved can be used for motivating

operations. CfA was further expounded in

the achievement of other higher priority

its Defence Industrial Strategy (2005) paper.

performance targets.

In 2009, the report ’Review of Acquisition for
the Secretary of State for Defence (Oct 2009)’

Equipment serviced by its OEM can be

commissioned by the Defence Secretary,

supported by the OEM’s existing logistics

commended

Equipment

system. The OEM’s support cost could

and Support organisation for its good

be more competitive than the military’s

work in CfA (Gray, 2009). Furthermore, it

in-house support costs due to the large total

recommended a more extensive use of CfA

volume it services and its expertise in supply

in initial equipment acquisition to drive

chain activities. By leveraging contractors’

down defence support costs and improve

investments

equipment availability.

infrastructure and capability, the savings in

the

Defence

in

expensive

maintenance

capital, space and manpower can be better
In the National Audit Office’s report on the
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deployed to other critical areas.

CfA approach for the Tornado and Harrier
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Risks Arising from Commercialisation

Risks Particular to PBL

Ensuring Quality

Support during Military Operations

Retaining Competencies within the Services

Ability to Meet Changes in Demand

Recourse in the Event of Contractor Default

Judgement of Contractor Ability

Pricing Risk

Accurate Measures of Performance

Figure 5. Commercialisation and PBL risks

Improved and Consistent
Mission Readiness
When

payment

performance,

is

based

there

is

on

include systems that have critical Concept of
Operations (CONOPS) or high security systems
that do not allow any of the work to be done
systems

motivation

for

contractors to ensure that the performance
consistently meets the required levels. With
a well-defined structure and transparent
grading system, the contractor can be
motivated to deliver the optimal level
of

performance,

instead

of

under

or

over performing.

Reliability Improvement

commercially. Basically, a system unsuited for
commercialisation in terms of cost or security
will not be suited for PBL. The subsequent
paragraphs, summarised in Figure 5, describe
the risk factors that have to be considered
against the potential advantages of PBL.

CONSIDERATIONS
ARISING FROM
COMMERCIALISATION
Ensuring Quality

Being concerned with supplying the required
mission

will

Although the contractor is primarily evaluated

strive to improve systems reliability as it is

by performance, the way he achieves the

a key contributor to overall performance.

desired outcome is also important. There

Contractors will then be motivated to

must be established standards and controls in

keep malfunctions to a minimum and to

his processes to ensure consistent quality and

incorporate reliability improvements at the

reliable services and supplies. Assurance of

design stage or during upgrades.

quality processes is essential in PBL.

Reduced Maintenance Footprint

Retaining Competencies Within
the Services

PBL

readiness,

encourages

the

the

contractor

consolidation

and

development of strengths – the vertical

The ability to take over in the event of a

equivalent of mergers and acquisitions.

contractor’s absence is critical to ensure

Resources will be used to their fullest

continual operation. However, the extent

potential,

to which competency has to be retained is

minimising

wastage

from

duplication or sub-optimal use.

RISKS

dependent on the long-term plan for each
capability area and its impact on operational
capability. Where appropriate, it is important
to ensure that some overlap in support

Defence systems may have conditions that

functions between the SAF and contractor

can make them unsuitable for PBL. These

exists. This is to enable the SAF to build up
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its capability and take over the contractor’s
responsibilities

seamlessly

in

unforeseen

circumstances.

CONSIDERATIONS
ARISING FROM PBL

Recourse in the Event of
Contractor Default

Support during Military
Operations

In the unfortunate event of a contractor’s

In assessing if a system is suited for PBL, the

default or business failure, there has to

CONOPS requirements and the criticality of

be backup structures in place to minimise

supply and support during military operations

the impact on the system’s capability. The

should take utmost priority. The level of PBL

contractor’s financial health should first

application on the system may be adjusted to

be checked to ensure that he has not over

satisfy the CONOPS requirements. However,

promised in terms of deliverables.

if the requirements cannot be adequately
fulfilled, alternative sustenance approaches

Alternative contractors can also be identified

should be used.

at the start so that they can be brought into
the picture when the need arises. Where
applicable and viable, a group of SAF
personnel can also be assigned to work closely
with the contractor so that they will be able
to assume similar duties when required.

Pricing Risk
The PBL contract price is a monetary
quantification of the many types of risks
present in a commercialisation project. This
includes the compensation to the contractor
for undertaking the amount of risk over and
above that in a traditional contract. Under
compensation may affect the contractor’s
ability to deliver the required performance.
In addition, the contractor may not be
motivated sufficiently to take up the business.
Conversely, over compensation may undercut
the potential cost savings to the SAF. The fine
balance in achieving a reasonable price for

Ability to Meet Changes in
Demand
Using even the most sophisticated forecasting
methods, it is not always possible to predict
the exact demands of a system, especially if
the prediction is to be valid for a long period.
Hence, it is vital to select a contractor who
has the ability to meet sudden changes in
demand, as this can have severe effects on
operational readiness and capability.
The PBL contract should also cater for
periodic reviews of requirements to keep
forecasted demand as current as possible.
Requirements should not be based solely on
historical demand. Expected demand should
be forecasted and changes anticipated as far
as possible.

has to manage.

Judgement of Contractor
Ability

Pricing risk can be lowered by ensuring regular

Contractors who are inexperienced in the

reviews are planned within the contract for

conduct of PBL may submit proposals that

corrective price adjustments. A period of

are overly optimistic or have little buffer for

traditional commercial support may precede

changes in demand. The evaluation has to

the PBL contract to allow both sides to gain

review each contractor’s business proposal

the PBL contract is the pricing risk that one

119

experience and collect data.
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carefully to be sure that what is promised

Manager’s Product Support Guide. Defense

is achievable without straining resources

Acquisition University Press.

excessively.
Dryden, Sue. 2008.

Accurate Measures of
Performance
The

Key

Performance

Transitioning to PBL –

the Plan versus Reality. Paper presented at
the Performance-Based Logistics Conference,
28–30 April, in Alexandria, USA.

Indicators

(KPI)

describing the system’s performance should

Gray, Bernard. 2009. Review of Acquisition

be adequate and accurate to avoid over

for the Secretary of State for Defence.

or under payment. This should work in

http://www.mod.uk/NR/rdonlyres/78821960-

tandem with the constant review of quality

14A0-429E-A90A-FA2A8C292C84/0/

and processes, so that signs of impending

ReviewAcquisitionGrayreport.pdf

underperformance are observed and the

20 October 2009)

(accessed

problems corrected. In order for fair and
accurate measurement, the KPI should only
encompass tasks that the contractor has full
control of.

Jeffrey,

Dave

Reed,

and

Larry

Garvey. 2008. Naval Aviation PBL Overview.
Paper

presented

at

the

Performance-

Based Logistics Conference, 28–30 April,

CONCLUSION

in Alexandria, USA.

PBL leverages contractors’ infrastructure,
resources,

Heron,

expertise

management

to

and

supply

chain

sustain

systems

more

efficiently at lower cost. While the benefits
from PBL applications are considerable, it
is not a panacea for all logistics problems.
Risks and constraints in military operations
remain. However, there is much to gain in PBL
and it should be considered as an alternative
support strategy to overcome the budget
constraints and decreasing manpower faced
by the SAF.
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DSTA Suppliers Brief, 22 February 2006. http://
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content&task=view&id=4116&Itemid=401
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ABSTRACT
Business Analysis (BA) was identified as a core competency for
the DSTA Enterprise IT Programme Centre (EIT PC) to better
support the Corporate IT business of the Ministry of Defence
beyond the provision of technical solutions and project delivery.
Staff equipped with professional BA competency add value to
DSTA’s customers by moving up the value chain to address their
business needs through business and process transformation.
A Core Team was commissioned to lay the necessary groundwork
for a sustainable build-up of BA competency within the EIT
PC. This article describes the journey of building up the BA
competency in EIT PC and the lessons learnt. The article also
shares the framework for the establishment of a BA Centre of
Excellence (COE) as a key facility to promote the BA competency
and develop it as a practice. The framework will serve as a
reference for other groups who are also looking to set up COE
initiatives in their respective communities.

Angela Ho Wei Ling
Gerald Tham Zhi-Choong
Ng Yuk Tong
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well as the validation of changes to business

INTRODUCTION

processes, policies and information systems.

The DSTA Enterprise IT Programme Centre
(EIT PC) in DSTA manages and delivers endto-end enterprise IT solutions to enhance the
operational effectiveness and efficiency of
the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) and the
Singapore Armed Forces (SAF). The EIT PC
leverages the latest tools and methodologies
and provides a wide spectrum of consultancy
services in Application Architecture as well as
Solutions and Integration, often with a focus
on the innovative use of IT.

Requirements can be from the perspective
of the business (i.e. higher-level statements
of the goals, objectives or needs of the
enterprise), or the user (i.e. statements of
the needs of a particular stakeholder or class
of stakeholders). The requirements may be
functional (i.e. pertaining to specific tasks or
behaviour that the solution must support)
in nature (International Institute of Business
Analysis, 2006).
In addition to BA, the EIT PC also identified
Enterprise Architecture (EA) as another

The EIT PC has identified a set of core

key competency to support projects of the

competencies to better support the portfolio

MINDEF CIT portfolio. Enterprise architecting

of projects of MINDEF Corporate IT (CIT).

is

One of these core competencies is Business

business analysis, and refers to the process of

Analysis (BA). BA refers to the art and science

business blueprinting to enable Business-IT

of identifying user needs and determining

strategy alignment.

akin

to

enterprise-level

or

strategic

solutions to meet them. BA is an important
set of competencies for staff to better

The MINDEF CIT EA programme was set

engage MINDEF CIT users beyond technical

up in 2006 by the DSTA Masterplanning

solutioning

and Systems Architecting PC to provide

to

recommend

business

or

process transformation.

the overall framework, architecture and
governance structure to align IT investment

A BA Centre of Excellence (COE) was formed

to meet strategic business goals. To guide

in the EIT PC to explore how BA can improve

and integrate future developments, EA

the EIT PC’s delivery of IT projects. COEs bring

involves the development of the Enterprise

an enterprise focus to many business issues

Business Architecture, Enterprise Information

(Geiger, 2006) by providing a centralised point

Architecture, Enterprise Solution Architecture

of expertise and oversight control, integrating

and Enterprise Technical Architecture.

processes and practices, and reducing waste
and re-work.

Of these four EA components, Enterprise
Business Architecture is key to driving the

BACKGROUND

rest of the EA components. Developing
the business architecture requires not only

International Institute of Business
Analysis (IIBA®)1 defines BA as the set of tasks,

in-depth knowledge of the business domains,

knowledge and techniques required to identify

diagnose and improve the business processes.

business needs and determine solutions

BA is a complementary competency required

to business problems. These solutions may

to help business users clarify and transform

include a systems development component,

their current processes.

The

but also good analytical methods and skills to

but may also involve process improvement or
organisational change. BA work thus includes

Practising good BA can lead to better project

requirements

management,

delivery, less re-working, increased efficiency

elicitation, analysis, and communication, as

and greater customer satisfaction. Staff who
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possess professional BA competency add value

of the COE and will serve as guiding principles

to customers by moving up the value chain to

for its sustenance. The four disciplines are

address their business needs through business

briefly described:

and process transformation. A Core Team was
thus commissioned to lay the groundwork

a. Best

for a sustainable build-up of BA competency

discipline

within the EIT PC.

place a common approach for staff to

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
SET-UP FRAMEWORK

Practices.
helps

The

COE

Best

planners

Practices
put

in

conduct business analysis activities within
the organisation. This discipline includes
the Standards & Methodologies, Metrics &
Tools

and

Knowledge

Management

Adopting a COE set-up framework helped the

elements. A sound Best Practices discipline

Core Team to plan its activities methodically.

ensures professional practice of BA and

A good set-up framework should facilitate

continued success.

COE planners in defining the envisioned state
of the COE, determining the necessary support

b. Operating Environment. The Operating

structures and focusing their resources on

Environment defines the space in which

developing the key elements to operationalise

the COE exists in the organisation. This

and sustain the COE.

discipline

outlines

the

organisation’s

capacity to examine the current state of
The Core Team took reference from the

business analysis to determine its future

ESI International2 COE Set-up Framework

state.

developed by Glenn R. Brûlé, Executive

discipline

Director of Client Solutions at ESI International
and Vice President of Chapters at IIBA®. This

Model,

framework provides a comprehensive list of

grow and mature.

The

Operating

comprising
Governance

the
and

Environment
Operating
Assessment

elements will ultimately lead the COE to

the essential elements which we have adapted
for our environment (see Table 1).

c. Human Resources. This refers to both
the support the COE provides to the

The EIT PC BA COE Set-up Framework consists

rest of the organisation and the support

of four disciplines under a Charter. The Charter

it provides to the business analysts within

documents the vision, mission and strategies

the group to grow BA as a practice.

125
Table 1. EIT PC BA COE set-up framework
(adapted from the ESI International COE Set-up Framework)
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Figure 1. The BA COE Charter: Vision, Mission and Strategies
It includes the elements of Competency

resulting Charter (Figure 1) embodies this

Definition, Training & Development and

shared vision and the guiding principles to

Career Development.

develop the COE elements.

d. Business Alignment. Business alignment

The

ensures

that

the

stakeholders of the BA COE. Figure 2 shows

addresses

the

needs

business,

including

customers,

MINDEF

COE

practice

organisational

from

further

identified

key

PC’s

the three-layer stakeholder groups: i) Core

needs

of

our

Team, ii) Community of Practice (CoP), and

the

SAF.

the

and

It

represents the movement of professional
BA

Team

EIT

of

the

adequately

Core

tactical

to

strategic

It

includes

contributions.

the elements of Enterprise Analysis and
Stakeholder Relationships.

ESTABLISHING
THE CHARTER AND
STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONSHIPS

iii) Sponsors.
The Core Team refers to the group which will
drive the COE and administer its operations.
The CoP is a flexible and federated group of
people who are interested in and contribute
to the BA practice, and includes:
a. Active Contributors. Active Contributors
are members of a community that owns,
contributes and maintains the BA Body
of Knowledge (BoK) which includes the

A Charter is essential to guide the COE

BA Methodology and a BA Repository.

implementation, and should be established

Active Contributors will own, enhance and

early to give overall direction. The Charter

maintain BA artefacts and will validate

documents the vision, mission and strategies

the usage and currency of BA BoK.

of the COE.
b. Subject Matter Experts (SME). SMEs
To establish the BA COE Charter, the Core

are the main providers of the BA COE’s

Team engaged stakeholder groups through

services. They are recognised SMEs in their

a series of consultations and workshops. The

respective domains or functional fields, and
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should be able to synthesise their domain

the BA COE to voice their initiatives to

experience with the BA curriculum (i.e.

other executives to garner support.

techniques, tools and templates) and put
BA in the context of their projects. They

b. Competency Owner. The Competency

contribute

Owner has the overall accountability for

and

during

sharing

coaching,

sessions

mentoring

and

provide

Groups.

delivery

and

competency.

consultation and input to the BA BoK.
c. Collaborative

the

Collaborative

success

This

decisions,

provides

executive

support.

of

the

sponsor
direction,
He

BA

makes
and

also

gives

approves

Groups are other groups in DSTA whose

resources, deliverables and budget, as well

work has synergies with, or who will

as ensures the alignment of BA frameworks

impact or be influenced by the BA COE’s

and

work. These groups will work together

objectives. He is responsible for providing

with the BA COE to ensure alignment

executive support in terms of funding and

and spearhead collaborative opportunities.

manpower resources for the BA COE Core

They have a symbiotic relationship with

Team to run the COE.

operating

intent

to

the

strategic

the BA COE. Currently, the collaborative
groups identified include EA and Business

c. Business Unit Owners. Business Unit

Excellence

Owners

Quality

Management

System

are

owners

of

the

Line

of

Businesses in the EIT PC e.g. sub-business

(QMS) Groups.

units. They decide the adoption rate of
Sponsors are the higher management and

BA in the projects of their respective

include:

Business

Units,

and

also

provide

the

commitment in terms of manpower and
a. Supervisory Board. Supervisory Board

funding for the BA COE Core Team, Lead

refers to the EIT PC management. They do

BAs and Project BAs where necessary. In

not

COE’s

the EIT PC context, business unit owners

operational activities, but can represent

refer to the MINDEF Information Systems

participate

directly

in

the

127
Figure 2. Stakeholders of the BA COE
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(iMBT)4,

Department which is supported by the

Transformation

various Line of Businesses in MINDEF and

part of the EA framework.

formulated

as

the SAF.
b. Best Practices Discipline – Knowledge

LAYING THE
FOUNDATION

Management.
includes

Knowledge

knowledge

management

creation,

sharing

Portal5

was set

and governance. A BA

To lay the groundwork for the BA COE, the

up to provide a one-stop avenue for staff

BA Core Team sought the sponsorship of

to share and obtain information on BA, as

DSTA senior management for manpower.

well as access the BA BoK. The BA BoK

To build the business case for the BA COE

includes the BAM, BA case repository, BA

and highlight BA’s value proposition, the

101

team referred to the Standish Group CHAOS

forum for knowledge sharing. The portal

reports on statistics which showed that the

also maintains a directory of BA SMEs.

top causes of failure in Project Management
included

incomplete

or

erroneous

user

training

materials

c. Human

and

Resources

an

online

Discipline

–

requirements.

Competency Definition. Competency is

In mid-2006, seed funding for innovation

In terms of knowledge and skills, the Core Team

defined as knowledge, skills and attributes.

and new competencies was granted to the
Core Team, and it spent the next two years
developing key elements in the COE set-up
framework to lay the foundation for a more

has defined and described six elements
of

the

BA

Research,

competency

Feasibility

–

Analysis,

Market
Business

Case Analysis, Requirements Management,

mature COE:

Business

a. Best Practices Discipline – Standards &

are also established, with the following

Methodologies.

A

BA

Methodology

(BAM) which outlines a business analysis
value chain based on the typical software
development life cycle was developed in the
context of DSTA. The BAM comprises step-bystep

activities,

templates3

and

tools,
serves

techniques
to

guide

and
the

systematic conduct of BA. As activities can
be taken out of sequence, the BAM can be
modified

and

contextualised

to

each

project. It was piloted and validated in
projects, and later refined and updated.
The BA COE recognises the importance of
incorporating the BAM into DSTA’s existing
governing frameworks, such as the DSTA
QMS manual based on the ISO 9001:2000
standard,
stakeholders

Process

Management.

and
to

has
ensure

engaged
alignment.

QMS
The

team has also engaged the EA office

Analysis

Four

and

attributes

Change
of

BA

definitions:
i.

Business-Savvy
before

–

solution’,

Thinking
and

‘business

understanding

the business perspective
ii. Empathetic – Being sensitive to the
needs,
of

difficulties

others

and

and

thus

concerns

communicating

appropriately
iii. Articulate

–

Being

able

to

communicate one’s ideas clearly and
effectively
iv. Adaptable and Resourceful – Being
able to respond quickly to changing
business

needs

and

working

styles

of clients

to align and incorporate the BAM into
the Integrated Methodology for Business
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d. Human Resources Discipline – Training

COE

& Development. There was an initial

monthly newsletter – dstavista Volume 80

competency build-up drive where the Core

(April 2008).

Team developed BA 101 training materials
and conducted the course for nominated
EIT PC staff. There were also two Speaker
Series sessions where Glenn R. Brûlé was
invited by DSTA to share on the BA

was

featured

in

DSTA’s

internal

MATURING THE BA COE
– BA COE OPERATING
MODEL

professional practice and its importance.

In late 2008, after the foundations for

Monthly ‘Office Hours Consultation Clinics’

critical COE elements had been laid, it was

were

with

necessary to mature the BA COE and ensure

experience in the practice of BA set aside

its sustenance through an operating model.

time to mentor anyone who approached

This operating model depicts how the BA

them with questions on BA. These sharing

COE would function to allow for continued

and

consultancy

sessions

BA competency build-up while meeting the

tacit

knowledge

sharing.

set

Training

up

where

Roadmap

senior

for

staff

encouraged
overall

organisation’s demands for BA practice. The

Competency

operating model was designed in consultation

An

BA

with various stakeholders.

Development was also charted for staff.
e. Business

Alignment

Enterprise

Analysis.

recognised

the

–

The BA COE will be staffed by a Core Team

Team

of approximately 10 part-time staff, as the EIT

Discipline

The

Core

EA

PC works on a matrix organisation model. The

and BA to ensure strategic organisational

Core Team will comprise staff from all sub-

contributions

complementary

business units within EIT PC, in order to drive

competency development. Through close

ownership in the adoption of the BA practice

collaboration with the DSTA EA Office,

and the development of the BA competency.

the

in

The Proficiency Levels (PL) in DSTA are: 1 –

competency development and methodology.

Learn, 2 – Understand, 3 – Apply, 4 – Coach

Core

Team

synergy
and

aligned

between

the

two

To generate publicity and interest for
the activities organised as part of the

and 5 – Expert. The Core Team will be staffed
by those who have a PL of at least 3 in BA
practice (See Figure 3).

BA competency build-up effort, the BA

129
Figure 3. Operating and Staffing model of the BA COE
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Figure 4. Operationalising BA Strategies through two main thrusts
The Core Team aims to operationalise the

various projects and mentoring experiences.

three broad strategies defined in the BA

This will allow the overall practice of BA in EIT

COE Charter through two main thrusts (see

PC to thrive and mature over time.

Figure 4):
•

Thrust 1: Sustain BA Competency

Development. The Core Team will fulfill
the role of a central executive body and
will be actively involved in the operational
activities of the COE. They are also the
custodians of the BA BoK and will adopt
an EIT-level view of COE.
•

Work. The Core Team will be deployed as ‘Lead
BAs’ in projects, where they will provide
the leadership and guidance for ‘Project
to

the

Front-End

apply

the

Business

BA

professionally

Planning
Process

Upcoming activities for the BA COE will focus
on maturing the professional application
of BA in projects, and developing the BA
competency among EIT PC’s staff. The BA

Thrust 2: BA Deployment in Project

BAs’

TOWARDS BA COE
SUSTAINABILITY AND
EXCELLENCE

phase

from
to

Re-engineering

phase of projects. The Lead BAs will thus
mentor Project BAs to follow through and
lead in the BA work during the subsequent
Project Delivery phase. It is important to
deploy Lead BAs especially to projects

COE will also develop the rest of the elements
in the COE Set-up Framework (see Table 2):
Metrics & Tools, Governance, Assessment and
Career Development.
The BA COE aims to demonstrate tangible
value in the professional application of BA
in project delivery within the EIT PC, and
thereafter to promulgate this competency to
the larger DSTA community.

LESSONS LEARNT

which involve transformation of a new
business area, as Lead BAs will integrate

For the Core Team, the journey to establish

knowledge

the BA COE in EIT PC has been an opportunity

across

different

business

functions.

to apply the BA discipline in thinking
‘business value’ and satisfying stakeholder

As the Core Team is actively engaged in

requirements. For readers who are setting up

project delivery while driving and facilitating

a BA COE in their organisations, we offer some

the various activities of the COE, they will

of the key lessons learnt from our journey:

continually refine the BA BoK through their
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Table 2. EIT PC BA COE set-up framework

a. COE Set-up Framework. The Core Team

d. Team Composition. Having a committed

leveraged ESI International’s COE set-up

and competent team that is self-motivated

framework as a starting point and adapted

and

it to meet our operating environment (see

important in a COE staffed by part-timers

Table 1). Other groups seeking to set

in a matrix organisation. The COE work

up their COEs can consider and refer to

thrives

our

members

framework

and

its

principles

and

passionate

on

the
to

about

dedication
continually

adapt it to their needs.

practice and drive activities.

b. Business Alignment. Business alignment

e. Demonstrate

is

Value.

its

of

work

its

improve

For

is

core
its

continual

the

sustainability, it is key to demonstrate

sustainability of any COE. The BA COE had

the real value of the COE and its work to

to identify relevant touch points with

the

working

a

critical

success

factor

to

organisation.

While

real

tangible

and

value to the organisation may take years

work towards the alignment of existing

to assess, we are not without means – one

methodologies

groups

within

DSTA

This

can turn to industry best practices and

increased the relevance of the BA to the

trends to help build the business case for

working

the COE set-up.

and

frameworks.

groups

and

improved

stakeholders’ buy-in.

CONCLUSION

c. Stakeholder Relationships. Having a
key

The Core Team took reference from the ESI

stakeholders were was pivotal in helping

International COE Set-up Framework and

the team shape the competency build-

adapted it to DSTA’s operating environment

up approach. The early identification and

and needs. The COE set-up framework

continual

clear

picture

of

who

our

stakeholders

provided a methodical checklist for the

and to understand their requirements for

Core Team to establish necessary support

the

structures and focus resources to build up BA

BA

engagement
COE

was

of

essential

to

ensure

that the team delivered what the organisation

131

competency to ensure sustenance.

required.
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The build-up of BA competency in the EIT PC

ESI International, Inc. Establishing & Maturing

is a journey. The BA COE Operating Model

a

was designed to ensure that BA competency

The

would be developed in a sustainable manner,

com.sg/site_kc_listing.asp?action=search&

while meeting the demands of BA practice
in the organisation through project delivery.
Nonetheless, the eventual success of the BA
COE requires continual commitment and
support from our stakeholders – from the
management who will support the BA COE’s
vision and programmes, to individual staff

Business

Analysis

Essential

Centre

Guide.

of

Excellence:

http://www.esi-intl.

libr_category=Whitepapers.

(accessed

on

10 September 2009)
Geiger, Jonathan G. 2006. Establishing a Centre of
Excellence. Information Management Magazine
(August). http://www.information-management.
com/issues/20060801/1060173-1.html (accessed
15 August 2009)

who will take ownership and drive their own
BA competency development

International Institute of Business Analysis
Body of Knowledge Version 1.6. http://

A mature BA practice in the EIT PC is strategic

www.theiiba.org/Content/NavigationMenu/

to DSTA’s long-term goals as MINDEF and the

Learning/BodyofKnowledge/Version16/

SAF’s key business partner. Staff equipped

BOKV1_6.pdf (accessed on 15 August 2009)

with professional and mature BA competency
add value to our customers by moving up

Standish Group. 2006. CHAOS Report.

the value chain to better address their

ENDNOTES

business needs through business and process
transformation, thus moving beyond pure
project delivery and technical solutioning.
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ABSTRACT
Quantity Distance (QD) criteria, which take into account the
quantity and hazard division of explosives to determine a safe
separation distance, have been used in the safe siting of military
explosive facilities for the past 80 years. Since the 1980s, it has
been recognised that the QD approach can be complemented by
considering the likelihood of an accident based on the type of
activity, the number of people involved and the construction of
the facility. Many nations have since developed Quantitative Risk
Assessment (QRA) models to understand the risks better. QRA
calculates the probability of fatality and predicts the number of
fatalities and injuries in the event of an accidental explosion. The
information obtained is useful in risk management. However, a
pertinent question arises: How safe is safe? This article explores
quantitative benchmarks for explosive risk management – based
on comparisons with local industrial accident data, common
causes of fatalities in Singapore, and precedents in international
regulatory standards for explosive risk management. The data
are displayed in a Risk Scale format that enables easy comparison
of the proposed criteria with various risk figures.

Audrey Lao Linmei
Joseph Lum Yue Hao
Yen Chong Lian
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Risk Benchmarks
for the Siting of Military
Explosive Facilities
to a set of criteria and a decision is made

INTRODUCTION

to accept, reject or modify the sources of
risks. The US, UK, Australia, the Netherlands

There are inherent risks in the activities

and Switzerland have adopted the risk-

involving military explosives. In the Singapore

based approach for the siting of explosive

Armed

Forces

(SAF),

a

robust

safety

management system for military explosives
and explosive facilities is in place to reduce
the chance of an accident occurring as well
as to limit the damage should an accident
occur. The latter is managed by imposing
limits on the quantity of explosives, and the
enforcement of a safe separation distance –
Quantity Distance (QD) – between a Potential
Explosion Site (PES) and an Exposed Site
(ES) where personnel are present. The SAF
has adopted the UK JSP 482 as the standard

facilities when QD cannot be met (Figure 2).
In line with international practices, DSTA
recognised that the risk-based approach
has

the

potential

to

complement

the

QD approach for the siting of military
explosive facilities.

SAFER V3 QUANTITATIVE
RISK ASSESSMENT
SOFTWARE

for QD.
Safety Assessment for Explosives Risk (SAFER)
In land-scarce Singapore, there are occasionally

is an internationally recognised QRA software

situations where QD cannot be met. This is

model sponsored, developed and approved

due to Singapore’s high population density

by the US Department of Defense (DoD)

and the proximity of inhabited buildings to

Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) for US DoD

military explosive facilities. The consequences

risk-based explosives safety siting and risk

of deviating from QD need to be understood,

management analysis. SAFER v3 is used by the

so that decision makers are accurately

US Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps

informed of the risks. Accurate information

for the siting of military explosive facilities.

on the risks facilitates risk management
In 1997, the DDESB formed the Risk-based

(Figure 1).

Explosives Safety Criteria Team (RBESCT) to
The risk-based approach uses Quantitative

develop the risk-based approach for US DoD

Risk Assessment (QRA) software to quantify

to manage the siting of explosive facilities.

the risk to personnel. The results are compared

The RBESCT comprised members from DDESB,

Figure 1. Risk management
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Figure 2. Countries that use QRA software for risk-based explosives siting
(Young et al, 2007)
the US Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,

computes these risk figures, which are useful

international subject matter experts and risk

for operational explosive risk management

analysis companies. APT Research Inc, a DoD

in terms of risk identification, assessment,

contractor specialising in safety engineering,

mitigation and acceptance. The definition of

developed the SAFER software.

the risk terms are described in the following
sections.

In 2005, with the permission of DDESB, DSTA
acquired the SAFER v3 software and training

Definitions

package to enhance the risk assessment
capability of the Singapore Armed Forces

Individual risk Pf is the likelihood that a

Ammunition Command. The software tool

person in an ES will die from an unexpected

provides quantified information of risk,

explosion. It is computed by multiplying

facilitates the comparison of risk and the

the probability of an event (probability of

allocation of resources to mitigate risk, and

accident) Pe, the probability of a fatality given

decision making given the knowledge of the

the accident has happened Pfle, and personnel

actual risk.

exposure Ep:

SAFER V3 QUANTITATIVE
RISK OUTPUT AND ITS
APPLICATIONS
Quantitative risk is typically expressed in
terms of probability of accident, probability
of fatality given the accident, exposure of
personnel, individual risk, group risk, number

Pf = Pe x Pf|e x Ep
Group risk Ef is the risk experienced by a
group of people exposed to the explosives
hazard. It is the sum of all individual risks in
an ES:
Ef = ∑( Pe x Pf|e x Ep)

137

of fatalities and number of injuries. SAFER v3
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Risk Benchmarks (also known as Risk Criteria)

Probability of Fatality Given that the Accident

are standards used to translate numerical

has Occurred. SAFER gives the probabilities

risk estimates produced by a QRA into value

for

judgements (e.g. negligible risk) that can

rupture, body displacement or skull fracture;

then be set against other value judgements

2) structural failure such as broken glass or

(e.g. high economic benefit) in the decision-

building collapse; 3) debris comprising both

making process. Simply put, risk benchmarks

vertical and horizontal debris; and 4) thermal

are used to help one decide whether the

effects. By comparing the results, the main

risk associated with a project or activity is

cause of fatality and injury can be determined.

low enough to proceed with the activity

The appropriate mitigation measures to

(Lewis, 2007).

reduce the likelihood of injury can also be

1)

overpressure

resulting

in

lung

implemented.

Risk Figures where the Accident
is Possible (Probability of
Accident <1)

SAFER increases understanding
of the dimensions of risk

Probability of Event. This is also known as the

Risk has two dimensions – probability of

probability of accident. Through the RBESCT,

occurrence and consequence. SAFER v3

US DoD provides the probability of an

increases our understanding of risk by

accident for a specified explosive activity. This

giving information on both dimensions. In

could be benchmarked to the limits defined

comparison, the traditional methods (QD)

by the UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE):

focus only on the consequence aspects of

the maximum probability of an accident

risk.

causing the death of 50 people or more in a
single event should be less than 1 in 5,000 (i.e.

Examples, explanations and the applications

2 x 10-4).

of Quantitative Risk figures are summarised in
Tables 1 and 2.

Individual Risk and Group Risk. Individual
and group risks can be compared with the risk
criteria established by the US and the UK to
benchmark safety. When there are many PESs
generating risk to a single ES, these risks can
also be used to identify the PES that generates
the greatest risk.

Consequence Figures when
the Accident has Occurred
(Probability of Accident = 1)

QUANTITATIVE
RISK BENCHMARK
DEVELOPMENT
Risk criteria are used to help one decide
whether the risk associated with an activity
is low enough to proceed with the activity.
Although the risk criteria of the US and the
UK can be used as a guide, different countries
have different tolerance levels and attitudes
on the amount of resources that should be

Number of Fatalities, Major Injuries and Minor

devoted to mitigate risk.

Injuries. The fatality and injury predictions
can be communicated to commanders to

With reference to how DDESB and RBESCT

make a risk-informed decision whether or not

developed the US risk criteria, we have

to proceed with the operation.
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Type of Risk Output
Probability of Event Pe

Example
2x10-4 event
per year

Remarks

Use of Risk Figure

Two explosive events are
expected to occur in

Benchmark to UK
limits for probability

10,000 years in this PES.

of event.

Individual Risk Pf

1x10-6 fatality
per year

One fatality in a million
years, or 10 fatalities in
10 million years.

Compare to
individual and group
risk criteria to
benchmark the safety.

Group Risk Ef

1x10-5 fatality
per year

If 100,000 persons are
exposed for one year,
one fatality is expected.
Alternatively, if a person
is exposed for 100,000
years, one fatality is

Identify the PES that
generates the greatest
risk to that ES for
mitigation efforts.

expected.
Table 1. Examples of SAFER output in the event of a possible accident (probability of event < 1)

Type of Risk Output
No. of fatalities Nf

Example
1 person

Remarks
Fatal, not fully reversible
even with medical care.

Use of Risk Figure
Communicate to
decision makers the
number of fatalities,

No. of major injuries

10 persons

Hospitalisation required,
non-reversible.

No. of minor injuries

100 persons

Outpatient treatment,
reversible.

accident happens).

Probability of fatality
from:
1) overpressure
2) thermal effects
3) building collapse
4) debris

2x10-6 fatality
per event –
person

If one million people are
at the ES for one event,
two fatalities are expected
from overpressure, thermal
effects, building collapse or
debris. Alternatively, one
million events will result in
two deaths if one person
is present at the ES.

Compare to identify
the main cause of
fatality (blast, thermal,
building collapse or
debris) for mitigation
efforts.

major and minor
injuries (assuming an

Table 2. Examples of SAFER output where the accident has happened
(probability of event =1)

considered the following factors to support
our proposed risk criteria for Singapore:

b. Risk levels accepted by workers in other
industries in Singapore
c. Experience in using QRA in the SAF

a. Precedents in international and Singapore

139

d. The Singapore Universal Risk Scale

regulatory standards
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A comparison is done with other standards

INDIVIDUAL RISK
CRITERIA

in Singapore, specifically the criteria set by
the National Environment Agency (NEA) for
installations which store, transport or use

Precedents in International
Regulatory Standards

hazardous substances (Table 4). According
to NEA, the first contour with an associated
risk of 5 x 10-5 and above is the individual risk

According

to

regulations

the

ammunition

of

various

permissible to workers and the third contour

storage

with an associated risk of 1 x 10-6 is the

countries
of

maximum individual risk permissible for the

1 x 10-6 is a widely accepted level of risk for

public. The latter supports the statement that

members of the public i.e. one fatality in

“1 x 10-6 is considered as low risk and may be

a million years, or 10 fatalities in 10 million

a suitable limit for explosives risk to the public

years. This level of risk is also considered by

in Singapore”.

(Table 3), an individual risk criterion

the UK HSE to be very low (i.e. in the range of

Risk Levels Accepted by
Workers in Various Industries
in Singapore

broadly acceptable) (JSP 482, 2006).

Precedents in Singapore
Standards

The level of risk for the workers in the service
The QRA approach is used not only for safety

sectors is 1.2 x 10-5 from 2006 to 2008. This

of explosives, but also that of potentially

is lower than all international standards for

hazardous

nuclear

explosive risk management (Table 3) and

power, space systems and chemical plants.

is not comparable to typical risk levels for

industries

such

as

explosives. For reference,
Ammunition Storage

the

Individual Risk
Worker

Public

US (DDESB)

1.00 x 10-4

1.00 x 10-6

Switzerland (TLM 75)

1.00 x 10-4

1.00 x 10-5

10-5

10-7

Norway (MOD)

4.00 x

2.00 x

total

number

of

fatalities (67) over the
total number of service
workers (5,600,166), gives
us 1.2 x 10-5.

1.00 x 10-6

We

identified

both

1.00 x 10-3

1.00 x 10-6

the

construction

and

The Netherlands (existing facilities)

Not Available

1.00 x 10-5

The Netherlands (new facilities)

Not Available

1.00 x 10-6

5.00 x 10-4

1.00 x 10-6

Sweden (MOD)

Not Available

UK (HSE)

Australia

manufacturing industries
as suitable benchmarks
to find the upper limit of
the risk levels acceptable

Table 3. Precedent regulatory standards for individual risk (TP 14, 2007)

by workers in jobs with

Individual Fatality
Risk (IR) Contours

and

higher risk. Employment
Remarks

5 x 10-5

Contour remains on-site

5 x 10-6

Extends into industrial developments only

1 x 10-6

Extends into commercial and industrial
developments only

Table 4. NEA guidelines for Quantitative Risk Assessment (NEA, 2008)
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Industry (2001 – 2008)

Average Annual Fatality Rate

Construction

1.10 x 10-4

Manufacturing (including
shipbuilding and repairs)

1.17 x 10-4

Table 5. Average annual fatality rate for other industry workers
in Singapore
years 2001 to 2008 for a more conservative

of the risk of a single high-risk hazard to the

estimation of risk as earlier years reflect

cumulative risk of many low-risk hazards,

higher fatality rates. The risk figures derived

thereby providing better resource allocation

are shown in Table 5.

to tackle scenarios that warrant the highest
attention (Zhou et al, 2008).

Possible Risk Levels for
Explosives Workers in
Singapore

The proposed criterion of 1 x 10-4 for the

Considering the level of risk experienced by

in the UAF. This indicates that the figure of

workers in the construction and manufacturing

1 x 10-4 can be a reasonable and practicable

industries in Singapore, it seems appropriate

individual

for us to adopt 1 x 10-4 as the upper limit for

workers.

explosives workers. This is to ensure that the
level of explosive risk is not higher than the risk

individual risk of personnel directly involved is
comparable with the summed individual risks

risk

criterion

for

explosives

UNIVERSAL RISK SCALE

experienced by workers in high-risk industries
in Singapore. 1 x 10-4 is also the individual risk

The US RBESCT uses the Universal Risk Scale

limit for Swiss and US explosives workers.

(URS) to assist in selecting the appropriate
risk criteria (Rufe and Pfitzer, 2001). Decision

Past Experience in Using QRA in
the Singapore Military

makers are able to compare explosives risk
to other common risks in order to better
understand the risk figures. The URS uses a log

For the Underground Ammunition Facility

scale to display the wide spread of data. This

(UAF) in Singapore, QRA was conducted for the

is not only for the convenience of displaying

engineering systems as well as other systems,

many different risks in a single space, but also

sub-systems, as well as explosives storage and

to allow for better comparisons of relative risk

processes. The results of these analyses were

in orders of magnitude so that the concept of

integrated to form the overall safety case

risk can be more properly understood.

for the facility. During the integration and
endorsement process, the question was asked

There are two types of information shown

– how many fatalities could be expected

in the URS. The first comprises various risk-

during the design life of the facility? The

related legal precedents and governmental

summation of risks was conducted to arrive

standards,

at the total expected fatalities for the UAF.

real-world statistical data derived from

It was concluded that the summation of risks

documented accident experience (TP 14, 2007).

represented a good indication of the overall

Voluntary and involuntary risks associated

safety integrity of the facility and made it

with different modes of fatalities are shown

easier for the risk acceptance authority in

in the scales and compared against regulatory

decision making. It also facilitated comparison

standards, where voluntary risks are used for

41496_DSTA 134-147#150Q.indd 8
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Figure 3. Singapore URS for individual risk (proposed worker and public individual risk criteria
for explosives risk)
workers and involuntary risks for the general

Proposal

public. All data are shown in terms of annual

Singapore. As shown on the Individual Risk

Individual

Risk

Criteria

for

risk.

Singapore URS (Figure 3), the proposed
individual risk criteria of 1 x 10-4 for explosives
To

workers, and 1 x 10-6 for the public are widely

understand risks for Singapore, voluntary and

accepted by various other countries and

involuntary Individual Risk and Group Risk URS

compare reasonably with other common risks

were prepared (Figure 3). Data from explosive

in Singapore.

Singapore’s

Universal

Risk

Scale.

risk criteria established for use in foreign
countries (TP 14, 2007) as well as Singapore

GROUP RISK CRITERIA

death statistics (Registrar for Births and
Deaths, 1980 to 2007) were used. The average

Individual risk does not take into account the

annual risk from each cause of fatality e.g.

total number of people at risk from a particular

cancer was calculated by summing the total

event. Hence, an individual risk criterion

deaths from cancer from 1980 to 2007, then

alone is insufficient to regulate explosives

dividing it by the summed population from

risk. Realised hazards that affect society can

1980 to 2007.

have adverse repercussions for institutions
responsible for putting in place provisions

The right side of the Singapore URS for

and arrangements for protecting people e.g.

Individual Risk consists of all the data compiled

Parliament and the Government. This type

from Singapore statistics and the left side

of concern is associated with high-casualty

consists of regulatory standards as well as

or multiple-fatality events which are likely

the two proposed draft criteria for explosive

to provoke a socio-political response (HSE

risk. The items in blue refer to voluntary risks

2001). There is hence a need for regulation

and are compared to risks undertaken by

to control the explosives risk exposure to a

explosives workers.

group of people. Group risk criteria would be
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an overlay of protection to the individual risk

maximum probability of an accident causing

criteria.

the death of 50 people or more in a single
event should be less than 1 in 5,000 (2 x 10-4),

UK Approach to Group Risk

and any situation which could give rise to
a societal risk of greater than 50 fatalities

The SAF adopts the UK standard, JSP 482, for

overall, or more than 10 fatalities of members

explosives siting. JSP 482 primarily contains

of the general public, must be viewed with

guidance for QD siting. However, JSP 482 also

great concern. The f-N graph plotted for the

advises adopting a risk-based approach when

situation under study must fall below the

QD cannot be met, along with UK-approved

ESTC societal risk criteria.

individual and group risk criteria. We should
therefore assess the suitability of the UK

The f-N curve is resource intensive and the

risk criteria for application to the Singapore

required software, country-specific empirical/

context. The UK individual risk criteria are

field data and skills necessary for this

shown in Figure 3.

approach are not available to us. Hence, the
implementation of the f-N graph would not

The UK approach to group risk (known as
societal risk) for explosive hazards is an f-N
graph. The frequency, f, of any individual

be feasible in our local context.

US Approach to Group Risk

event which may lead to N fatalities is plotted
as a scattering of points. The rationale for

The US has also derived their group risk criteria

multiple pairs of f-N data is that explosive

using a graph of the accident frequency versus

accidents have wide ranges of frequencies

the number of fatalities with lines of slope -1,

and outcomes, depending on the individual

which can be described by the risk measure

circumstances such as weather conditions.

of annual expected number of fatalities
(Pfitzer,

2008).

The

DDESB

group

risk

The UK Explosives Storage and Transport

acceptance criterion for all workers is 1 x 10-3

Committee (ESTC) has established criteria

to 1 x 10-2, while the US group risk acceptance

for societal risk in the form of a red line with

criterion for the public is 1 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-3

slope of -1. This is shown in Figure 4. The

(TP 14, 2007).

143
Figure 4. UK ESTC societal risk criteria (JSP 482)
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The implication is that for workers in explosive

built-up areas. Nevertheless, taking into

facilities in the US, there are attempts to

account our population density of 5,000 per

lower the group risk to 1 x

10-3

as a workers’

square kilometre, we believe that 1,000 is a

group risk above 1x 10-2 is only accepted with

conservative and reasonable figure. Hence,

significant national need. The lower limit can

we propose to use 1,000 as the normalisation

be considered the actual risk criteria. The

for voluntary and involuntary group risks in

upper limit can be considered an ‘intolerable’

our URS as well.

limit. The region between the lower and upper
limits is known as the ‘ALARP’ region, where

In addition, due to societal concerns, it is

efforts must be made to decrease the risk to

appropriate to recommend an ALARP region,

As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP).

where risk mitigation is performed for any
activities which have associated risks above

The approach is similar for the US public

the lower limit.

group risk, but with more stringent upper and
lower criteria.

Proposed Group Risk Criteria
for Singapore

Proposed Public Group Risk Criterion. From
the URS (Figure 5), it seems reasonable to
propose the preliminary risk criterion for the
public as 1 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-4. The upper limit
is set in view of the fact that it is below most

In evaluating the actual figures for group

involuntary risks. The US has set the public

risk, we propose to use the URS for voluntary

group risk criterion to 1 x 10-5. This is deemed

and involuntary risks. For the US RBESCT,

conservative but may be appropriate for the

the number of persons surrounding a post,

lower limit.

camp or station may be 1,000 (Rufe and
Pfitzer, 2001). In our context, our ammunition

Proposed Explosives Workers Group Risk

depots are usually situated away from

Criterion.

For

explosives

workers,

the

Figure 5. Singapore URS for involuntary group risk (proposed public group risk criterion)
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Figure 6. Singapore URS for voluntary group risk (proposed explosives workers group risk criterion)
recommended criterion is 1 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-3

(Pfitzer and Rhodes, 1998) for trial use. Upon

is

further review and examination, this was

the UK maximum tolerable limit for workers,

amended to arrive at the final risk criteria

and is the same risk criterion for US. The lower

approved by the DDESB in December 1999

(Figure 6). It should be noted that 1 x

limit of 1 x

10-4

10-3

is proposed to express a desire

(TP 14, 2007).

to limit the explosives risk to be below that
of other risks, such as the risk of fatality from

The proposed risk-based acceptance criteria

sports, surgical or medical care complications.

for explosives safety in the Singapore context,
summarised in Table 6, should similarly be

RECOMMENDATIONS
Risk benchmarks are used to help decision

reviewed after a trial period of a few years to
ensure that it is robust for risk management
and yet practical for use.

makers decide whether the risk associated
with an explosive related activity is low
enough to proceed with the activity. The

Type of Explosives
Risk Benchmark

Proposed Quantitative
Risk Benchmark

upper limit is a measure of management’s

Individual Risk to Workers

1 x 10-4

Individual Risk to the Public

1 x 10-6

tolerance of risk. Defining the risk benchmarks
for individual and group risk to workers and
to the public demonstrates transparency in

Group Risk to Workers

1 x 10-4 to 1 x 10-3

the QRA process.

Group Risk to the Public

1 x 10-5 to 1 x 10-4

In the selection of the US criteria, RBESCT

Table 6. Summary of proposed quantitative risk benchmarks

145

had first recommended a ‘Strawman Criteria’
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Singapore

CONCLUSION

Immigration

and

Checkpoints

Authority. Registry of Births and Deaths

QRA is not a replacement for QD. Risk-based
explosives siting using QRA should only
be applied when QD requirements cannot
be met. QRA may be used in conjunction
with systems safety as QRA enables a better
understanding of the actual risk. The risk can
then be effectively mitigated and reduced and
also appropriately communicated to decision
makers. Risk criteria serve as guidelines in risk
management by providing benchmarks on the
level that is considered tolerable. However,
risk should always be reduced to ALARP and
risk mitigation has to remain as a key defence
against accidents.

1980 – 2007. Report on Registration of Births
and Deaths.
Singapore Ministry of Manpower. 2009.
Employment

Statistics.

http://www.mom.

gov.sg/publish/momportal/en/communities/
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